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Thi~ mono9:a~h on environmental forecasting in the Mediterranean was 
develop~d as a major part of the Environmental Predic~ion Research Facili~y's 
continuing effort to improve the quality of all ty~es of forecasts issued for 
this area of the wor1d. 
As emphasized b) Professor Reiter in his preface, it is int~nded that the 
information presented herein should continually resoond to the current require-
ments of Fleet forecasters. Readers are th~refore ur~ed to submit to this 
Command their comments a'ld s1 19gestions regarding both the present content and 
additional topics that ~i1ht merit discussion in subsequent sections. 
I express my personal gratitude to Professor Reite1· for undertaking a 
project of this magnitude during an already busy schedul.:. It w; 'l be r2adily 
apparent that this product cf his effort is an important contribution to the 
literature of the meteorological sciences, and that it amply reflects his 
considerable exoertisr in t~e scie~tific fields addressed. 
R. C. SHERAR 
Captain, U.S. Navy 







Weather prediction in the Mediterranean region, a demanding task even for 
the lccal forecaster, can often become a very frustrating experience for the 
"outsider" who may be u"laware of the intr~c'lte and complex Modifying effects 
that local topography can have on the region's synoptir-scale weather systems. 
It is intended that this volume shall serve as an informative primer and work-
t>ook for both the "outsider" and the local forecaster, inasmuch as it will 
discuss many of the complex details that affect Meaiterranean weather systems 
on a regional and local bcsis 
This first Dar~ of the total monograph is divided into five major sections 
and eight appendixes, with a comprehensive list of references. 
Section ! describes and discusses general aspects of the Mediterranean 
region's geograohy and the wind systems that have prevailed in the area for 
.:enturies. 
Section I! explains U.e concept of meteorological scales; consider;,tion 
of this section reveals, of course, that all scal~s of ~otion act in unison --
a difficult tasx for present computer models to handle, th~s placing a heavy 
burden of in• ~~retation on the regional meteorologist on land or aboard ship. 
Section .. ~.the focal point of this first part, explores our present 
knowledge of large-scale flow ~nd weather regimes and types in the Mediterranean 
region. 
Section IV discusses aspects of mesoscale phenomena. 
Section V addresses both those areas of atmospheric physics of specific 
interest to military enviro~mental specialists but beyond the scope of routine 
WP"ther forecast~, and ~ma11 $Cale procc!:.~Cs {e.g., clear aif tur-bul~r1L.e) uf 
interest mainly to aviation forecasters. 
Certain meteoroloqical relationships are examined in d full mathematical 
treatment in the appendixes. Although it was felt that this material should 
be available, it was decided to present it in appendix f1rmat to preclude 
unnecessary complication of the main text. ThP appendixes also contain exten· 
s1ve reference information, includin1 a listinq of pertinent meteorological 
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These section~ and a~pendixes will subsequently be a~gmente6 by detailed 
examples and an~lyses of significant environmen~al events typical of the 
Mediterranean region. The~e future additions, intended to exem~lify and 
emphasize the complex intermeshing of large- and small-scale rtrculation 
features, will be bas~d on <l variety of data sources, ranging from conventional 
synoptic surface dnd upper air observations to satellite imagery and numerical 
products. It is expected that this approach will enhance th~ output of computer 
models, and foster improveme~ts in the models them~elves b/ a feedback process. 
Publication of this monograph is in loose-leaf format rather than te1tbook 
binding so that additions to ·t can be conveniently and easily accommudated. 
This format underscores the intention of the effort -- to prcviGe a responsive, 
up-to-date and comprehensiv~ informat~on source for the Meoiterrdnean forecaster. 
Users of this volume are ~rgentlJ requested tc take part in its continuing 
development and expansion by pr)vid1ng significant inputs to it, based on thei 
own information and experiences. Typical inputs might range from listings of 
baffling weather phenomena that have eluded standard forecasting skills and 
methods to information describinq weather developments of special interest. 
Contributors mdy be assured that every effort will be made tu reflect user 
inputs in the development of subsequent materials; these addenda will be 
collected, coordinated and prepared for publication by the Environmental 
Prediction Research Facility, ~onterey, California. It is hoped that this 
updating process will maintain this monograpn at a maximJm level of us~fulness 
for many years to come. 
Special recognition is due to the stilff of tne En1ironmental Pr.diction 
Resear:h Facility, especially to Dr. Yoshikazu Sasaki, Lieutenant Commander 
W. N. Bowman, Royal Navy, Mr. L. Robin Brody, and AGCS James Futtner, USN, for 
numerous contributions to, and imprJvements of, th;s monograph as it evolved 
during the past months; Dr. Willem ·1an der Bijl, uepdrtr.ient of Meteo1·ology, 
Naval Postgraduate School, conducted a very car~ful and ~ainstaking final 
review. Special thanks are extendeC: to project editor Mr. Stephen Bishop; 
to the artists who prepared the i1llstratiors and finali1ed production cory 
fur printing, Mr. ~ason ~ldlen and ~r. Richard Clark; anL to a most patient 
and efficient typist, Mrs. Winona Carli~le. 
Gratitude is expressed to Captair. W. L. Somervell, Jr., USN (Ret.), 
formerly commanding officer of the Navy Weather Research Facility, Norfolk, VA, 
for his contributions during the inception of this project. The subsequent 
support 3nd leader5hip of two succes~ive commanding officers of the 
Environmental Prediction R~search Facility, Captain G. D. Hamilton, USN, and 
Captain R. C. Sherar, USN, is gratefully acknowledged. 
Fort Collins, CO 
November 19 75 
z rr n qe ·en '$ '£· S' 
E l ma r R . R e d <' r 
Professor of Atmosp~eric Science 
Colorildo State Uni·versity 
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I. REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The Mediterranean region is characterized by multinational ~s well as 
geographical and topographical complexities, with many peoples of strongly 
contrasting cu~tural backgrounds living in relative1y close proximity to one 
anothe·r; rigure I "-1 shows the region's present pr.litical boundaries and the 
locations of major cities. 
Figure I-A-2, a "three-dimensional" map illustrat·ing both topographic<1l 
relief and land mass confiqurations, shows the two main basins into which the 
Mediterranean -- the world's largest inland sea -- can he considered to be 
divided: 
(1) The Western Basin 
(2) The Eastern Basin 
from Gibraltar to Italy 
from Italy to the coast of Syria 
Tht area between Corsica, Sardinia anJ Tunisia on the west and Greece and 
Cyrenaica on the east is sometimes referred to as the "Central Mediterranean." 
B. GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES 
The complexity of the region may be; seen in the many serarate gulfs, "seas," 
straits and channels that must be known by the regional weather expert. Ir. the 
west, the Strait of Gibraltar opens into the Alboran Channel (named after the 
tiny island of Alboran). To the northeast, the Gulf of Valencia is bounded on 
major ones) and merges with the Gulf of Lion fc1rth~r to the northeast. Mc;ving 
eastward, the Gulf of Genoa on the northernmost shore of ltdly extends into the 
Ligurian Sea. This sea is separated froM the Tyrrhenian Sea by the isla~ds of 
Elba (in the Tos~anian Archipelago), Corsicd and Sardinid. The two important 
connections between these two seas are the Strait of Bonifacio b~tween Corsica 
and Sarrlinia and the Strait of Corsica between Corsica and the island of Elba. 
East of Italy is the lonq and narrow Adriatic Sea which 0pens into the 
I o n i a n S e a t o t t, e s o 11 t ti . T h e r; u l f o f T a r a n t o a n d t h e G u l f ~ f S q u i 1 l a c e a r e 
l o c a t e d u n de r the ·· boo t " o f I t il 1 y . T he S t r a i t o f Me s s ·; n a s e c• a r a t e s t tie 1n a i n l an d 
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Figure 2. Temporal Frequenc:v Spec-
trum )f the Amplitude Fluctuations at 
the Center of a Laser Beam Propaga-
ting in Turbulence for the Case When 
F = io-7 anci a = 1. Note that "r is posi-
tive when the beam is slewed in the 
direction opposite to V 
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Figure 3. Temporal Frequency Spec-
trum of the Phase Fluctuat.ions at the 
Center of a Laser Beam Propagating 
in a Turbulent Medlurn for the Case 
When F " io·7 and a ,. 1, Note that 
"I' is positive when the team is slewed 
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Figure I-,"\-1. !'lap of :-i~~diterranean area ·.1ith political 
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Figure I-A-2. "Three-dimensional" 
of the Mediterranean area. 


























The narrows between Sicily, Malta, Pantelleria and Tunis are known 
collectively as the Strait of Sicily. However, the area north of Tunis between 
the African mainland and the island of La Galite is known as the Channel of 
La Galite. 
East o~ Tunis alonq the North African coast lie the Gulf of Tunis, Gulf of 
Hamrnamet, Gulf of Gabes, and Gulf of Sirte (or Sidra}, ~nd th~ Pelusium Bay 
(Khalig el Tina) east of Port Said. 
Al0ng t11e northern shores of the Eastern Basin, th~ Gulf 0f Corinth extends 
eastward from the Ionian Sea and bisects tne peniniula of Greece. The Aegean 
Sea opens to the northeast into the Dardanelles and thence into the Sea of 
Marmara, the Bo~porus (with the cities of !stanbul and Uskudar along its 
shores), an~ the Black Sea. 
The Cyclades, Sporades and Dodecanese Islands are sprinkled across the 
sout~ern ~drt of the Aegean Sea; Rhodes is the largest of these islands. The 
Sea of Crete extends between these island qroups and the island of Crete. 
Alo11g the southern shores of Turkey are the Gulf of Antalya and the Gulf 
of Iskenderun to the northwest and northeast of Cypr~s. res~ectively. 
C. TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES AND EFFECTS 
The topography behind the coastlines of the Mediterranear i~ similarly 
complex; it provides barriers dga1nst and oµ~ninqs toward air currents that 
bring extreme differences of air masses to play upon the reqion. Figure I-C-1 
3nows these barriers and gaps along an irreqular li~e that rJns ~pproximately 
100 miles inland front the coa~t. The listing of moun1:ain ranges and gaps in 
Table I-C-1 rray be r.ompared with Figures I-A-2 and I-C-l. 
The planetary boundary layer, friction layer, or Ekman layer, is tne lowest 
~egion in the atmosphere, ~sually about 1000 m (3000 ft) thi:k above level 
terrain. In this layer, frictional drag of air along the rough surface of the 
earth causes a pronounced inflow across the isob3rs towards lower pressure. 
Theor~ticaliy, this departure of flow from the geostrophic wind (parallel to the 
isobars) is 45° at the earth's surface, diminishing to 0° at about 1000 m above 
ground. Over flat and smooth terrain the actual anqle ef neparture of the winds 
from the direction of the isobars is usually less than ~5°, more like 20 to 30°. 
In narrow mountain ~aps, however, this angl~ may reach 90°, i.e., the air 
"falls" down the fall-line, almost like water. 
Unfortundtely, little is presently known about the vertical extent of the 
friction layer above mountain ranqes, simply because radiosonde and pilot 
balloon stations tend to be located in the plains and broad valleys rather than 
atop inaccessible mountain peaks. For the ~ake of si~plicity, and in the 
absence of contraJictory evidence, it must be as~umed that mountain ranges in 
exce~s of 1000 m elevation, when located near the s~ashore, will provide an 
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Table I-C-1. Mountain barriers and gaps in t!1e Mediterranean basin. 
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Gulf of Antalya 
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Gulf of Iskenderun 
Note: The gaps identified by italic 
typeface in this table are 
those gdps below 1000 m 
el:vation (marked in Figure 
I-f-1) through which the 
~g~ostrophic flow component 
cwn pass freely and at 
considerable st~ength into 
the Mediterranean Basin, 
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effective obstacle against the ageostrophic flow (i.e., the flow down the 
pressure gradient and across the isobdrs) in the planetary boundary layer. 
Markings in Figure I-C-1 identify those gaps below 1000 m elevation through 
which t~e ageostrophic flow component can pass freely and at considerable 
strength into the 1editerranean basi~. The same gaps are denoted by itaZic 
typefa~e in Table I-C-1. 
Th~ more prominent of these gaps are associated with the wind systems, 
named many centuries ago, that are shown schematically 1n Figure !-C-2; 
Tdble 1-C-2 contains the definitions of these winds as given in the Glossary 
of Meteorology (Huschke, 1959). Further gP.neral descr·iptions of the more 
inpor~ant of these wind systems are given in Section III-F. It wil1 suffice 
here to point out that these winds are not steady, as are, for ~xample, the 
trade winds. They occu1· only when an appropriate synoptic ~itJac~on sets up 
the required prpssure gradients which can drive the air flow througn the 
~ountain gap. Recogn~zing these weather situations in advance is ore of the 
major tasks of the weather forecaster in t~e Mediterranean theater. 
If the pressur~ gradients and the air flow component in the lo~ar and 
middle troposphere ~irected perpendicular to a mountain range ~re strong enough 
to force the flow over the mountain rather than around it, strung and gusty 
winds on the lee side of the mountains will result. These .ii11L:~ are known as 
"foehn" winds and are similar to "chinook" winds in the North American Rockies 
(see Section III-F, para. 3). The forecaster will therefore have to direct his 
attention to the mountain ranges themselve~ as wel1 as to the mountain gaps 
when assessing o~ographic effects. The topographic features shown in Figure 
I-C-1, and also the islands and groups of islands no~ included in this diagram, 
may act upon the atmospheric flow as: 
(1) Channeling effects of gaps and valleys 
(2) Corner effects of prominences 
(3) Barrier effects in flow that is forced over an obstacle 
The possible combinaticns of tnese effects (see Section IV-A), given the 
complex terrain configurations shown in Figures I-A-2 and I-C-1, generate 
uverwhelmingly intri~ate local forecasting problems. For many of them there 
are no cut-and-dried rules, so experience and intuition will have to guide the 
forecaster in the absence of objective proqno~tic techniques. 
I - 8 
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Table I-C-2. Definition of wind systAms in the Mediter~anean 
and surrounding regions (Huschk.a, 1959). 
autan - (Also called altanus.) A strong southeast wind in south-central France, 
especially in Gascony and the upper Garonne River. 
Near the Pyrennees the autan is very turbulent~ growirg in strength. 
i~ the valleys. At Toulouse its average speed is 30 mph with gusts of 
45 to 50 mph; it tends to be strongest at midday. It increases in speed 
up to ~ height of 1500 ft, above which it weakens and veers to the south. 
North of Toulouse it loses its special character and becomes an ordinary 
southeast wind. 
There are two types. (a) The autan bla~c brings fine, dry weather, 
cold 1n winter, hot in summer, as a result of the downs1ope motion imposed 
by the Pyrenees and the Southern Cevennes. It occurs with an anticyclone 
centered near Denmark or moving northeastward from the Azores. It lasts 
for two to four days in winter, but may persist for more than a week in 
summer, bringing severe drought and desiccating the vPgetation. In 
Catalonia (northeastern Spainj a similar wind is called the outo. 
(b) The auta11 noir is less frequent and rareiy lasts for more than two days; 
·t is more humid and cloudy, bringing fog, rain or snow over high gr~und 
near the sea. As such, it is more like the marin, the nilme applied to the 
southeast wind out of the Cevennes where its maritime ~haracter predominates. 
btse - (Also spelled bize.) A wind from north or northeast which blows in or 
from the mountain regions of France and Switzerland; similar to the mistral 
and tramontana. It is cold, moderately strong (especiall:' in mountain 
regions), and 9enerally dry. 
The bise is most frequent ir spring, when it usually brings fine 
bright weather, and in wir.ter, when it may bri"g heavy clouds and falls of 
snow or hail (bise noire in Saone, bise negre in Aveyron), and snow 
whirlwinds ir the mountains. rt often persists for several days and brings 
damaging spring frosts. In Morvan the very dry bise in March is termed 
hal~ (drying wind} de mars. In the Drome valley south of V~lence (south-
east France) the name bise brume is given to a moist, mild and sometimes 
foggy wind from the northwest. 
bize - Same as bise. 
bochorno - A sultry wind (or sultry weather in general) ir the Ebro valley of 
Spain, possihly a form of sirocco. 
bora - A 1al I wind whose source is so cold that when the air r~aches the 
lowlands or coast the dynamic warminq is insufficient to raise the air 
temperature to the normal level for the region; hen~e it appears as a cold 
wind. The terms borino and boraccia denote a weak bora and strong bora, 
respectively. 
I -1 0 
The tPrm was originally and still is a~plied (along with karstbora) 
to the cold 11ortheast wind on the Dalmatian coast of Yugoslavia in winter 
when cold air from Russia crosses the mountains and descends to the 
relatively warm coast of the Adriatic. It is very stormy and squally, thQ 
squalls sometimes reaching lOC mph or more. F. Defant (Compendiu111 of 
M~teorolo9y! 1951, pp. 669-670) distingui~hes between cyclonic bora 
(bora scuraJ with clouds and r~in, covP.riny the whole Adriatic and 
occurring with a depression over southern Adria, and the dry anticyclonic 









Table I-C-2 (continued) 
Dalmatia; the latter is very violent over the land but extends only a 
short distance out to sea. A local bora llso occurs on the cast coast of 
the Adriatic with an anticyclone over the Bal~ans. Defant states that the 
critical ground slope for the occurrence of bor<.. is l: 100. 
The term bora is now applied to sim;lar winds in other parts of tne 
world. Well known examp~es occur at Novorossiisk on the northern shore 
of the Black Sea, and in Novaya Zemlya (islands in the Russian Arctic). 
A squally katabatic wind at Alme Dagh in the Gulf of Iskenderun (E. Mediterranean Sea) 1s termed rageas (also ragne, ghaziyah). The 
Bulgarian te.m is buria. 
See boruca. 
boraccia - See bora. 
boruca - (or borasco; also called bourrasque.) Literally, "little bora." 
A thunderstorm or violen+. squall, especially in the Mediterranean. 
bora scura - See bora. 
borino - See bora. 
bourrasGu1 - Same as tora~ca. 
c1rs - A name for the mistr~I in Catalonia, Narbonne, and parts of Provence (southern France and northeastern Spain). 
It is very violent and turbulent in the Aude Valley below Carcassone 
with gusts often reaching 50 to 5~ mph. It is cold in winter, hot ir 
Sl.immgr, always dry and clear. A :;imila1· northerly wind in Spain is the 
c11rzo. 
chertui - An east or southea~t desert wind in Morocco (North Africa), especially 
in the north. It is per$istent, v~ry dry and dusty, hot in 5Um~er, cold 
in wint~r. It blows with hiqh pressure in the Mediterranean and the 
isobars running nearly parallel with the coa:t. 
It is said to be most frequent in the forty days followinq July 11th 
or 12th, a oP~iod ~hich is known as the Smaim (compare si~oom). 
ch1bli - Same as ~h1bli. 
chichili - See chili. 
chili - A warm, dry, descending wind in Tunisia resembling t.he sirocco. Ir. 
southern Algeria it is cal le~ chi chili. 
chom - See. sirocco. 
cterzo - Spanish term for the mistral in the lower valleys of the Ebro. It 
occurs mainly in the autumn and early winter. Compare cers. 
crivetz - (Also called krivu, crivat.) North to east winds in Rumania, 
especially a cold boro-like wind characteristic of the ~~imate of Rumania. 
Crivetz m1y occur in any season, but is least rrequent in June and July. 
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Ta~le I-C-2 (continued) 
oclonic bora - (Also cal1ed bo1·a scura.) See bora. 
dramundan - See mistral. 
diisenwind - (Literally "jet wind" or "blast wind.") The mountain-l!aP hind of 
the Dardanelles; a strong east-northeast wind which blows out of th~ 
Dardanelles into the Aegean Sea, penetratinq as far as the island of 
Lemnos. It is caused by a ridge of high pressure over the Black Sea. 
See Jet-effect wind. 
eissero - Spe sirocco. 
etesians - The prevailing northerly winds in summer in the eastern Mediterranean 
and especially the AP.gean Sea; basically ·similar to monsoon and equivalent 
to maestro of the Adriutic Sea. 
Accordi~g to thE ancient Greeks, the etesians blow for forty days 
beginniny with the heliacal rising of Siri~s. They are associated (along 
with the seistan and shamal) ~it~ the deeµ low pressure area whicn forms 
in summer over northwest India. They bring clear skies arr~ dry, relatively 
cool weather. 
In Greece the etesian wind is loc3lly named the sleeper. In Turkey 
it is the meltem. The Romans used the word also for the southwegt mons~on 
of the Arabian Sea. 
fall wind - A strong, cold. downslope wind. A fall wind differs fr~m a foeh~ 
in that the air is initially cold enouqh so that it remains relatively 
cold despite adiabatic warming upon descent. It is a larger-s~3le 
pheno1,1enon than the gr;ivity wind (as usL.ally defined), in that a fall ~iind 
prerequires ~n accumulation of cold air at hiqh elevations. 
Fall winds are especially well developP.d as strong easterly winds on 
the coast of Norway, and for some distance in~and; here they give d narrow 
strip of fine weather along the shore. They are also well developed on 
the northern coast of the APgcan Sea. At the southeastern tip of the 
rotky H0gion Ores Peninsula in Greece, Mt. Athas rises to 6670 ft and 
descends steepl_v to the sea; northei·ly winds are disturbed by this great 
mass and descend as the col6 northeasterly Athas fall wind, often of gale 
force, extending several miles out to sea. 
Good examples of f~ll winds are the bor3, mi~tr~!, ~~d YYid6i. 
foehn - (Or fohn.) A warm, dry wind on the lee side of a mountain range, the 
warmth and dryness of the air being due to adiabatic compression upon 
descending the mountain siopes. 
I - l 2 
The foehr1 is characteristic of nearly all mountain areas. It is 
associated ~ith cyclonic-scale motions, being produced only when the 
circulation is sufficiently strong and deep to force air completely a~ross 
a major mountain range in a short period of time. The exact local nature 
of foehn winds, however, varies widely and depends uµon the local topo-
graphy, the st~ength of the basic flow across the mountain. th[ amount of 
moisture lost through precipitation on the windwa·rd side, COiiditions prior 
to the or, set of the foehn, etc. 
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·Table I-C-2 (continued) 
The name originated in the Alp~ where it is ~est developed, especially 
as the south fothn on the northern alopes, and where south-north valleys 
open into plains or large east-west valleys, as at Innsbruck. In other 
mountain regions the foehn has a variety of local names: chinock of the 
Rocky Mountains; zonda of the Argentine (for a westerly foehn); puelche 
in the Andes (for an easterly foehn); ljuka in Carinthia (northwestern 
Yugoslavia); halny wiatr in Poland; austru. in Romania; favogn in 
Switzerland. A northeasterly foehn descendin9 the Massif Central of 
France and exte~ding over the Garonne plain is lotally called aspre. A 
dry wind from northwest desc~ndi~g the coastal hills in Majorca is named 
the sky sweeper. In New Zealand a f~ehn blowing from the New Zealand Alps 
onto the Canterbury plains is the Canterbury northwester. 
See north foehn. 
forano - A sea breeze of Naples, Italy. 
aal luo - A cold, piercing, northerly wind in Spain and Portugal. 
aaraal - See areaale. 
aebli - Same as ahibli. 
aharbi - A fresh westerly wind of oceanic origin in Morocco. 
ehibl1 - (Also called ch1bli1 eebli1 aibleh. e1bli• kibli.) A hot dust·bP.1tring 
desert wind in Tripolitania similar to the foehn. In Korocco, the 
analogous e1bla is a hot dry wind from between southeast and south. It 
means "the direction in which one turns," i.e., the traditior.al direction 
of Mecca 
See chili• kh~msin1 and sirocco. 
~ibleh - Same <S ~hibli. 
~ibli - Same as ~hibli. 
erecale - See ere~ale. 
ereeale - The Maltese and best known variant of a term for a strong northeast 
wind in the Central and Western Mediterranean and adjacent European land 
areas (strong~r than the levante; compare :evantera and lombarde). It 
occurs either wit~ hiqh pressure over central EurnpP nr the B~lkdns and 
low pressure over Libya, when it may continue for up to five days, or with 
the passage of a depression to south or southeast, when it lasts only a 
day or two. It is most frequent in winter. The weather vafies with the 
type of pressure distribution 3nd the on-shore or off-shore directicn of 
the wind. l11 Malta the gregale raises dan4erous seas in the harbor. 
Jet-effe~t wind - A wind which is increased in speed tnrough the channeling of 
air by some orographic configuration such as R narrnw mountain pas~ or 
canyon; a class of loC11 winds. Examples of this e~fect are the jusenwind• 
and kossava winds. 
See also moun•~1n-~aP wind. 
I - 1 3 
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Table I-C-2 (continued} 
kamsin - Same as khamsin. 
karstbora - The bora of the Yugoslavian coast. 
katabatic wind - Any wind blowing down an incline; the opposite of an~batic 
wind . If the wind is warm, it is called a foehn; if cold, it may be a 
fdll wind (such as the bora). 
kha~asseen - Same as khams1n. 
kham,in - (Also spelled camsin1 chamsin1 kams1n1 khamasseen. khemsin.) ~ dry, 
dusty and generally hot desert wind ~n Egypt and over the Red Sea. It is 
generally southerly or southeasterly, occurring in front of depressions 
moving eastward across North Afric~ or ~he southeastern Mediterranean. 
The deep khamsins occur in spring with depressi0ns travelin~ east-
northeast across the northern Sahara. They are preceded DY a heat wave 
1 a~ting about t.i1rce days, and fol 1 owed by a dust storr11. The pas sane of 
the depression is marked by a cold front bringing Mediterranean air and 
a sudden drop ir. temperature. 
See ~hibli. chili1 sirocco. 
khemsin - Sam: as khamsin. 
kibli - Same as eh1bli. 
kosava - Same JS kocsava. 
koschawa - Same as kossava. 
kossav~ - (Also spelled kJsava1 koschawa.) A cold, very squally wind, descend-
ing from east or so~theast in the rec;ion of the D11nube "Iron Gate" through 
the Carpat.hiar.s, continuing westward over Belgrade, thence spreading 
north~·ard to the Rumanian and Hungarian borderlands and southward as far 
as Nish. In winter it brings temperatures down to below - 20gF and it is 
cool even in summer, when it is also dusty. 
It usually occurs wit~ a dtpression over the Adriatic and high 
pressure over south~rn Russia, a frequent situation in winter. It is 
usually 'vplained as a Jet-effect wind through the Iron Gate, givin~ · 
speeds well above th~ gradient, but J. Kuttner ("Der 1<os<1va in Serbi en"' 
Meteor., 7.., 57: 1940, pp. 120-123) regards it rather as a katabatic wind 
intermediate between foehn and bora. The kossava has a marked diurnal 
variation with its maximum occurring between 0500 a~d lOUO 1ocal time. 
krivu - Same as crivetz. 
laveche - Same as leveche. 
lesh - Spanish r·autical term for east wind. 111e name is given to a hot, dry, 
dusty easterly or southeasterly wind which blows from the Atlantic coast 
of Morocco out to Madeira and the Canary Islands. It is a form of sirocco 
and occurs in front of depressions advancing eastward. 
levant - Same <:S levante. 
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Table I-C-2 (continued) 
levant bllnc - See levante. 
levante - The Spani5h and most widely used term for an east or northeast wind 
occurring along the coast and inland from southe~n France to the Strait 
of Gibraltar. It is moderate or fresh (not as stro~g as the iire•ale), 
mild, very humid, overcast and rainy; and occurs with a depression ~ver 
the Western Mediterranean Sea. In summer it is rare and weak; in Janu~ry 
it is inhibited by the Iberian anticyclone. It is most frequent from 
~ebruary to May a~d Octoher to December. 
A levant (French spelling} with fine weather is a levant blanc:; in 
the Roussillon region of sout~err. France (where, as along the Cat~lonian 
coast of Spain, it is called llcvant) i~ often brinqs floods in the 
mountain streams. The levanter of tne Strait of Gibraltar is a related 
phenomenon. 
Compare leste1 lombarde1 levantera. 
levanhr - An English name for the levante, ,,ore specifically ar;ilied to winds 
in the Strait of Gibr~ltar and on the east coast of Spain. It blows from 
east or northeast with high pressure over Central Europe and a depression 
over the southwest Mediterranean. It is most fi·equent and srrongest from 
October to Gecember and February to MaJ, and persists for two or three 
days. 
levante1·a - A persistent east wind in the Adriatic, usually bringing cloudy 
wE>ather. 
Comoare le.1111nte and l!rel!ale. 
levec:he - (A1so spelled laveche.) A name for the sirocc:~ in Spain. It is a 
hot, sand- and dust-laden wind fro~ between southeast and southwest, that 
blows in front of a de~ression on the southeast coast of ~pain but extends 
only a few miles inland. 
lebec:,io - Italian name for a southwest wind; used especially in northern 
Corsica for the west or southwest wind which blows throughout the year, 
and especially in winter when it is often stormy. On windward slopes it 
brings rain, with thunderstorms in summer ~nd ~utumn. After trossing the 
mountains it is warm and dry, but may be very turbulent. 
liberator - A name sometimes given the west wind through the Strait of 
Gihraltar. 
LiPs - The ancient Greek name for the southwest wind, which is the sea breeze 
in Athens. 
On the Tower of the Winds it i~ represented by a bare-legged young 
man carrying a piece of a trireme. This may indicate either that the wind 
favored homecoming ships or that when stormy it caused wrecks. Today the 
name is applied to any hot wind, usually the sirocco. 
I levant - See levante. 










Table I-C-2 (continued) 
tombarde - An easterly wind (from Lombardy) th~t predominates along t~e French-
Italian frontier. It comes from the High Alps. In winter it is violent 
and forms snow drifts in the mountain valleys. In the plains it is gentlg 
and very dry. It comes with an anticyclone over France a~d Central Europe, 
or with high pressure to the southeast of Europe and low press~re to the 
northwest along with falling pressure over western France. 
maestro - A northwesterly wind with fine weather which blows, especially in 
summer, in the Adriatic; it is most frequent on the western shore, and is 
eQufvalent to the 1tesi1ns of the Eastern Mediterranean. It is also 
found on the coas•s of Corsica and Sardinia. 
Compare mist · t. 
m~istrau - See mistral. 
maistrt - See mistral. 
m~matelt - (Also called m1mal1ti• mamatili.) A light northwest wind of Sicily; 
a form of mistral. 
man~ofanio - SeE mi$tral. 
~~rtn - A warm moist southeast wind from the s~a on the French Mediterranean 
coast and in the Maritime Alps, especially frequent ir. spring and autumn. 
In the Rhone d~lta it blows also from the south. 
The marin is associated with depressions which cros~ southern France 
or northern Spain and the Gulf of Lion. Generally, it is :trong and 
regular, sometimes violent and turbulent in hilly country a> the ayalas 
in the Massif Central; it is very humid, cloudy with hill foJ, dnd often 
rainy (unless unaccompanied by fronts, when it is the marin blanc). The 
heavy rains, which may continue for one or two day~ on the mountair. slopes, 
cause dangerous river floods. On the west~rn slope of the Cevennes it 
becomes the ~utan. In the southern Cevennes the marin is call:d the 
aygalas. On the coast of Catalonia (northeast Spain) and Roussi1lon 
(southern France) it is the marinada and generally occurs w~th a depression 
centered over o~ south of the Gulf of Gascony. 
Compare aut~n, sirocco. 
melt~m - 1. (Also spelled m~11~~i-l A strong wind from thQ northeast or east 
which often se!~ in suddenly and blows during the day in summer on the 
Bulgarian coast and in the Bosporus. 
2. Turkish name for the 1t1sians. 
m1stral - A north wind which blows down the Rhone valley south of Valence, 
France and into the Gulf of Lion. It is strong, squally. cold, and dry; 
the combined result of the basic circulation, a fall wind, and Jet-effect 
wind. It blows from the north or northwest in the Rhone Delta, where it 
is strongest, from the northwest in Provence and from the northeast in the 
valley of the Durance below Sisteron. 
1-16 
A general mistr~l uJually begins with the development of a depression 
over the T1rrhenian Sea or Gulf of Genoa with an anticyclone advancing 
from t:1e Azores to central France. It often exceeds 60 mph and reaches 










~able I-C-2 (continued) 
to the east and west. It remains strong to a height of 2 t~ 3 km. In the 
absence of a strong pressure gradient, a weaker katabatic local mistral 
develops 1n the Rhone valley. A general mistral usually lasts for several 
days, sometimes with short lulls. It is most violent in winter and spring, 
and may do considerable damage. 
The mistral has a variety of local names; man~ofan~o in Proveice; 
secaire1 ma1strau1 maistre or ma~istral in the Cevennes; dramundan in 
Perpignan~ cierzo in Spain; cers in the Pyrenees, etc. Sout.h of Mort 
Ventoux a similar wind is named bise. A local west wind of mistral type 
which descends from Mt. Canigou to the plains of Roussillon is called 
c11n.1.e:onenc. 
montae:nlre - See tramontana. 
mor.tae:n1use - See tramontana 
mountain-e:aP wind - A local ~ind blowing through a gap bet4ee~ mountains. 
This term was introduced by R.S. ~corer (Quart .. }. ~ Meteor. Soc., 
61: 1952 pp. 53-61), for the surfac.e w1nrls blowing t'1rOu'Jh the Strait of 
Gibraltar. When air stratification is stable, as i'.. usual11 is in summer, 
the air tends to flow through the gap from high to low pressure, emerging 
as a "jet" with large standin'.l eddies. The exce-;s of presc;ure on the 
upwind side is attributed to a pool of cold air held up by ~he mountains. 
S ~ilar winds occur at ~ther gaps in mountain ranges. 
no r t e - T he " i n t e r n or th w i n d i 1~ 5 pa i n . 
north foehn - A foehn condition s~stained by wind flow across the Alps from 
north to ;outh. 
The r 1rthern slopes are normally cooler than the southern slopes, and 
the dynamic warming is not often sufficient to overco~e the difference of 
temperatu;·e. Hence a warm dry northerly wind of foehn-like character occurs 
less frequently than the so~th foehn. In the Italian Alps only eleven 
general north foehn~ were recorded between 1935 and 1943. 
orsure - A stormy north to 11ort~,t>ast wind ir. the Gulf of Lion. 
outo - See autan. 
Ponente - A west wind on the Cote d'Azur (French Mediterranean coast), the 
northern Roussillon r?gion, and Corsica. On the Cote d'Azur it is a 
weakened mis~ral ~nd brings clear skie~. In northern Roussillon it is the 
land breeze of early morning, changing to southeast during the day, and 
generally preceding the tramontana. 
Por1az - Violent northeast winds on the Black Sea nea( the Bosporus. 
qibla - See l!hibli. 
raffiche - (Also called refoli ). In the Mediterranean region, gusts fro~ the 
mountains; violent gusts of the bora. 
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ragut - See bora. 
refoli - Same as raffiche. 
riefne - An intense storm of Malta in the Mediterranean. 
sahel - A strong dust-bearing desert wind in Morocco. 
simoom - (Many variant spe~lings). A strong, dry, dust-laden desert wind which 
blows in the Sahara, 0 alestine, Syria and the desert of Arabia. Its 
temperatur~ may ~xceed 130°F and the humidity may fall below 10 per cent. 
· The name means "poi son wind" and is given because the sudden onset 
of a simoom may cause heat stroke. This is attributed to the fact that 
the hot wind brings more heat to the body than can be dispos~d of by the 
evaporaticn of perspiration. 
siffanto - A sout~we~t wind of the Adriatic Sea; it is often violent. 
sirocco - (Also spelled scirocco). A warm south or southeast wi~d in ad1ance 
of a depressio~ moving eastward across the southern Mediterranean Sea or 
North Africa. The air comes from the Sahara (as a desert wind) an::! is dry 
and dusty, b11t the term is not 1 sed in North Africa, wr1ere thE! natives call 
it chom (hot) er arif1 (thirsty). In crossing the Mediterranean the sirocco 
pie~~ up much moisture because of its high temperature, and ~e~ches Malta, 
Sicily, and southern Italy as a very enervating, hot, humid ~ind. As it 
travels northward it causes fog and rain. 
In some parts of the Mediterranean reqion the word may be used for 
a~y warm southerly wind, often of fochn typr, In the extreme southwest of 
Greece a warm foehn crossing the coastal mou·tains is named sirocco di 
levante. There are a number of local variants of the spellinq such as 
xaroco (Port~guese), JaloQue or xaloque (Spanis~. xaloc or xalack 
(Cata~onian). In the Rhone delta the warm rainy southeast si· )Ceo is 
called eissero. On Zakynthos Island it is called lamPaditsa. 
See solano. l!hiblit chili. simoon. leveche• 1narin. 
sirocco di l~vante - See siroccQ. 
sleeper - See etesians. 
solano · A southeasterly or easterly wind on the southeast coast of Spain in 
summer; usuoiiy iln ext.ensic;n of the si1·occo. it is h1Jt and humid and 
sometimes brings rain; when dry it is dusty. 
tarantata - A strong breeze from northwest in the Mediterranean region. 
tramontana - A cold wind from the northeast or north, particularly on the west 
coast of Italy and northern Corsica, but also in the Balearic Islands and 
the Ebro 'Jalley in Catalonia. Like the rnis',ral, it is associated with the 
advance uf an anticyclone from the west following a depressi~n over the 
Med:terranean. Weather is fine wich occasional instability showers. 
I - l 8 
In Lan9uedo: and Roussillon (southern Franc~) a similar wind 
(tramontaneJ blows from the northwest; but the name is also appli~: to an 
invasion of polar air fr~m the nort~west, which is squally or tempestu~us, 
dry and cola, eKcept south of the Cevennes where it becn~es foehn-1 ike. 
Thi~ type occJrs during the filli~q of a depression in the Gulf of Genoa 
and persists for eight to twelve days, mainly in winter and early spring; 
7 
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it rises to a peak at midday and weakens at night. On the Cote d'Azur 
and in eastern Provence, the tramontane is sometime5 called the monta~nere 
or montaeneuse. 
traversier - In the Mediterranean, dangerous winds blowing directly into port. 
vardar - (Also called vardarac). A cold hi I wind bi owing from the northwest 
down the Vardar valley in Greece to the Gulf of Salonica. It occurs when 
atmospheric pressure over eastern Europe is higher than over the Aegean 
Sea, as is often the case in win~Pr. It p~rsists for two or three days 
with a mean velocity of 10 to 15 mph, rising to 35 mph in squalls. It is 
strongest where the Vardar River leaves the mountains, but it extends for 
some distance out to sea. 
A similar wind, the Struma fa! I wind, blows in the Struma valley. 
vardarac Same as vardar. 
vendaval - A stormy southwest wind on the southern M~diterran~an coast of Spain 
and in the Strait of Gibraltar. It occurs with a low advancing from the 
west in late autumn, winter, or ~arly spring, and is often accompaoied by 
thunderstorms and violtnt squalls. 





















II. SCALES OF METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA 
~ In the previous section it was pointeo out that many of the flow patterns 
; of concern to the Mediterranean forecaster are of rather localized extent and 
are strongly influenced by the orography -- it is especially these local effects 
that make_ weather forerasting in the Mediterranean region exceedingly difficult. 
In general, the foreca!'>ter will have to be on the alert for the following four 
major effects: 
(1) Large-scale synoptic patterns: 
(a) Their seasonal variations 
(b) The effects of orography on the deve:opment of these patterns 
(c) The eff~ct of air-sea interaction Jn these patterns 
(2) Synoptic, orographic, and land-sea distribution effects on the flow 
within the planetary boundary !dyer which regulate some of the major 
wind systems enumerated in Table I-C-2 and described i~ the sub~equent 
section. The flow in this layer is characterized by a sizeable 
ageostrophic wind co~ponent towards lower pressure, and forced flow 
over mountain barriers or through mountain gaps will have to be 
considered. 
(3) Diurnal variations of flow regimes due to the varying temperature 
contrast between land and water. Land-sea breeze regimes are the most 
outstanding manifestations of these diurnal effects. Mountain and 
valley breezes also are thermally forced with a diurnal cycle. 
Diurnal effects, to a certain extent, may influence the development 
of synoptic systems, by virtue of the rather complex ~iurnal pressure 
variativn5. 
(4) Small-scale effects produced by flow vver and around obstacles, such 
as islands, mountains, etc. 
In describing the various weather phenomena of the Mediterrarean region, it 
is difficult to subdivide the discussion according to- these four major effects. 
Therefnre, it is intended to proceed in a more logical seqJence of events that 
first addresses assessment of the large scale synoptic situation (Section III), 
then discu~ses mesoscale modulation (Section IV) and finally addresses small 
•" scale processes (Section V). Nevertheless, the forecilster should be aware of 
l 
the influen~es ~f the~e four effects, and should also bear in mind that all 
scales in the atmosphere are interactive -- no process stands alone. One 
example is clear air turbulence (a typical small-~cale phenomenon, described 
in Section V), which occurs preferentially in or near jet streams (a phenomenon 
of synoptic-scale dimensions, described in Section IIi). Also, channeling 
effects produced by islands in the Aegean Sea are classified as mesoscale 
processes, yet they are mos~ significant during the large-scale etesian wind 
regime. Exte~sive cross referencing has therefore been i~cluded throughout the 
sections to help the reader to better understand significant interactions. 
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Ill. LARGE SCALE WEATHER SYSTEMS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
During winter and spring, the Mediterranean region is characterized by 
extensive cyclonic activity. The Mediterranean climate thus ;ias its rainy 
season during winter (see ~ection III-I). This low-pressure activity is brought 
about by a number of large-scale factors which ~re described in some det~il in 
this section. Two of the most important of these are the interplay of the 
polar front jet stream (PFJ) and the subtropical jet stream (STJ) (see Section 
III-B, para. 5), and the effect of orography (see Section III-C, ~ara. 2). 
Cyclonic activity in the Mediterranean reqior. is at its most intense 
duriny late winter and spring when blocking anticyclones are frequently observed 
over the eastern Atlantic (see Section III-D, f:ara. 2). !JJri11q these periods a 
quasi-permanent low-pressure troJgh i~ the mid-troposphere extends along the 
axis of the Mediterranean basin, ~s schematically indicated in figure III-A-l, 
where tt,e solid lines represent typical 500 mb contour lines. The blockinq hi:Jh 
often assumes the shape of the Greek letter~. from which it derives ;ts name 
"0 mega H i g i1 • " n ~ t rough l i n e , freq u en t l y run n i n g the who 1 e 1 e r. g th u f t he 
Mediterranean basin, is conducive to cyclogenesis when vorticity m3xima move 
into its region of influence. 
Such vorticity maxima may be associated with wave disturban~es trdveling 
along the PFJ and rounding the blocking anticyclone frJm a norttrwest~rly or 
northerly direction, leading to Genoa cyclogenesis (see Section IIl·E). These 
maxima may also be associated with t~e STJ which crosses the narrow "neck" of 
the ~igh-pressure bridge that connects the blocking anticyclone with the sub-
tropical high-pressure belt. Since this jet-~tream branch tends to flow over 
North Africa south of the Atlas Mountains, the subsequently developinq ~orth 
African depressions are usually very difficult to trace because of the sparseness 
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B. JET STREAMS 
1. Polar-Front and Subtropical Jet Streams 
The development and movement of cyclones are ~eneral1y dictated by the 
flow in the jet stream region (see Apj..'<:!ndix A). In general, two prominent jet 
stream systems are found near the tropopause level during winter. The first is_ 
the subtropic'l jet stream (STJ), located at the northern edge of the tropical 
Hadley cell of meridional motion and overlying the subtropical high-pressure 
belt. The second is the polar front jet stream (PFJ) associated with the polar 
front and its wave disturbances. Figure lll-B-1 depicts these jet stream 
patterns schematically; Figu;e III-B-2 shows the more complex behavior of mean 
meridio11al flow from actu<1l data. The arctic front, wherever it appears, is also 
associated with a jet stream that is quite $imi1ar in behavior to the polar 
fror.t jet. 
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Figure III-B-1. Scnernatic diagram of the m~an mericliona.l 
circulation in the Northern Hemisphere during winter. 
Heavy lin~s indicate tropopauses and the polar front 
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Figure III-B-2. Mean meridional circt:.lation. Streamlines 
define the centers of the Hadley cell (C1l 1 of the Ferrel 
cell (C2), of two cells of the upper troposp:1ere (C 3 and 
C4), and of a direct cell north of 65°N (Cs) ~fi.:om Reiter, 
1969). 
The subtropical jet stream is usually found near the 12-km level (200 mb). 
Since subsider.ce prevails ur.derneath it in the lower troposphere, frontal systems 
are not maintained, and the baroclinicity to which this jet stream owes its 
existence is restricted to the upper troposphere above 500 mo. It is well 
developed only during the cold season. 
The polar fro~t jet lie5 close to the 10-km level (300 ~b), dnd wherever 
it is well developed a baroclinic zone (the polar front) extends tnroughout the 
depth of the troposphere (see Appendix B). A similar situation occurs with the 
arctic front jPt (AFJ) and the baroclinic zone of the arctic •rant. 
There are cerLain regions over which PFJ and STJ interact quite frequently, 
giving rise to very strong, combir.ed jet maxima and cases of rapid cyclogenesis 
and severe weather. One such region is over Japan, one is over the United 
State:;, and one is over tt.e southern Mediterrani=an area. These three regions 
coincide with the mean positicns of jet maxima in the STJ belt. As shown in 
Figure III-8-3, this belt is us~ally deformed into a planetary 3-wave patter·n. 





Figuce III-B-3. Mean subtropical jet stream of the wi.nte1 
of 1955-1956. J.sotach analysi-, at the 200-rnb s11rfac0, 
with isotachs drawn al 50 kl intervals. Tho mean 
latitude of the jct axis is 27,5°N (from Reiter, l~L9). 
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Unfortunate1y, no detailed analyses of the interaction between STJ and PFJ 
over the Mediterranean are presently available because of the lack of synoptic 
upper-air data over North Africa. It is known from special analyses of other 
data sources, however, that a well developed STJ does exist during winter and 
spring. Most of the time it stays sout~ of the Atlas Mountains, except during 
periods nf strong interaction with the PFJ anj rapid cyclogenesis in the 
Mediterranean basin. 
2. Cloud Bar.ds and Jet Streams 
Figure III-B-4 shows an analysis of cloud-drift vectors from the ATS 
satellite for 18 November 1967. Since the observed clouds were probably 
located in the middle troposphere the "winds" (actually cloud drifts) shown in 
this figure are characteristic of, say, the 400-500 mb l~yer rather than the 
jet stream level. This diagra~ indicates an anticyclo~ic jet maximum with 
clouds, and hence wind information, restricted to its sou:h side, where ascend-
ing motions prevail because of upper speed divergpnce in the right rear quadrant 
of the jet. The positi3n of this jet maximum is (arther to the west than the 
climatological mean location indicated in Figure III-B-3, and such a westward 
shift of the Mediterranean wind maximum of the STJ is to be expected whenever a 
deep trough in the wtsterlies prevails over the East Atlantic off the Portuguese 
and African coasts. 
Wind speeds cannot be estimated from APT- or NIMBUS-type satellites 
in the sami; marner as the AT':i "winds" shown in Figure !TI-B-4. Efforts are 
presently underway to extract upper-atmospheric temperature and geostrophic flow 
patterns from satel1ite radian~e data (Martin and Salomonson, 1970). A study 
by Lovill (1972) has shown that the location of jet maxiMa coincides with strong 
meridional gradients of the total ozone content in vertical uir columns. This 
ozone content can also be measured from satellites. Operational applicability 
of such remote sensing ter.hniques for a real-time diagnosis of the atmospheric 
temperature and y.-ind fields is not yet possible. A qualitative assessment of 
jet stream location can, however, be made on ,,,unj <..;~._asions. Cloud bands usually 
coincide well with the STJ position under the following conditions: 
(1) Extension of the band from equatorial into temperate latitudes, 
with orientation from SW to NE. Preferred regions of occurrence 
of such bands are: East Atlantic into West Africn (see Figur~ 
III-B-4); East Pacific into Baja Californla, Northern Mexico 
and Southern U.S.; East China Sea Gind .Japanese Islands. 
(2) Streaky appearance of the cioJd band, w~tn a rather well-defined 
northern edge and a relatively cloud-free region extending 
along the cyclonic (northern) side of the cloud band. 
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(3) Indication of a deep trough in the westerlies extending into 
low latitudes to the west of the observed cloud band. 
If the three conditions cited above are met, one should expect winds 
in excess of 100 kt at 200 mb over the location of the northern edge of the 
cloud band. An example of a strong STJ over West Africa as seen in satellite 
pictures is shown in Figures III-B-S(a) and III-B-5(b). The wind maximum is 
most likely to occur in the apex of the ~nticyclonically curved flow around a 
high-pressure ridge (see Figure III-B-4) in agreement with the tendency of 





WEST LONGITUDE, dtf 
Figure I!I-B-4. Cloud-drift trajectory vector, 18 November 
1967, derived from ATS satellite picture3. Isotachs in 
kno~s (from Reiter, 1972a). 
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Figure III-B-5. Cloud pattern associated with the STJ ove~ 
the Sahara (dashed line) : (a) DMSP high-resolution visual 
for 11~1 GMT, 7 Dece~ber 1974, and (b) DMSP IR for 0930 GMT 
7 December 1974, 














Figure lIT.-B-5 (continued) 
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3. Horizontal Wind Shears 
The horizontal wind shear on the anticyclonic side of this STJ jet 
maximum is expected to conform closely to "zero absolute vorticity" (see 
Appendix C), i.e., 
~ = f t;y lII-B(l) 
( - 1 ) where t;u is the change in the zonal ~ind vel0city component in cm sec 
measured over the meridiona1 distance t;y (cm), f is the Coriolis parameter of 
that particular latitude (units: sec- 1 ). The values of the latter may be 
interpolated from Tabla III-B-1. 
EXAMPLE: At latitude 25°N (Sahara Desert) a wind of 100 kt 




200 km 2 x 10 7 cm; 
0.6164 x 10- 4 sec-l 
0.6164 x io- 4 x 2 x 10 7 
- 12.3 m 5ec-l 
24 kt. 
- l 
cm sec ; 1232.8 cm sec- 1 
With strong anticyclonic curvature, the decrease in wind speed will actually be 
somewhat less than in the example given above. The radius of streamline 
curvature in Figure III-B·4 is approximately 14° of latitud:: (;; 1.5 x 10 8 cm). 






an average value V = 30 m sec · 
radius of anticycionic curvature.) 
A, for z~ro absolute vorticity 
- l 
sec 
(The minus sign results from a 
Hence, according to Eq. (6) in 
~=+f+Y.. 
1 n r 
0.4164 x 10- 4 - 1 sec 
Taking, again, t.n ~ 200 km, we arrive at t.u = 832.8 cm sec-l = 8.3 m sec- 1 = 
16 knots. This conforms reasonably w~ll to the maximum horizontai shear 
conditions shown in Figure III-B-4. 
1 1 I - 1 1 
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Table III-B-1. Corioiis parameter, f, as a function of latitude 
(from List, 1958). 
.Latitude 20 sin ~ ~sec- 1 ) Latitude 2n sin ¢> - 1 (sec ) 
oo 0 50° l . 11 7 2 x 10- 4 
5 o. 1271 x 10- 4 55 1 . 19 4 7 
10 0.2533 60 1. 2630 
15 0.3775 65 l . 1218 
20 0.4988 JO l.3705 
25 0.6164 75 I. 408 7 
30 0.7292 80 1 . 436 3 
35 0.8365 85 l . 45 2 9 
40 Q.9375 90 1. 4584 
45 l. 031 3 
Note: f 2 ~ sin ~. where 
~ latitude 
J = ang~lar velocity of the earth 7.292116 x 10-S rad - 1 sec 
Examples of such maximum shears were given by hhnson (1964). Figure 
III-B-6 exhibits an exam0le of average wind ~hears for three jet stream cases, 
together with a theoretical profile according to Eq. 111-B (1). It appears 
that over a wide latitude band south of the jet maxima, th2 obser~ed shears 
follow quite accurately thE theoretical prediction. in Figure lll-B-7, winds 
measured by Doppler radar on 24 January 1961 alonq an aircraft traverse nv~r 
North Africa c>re plotted. Again, the wind profile conforrns 11ell to 
Eq. !II-B (1). Near lO'N and near 24'N the critical wind shear of Eq. :rr-B (l) 
appears to have l:iee11 exceeded locally. Such occasion> also have been observed 
by Reiter (1963) near the PFJ over t~e lnited States. Such small departures 
from theory should not be viewed with great concern, however. because Eq. (l) 
in Appendix A contains a number of simp1ify1nq assumptions. (For more detai ! , 





Figure III-B-6. Subtropical westerly jet 
stream: a mean westerly wind component 
profile (from Johnson, 1964). 
. ( ··~ 
Figure III-B-7. Profile of wind speeds 





and <li.r:ectinns measured during a flj <;1i1t 
across the subtropical jet !:tream, at 
lo~git~des near 25°~ (~rom Johnson, 1~~4) . 
j 
0 
Fi.gun~ III-B-8. 250-InlJ winds 
and 35,000-ft aircraft winds, 
12 0 0 G~1T I 1 7 11.p r i 1 1 9 G a 
(from Hcitcr, 1971). 













A secon~ ex4mple of )in STJ maximum over Nort~ Africa 1s sho n in 
Figure 111-B-8. This time th~ winds were ~~tafned from commercial af 1 craft 
(using Doppler equipm~nt) on 17 April 1968 tlyfng near the 250-mb lev!l, i.e., 
slightly below the mean level of maximum wind in the STJ region. Again, the 
anticyclonic wind shears are close to those predic~ed in the example siven abo~e. 
This time the ob~erved wind maximum was located only slightly to the west of the 
I . 
mean climatological position suggested by Figure 111-B-3.· However, a trough in 
the flow pattern is indicated over the Red Sea where a ridge is normally found. 
The weather pattern of 17 Aprfl 1968 was characterized by excessive rainfalls 
over the Red Sea, stimulated by th~ upper-level d~vergence in the left-front 
quadrant of the STJ maximum shown in Figure III-B-8. 
4. Jet Stream Interaction 
These two example~ of an STJ over North Africa did not involve a 
pronounced interactlon with the PFJ. Case studies of flow patterns under such 
interacting conditions require a denser radiosonde network such as that of the 
U.S.A. Figure IIl-B-9 shows a sequence of 250-mb 1sotach and isotherm patterns 
of the period 12 to 14 April 1962. The two jet stream ~ystems, PFJ and STJ, 
interact strongly with each 0ther during the time of pronounced surface cyclo-
genesis (after 12 April, 1200 GMT). 
Figure III-B-10 comprises ~ ~equence of surface weather charts 
containing the period of cyclo~enesis. Cross-sections of potential temperature, 
wird sp~0d and wi.nd direction throuJh this jet stre&m situation at 0001 GMT 
on 13 April, are shown in Figures III-B-1? and 111-8-13 (Figure III-8-11 shows 
the locations of t~ese cross-sections). There 1s a deep layer between approxi-
mately 300 and 200 mb in which the w1nd backs strongly with height. In the 
cold air, the wind direction is northwesterly. In the warm <ir above, the flow 
is from the west to southwest. Thi~ turning of wind with hfight may also be 
seen from th~ 250-mb isotach chart in FigYre III-B-9 for 1200 GMT on 13 April 
1962. Here it appears a5 though the winds were corneri~g around an extremely 
sharp trough line that trails off from the Great Lakes r~glon towards the 
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Figure IfI-B-9. Isotaohs (solid lines, heavy numbers, 
m sec- ) and isother~ (dashed lines, light numbers, 
ceritigr1'ne) of the 250-mb surface for dates and times as 
indicated. Regions with •peeds > 50 m sec-1 are shaded, 
Half-filled circles stand for reports with moderate CAT, 
heavy dots stand for aevere CAT. (Numerous reports of 
light CAT have not been entered into this figure.) Jet 
axes indicated by heavy dashed lines and arrow3 (from 
Reiter and Nania, 1~64). 
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Fi•:iure III-B-10. Surface weather maps for the period 
0000 GMT, 12 April 1962 through 1800 GMT, 14 April 1962 
showing characteristic case of cycloyenesis with PFJ and 
STJ interaction. 
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Figure III-B-11. Location of cross sections shown in Figures 
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(a) Potential te.npttatute (KJ; atable layen and tropopa111<1 
are m&r~td by hnvy lin<9- CAT obocrvationa in the vicinity ol 
the croso·teetioul pl&nt: open inntr circleo-light CAT; b&Jf. 
black inner cirdts-modtrate CAT; bl.a.ck inner circlet· -.evert 
CAT; tbc: bl&ck portior" ol the oute< rinp indicate t!'..t tim<O ol 
the C:ATobottv&tion (plus or minua 6 hours from m&f, time shown 
by a black 1tmi-circle to ri«ht or kit of inner circk:). 
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Llf DOC OIC ALF SAT m •o 
(hJ Wind !pttds (mps); aircrsft wind reports are entored 
numerically next to CAT obo<rvations; 1 stand• for wind roport 
..;thout turbulence; ahadcd: region with winda ::>40 mpa. 
(r) Wind direction (deg1'ett); muimum and minimum <l.irec-
tiona indJcat•d by htt.vy dalhed lines; shadeci area marko region 
of 1trong turninR o[ wind ,.;th height. 
FiguLe III-B-12. Cross sections 
through the atmoaphere from North 
Platte, Nebras.k.a (LBF) to Browns-
ville, Texas (BRO), 13 April 1962, 
0000 GMT (from Reiter and Nania, 
1964). 
Figure III-B-13. Cross sections 
through the atn.osphere from 
Peoria, Illinoi3 (PIA) to Lake 
Charles, Lo..iisiani\ (LCH), 13 
April 1962, 0000 GMT. For expla-
nation, see legend to Figure 











In ,eality, as Ff~ures III-B-12c and III-B~13c show, the northern jet 
stream branch, identified with the PFJ, dips underneath the southwesterly STJ 
This subsidence in the PFJ branch to the fear of the jet maximum gives rise to 
aclo.ud:fr.e_e upper troposphere. The ris1ng mot.;on in the southwesterly current 
tends to produce a cirrus cloud shield (Figure III-8-14). This cloud shield 
extends from the STJ in the rear of the. jet maximu1n to the PFJ in the front of 
the jet maxfmum, suggesting that the rising ai~ currents from the southwest in 
the ~pper troposphere actually cross over the sinking currents from the north-
west in the middle troposphere. The dotted jet axes in Figure III-B-9c actually 
take into account this "crossing over" of flow. 
IIl-22 
Figure III-R-14, Pl=.n view of pclar and suLLL1;1pical jet . 
streams with cirrus pattern. Jet cores - thick black lines; 
shaded areas - cirrus; height of maximum wind level of 
jet streams in thousands of feet; average thickness of 
cirrus in tho"sands of feet (from Reiter, 1972a). 
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The jet-stream fnteractioP case presented here as an example was 
characterized by strong clear air turbulence (CAT}, especially in the rear of 
the jet maximum where w;nds were backing strongly with height. These lmpli 
tfons are discussed in Section V-A. 
Even though the case illustrated above occurred over the United States, 
it is suspected that a similar interaction of PFJ and STJ occasionally takes 
place in the Mediterranean region. Especially, the cases of strong Nort~ 
African lows (see, e.g., Reiter, 1971, p. lOOff, case of 11-16 April 1967) or 
of intense Genoa cyclogenesis (ibid, p. 72ff, case of 17-19 February 195&) will 
have to be viewed in this context. 
..,,.0 .,.,lot .. S.JllOTl 
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FigurP. I I T--B-15. 200-znlJ c0nlour ch-'l: t, JI) Fcbni:uy l'l 5') 
(from ,Juhr1sr_in, 1.964). 
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A third case (10 February lq59) of an STJ over North Africa !Johnson. 
1964) is shown in Figure III-B-15. This time the wi~d maximum is located over 
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, close to the climatological position of the mean wind 
maximum (see Figure III-B-3). The flow around _the low pressure region over 
northern Italy and thl anticyclonically curved stream11nes over equatorial 
Africa (thir. lines in Figure III-B-15) suggest that this,jet maximum combined 
the flow in the PFJ and STJ as discussed above. 
The foregoing examples have shown that the STJ is by no means a 
stationary phenomenon that could ~e described adequately by Figure III-B-3. 
Even though it does not behave as erratically as the PFJ, it undergoes daily 
variations due to traveling disturbances. These cause a shifting of trot1gh 
-
and rid1e locations. and perturbations in wind sp~eds and horizontal wind shears 
(see Figure III-B-16). Table III-B-2 shows these chanqinq wind conditions 
through the relatively ~1gh values of standar~ deviation that or~vail in the 
wind speeds of the STJ (see, e.g., the 200 mb level at Nic.osia in this table 
(Sutcliffe, l960a)). The paucity of upper-tropospheric wind data in subtropical 
and tropical latitudes makes forecasting the STJ a difficult task. 
i 
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Figure III-B-16. Profiles of wind 
speeds measured during flights 
across the subtropical jet 
stream at longitudes near 25°E, 
5 December 1958 and 17 Dec~mbcr 
1959 (from Johnson, 1964). 
I 
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table III-B-2, Upper wind and temperature ~haracteristics 
at four Mediterranean stations (from Sutcliffe, 1960a). 
January July 
mb v s 0 T sd v 5 0 T 
GiBRAL.AR 
100 295/18 23 18 -59 4.9 250/14 21 21 -64 
150 300/20 28 26 -58 6.2 255/29 37 31 -5 9 
200 310/19 33 34 -58 6.0 255/31 42 35 -5 2 
300 320/15 39 43 -46 3.3 255/22 33 31 -36 
500 315/13 30 33 -1 9 3.9 235/20 26 23 
- 9 
700 300/8 21 24 - 2 .4. 2 235/15 21 19 + l l 
850 280/5 18 21 + 6 3.8 165/4 14 16 +21 
MALTA 
100 275/ 31 34 23 -60 3. l 245/21 25 19 -6 5 
150 270/40 4!> 31 -57 4.3 255/38 41 23 -58 
200 270/40 51 41 -56 5.4 265/40 45 28 -4 9 
300 280/28 52 52 -45 2.9 285/29 34 27 -34 
500 290/17 35 37 -21 3.6 305/19 24 19 - lj 
700 295/l 2 25 26 - 4 3.7 320il6 20 1 9 + 9 
850 275/10 21 22 ' 5 3.4 320/ 7 12 1 3 +19 
BENINA (BANINAH) 
100 270/57 58 23 -6 3 200/17 21 l 9 -70 
150 265/76 79 22 -5 7 235/28 33 23 
-60 
200 260/96 100 42 
-54 245/31 34 24 -48 
300 260/85 91 45 -44 260/27 31 23 -29 
500 265/41 47 32 -19 315/21 26 1 3 - 5 
700 270/21 26 22 - 3 340/21 25 1 3 + 11 
850 265/10 1 7 1 7 + 5 355/13 16 1 1 +20 
NICOSIA 
! 
I 100 270/45 47 22 -60 3.7 220/23 27 19 -6 9 150 275/62 66 32 -56 3.9 240/38 40 24 -58 
200 275/70 76 44 -54 5. 2 240/42 44 26 -45 
300 275/59 70 51 -46 3.4 245/3 7 40 27 -26 
500 275/31 38 32 -21 4.2 260/14 20 18 
- 4 
700 270/17 23 20 - 5 4.2 300/5 l l 12 + 11 
850 265/6 14 1 5 + 3 3.9 330/4 9 l 0 +21 
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5. Effects of Jet Streams on ::ycloqen.e~;s 
In reference again to Figure III-B-3, it will be noted that the first 
and the third jet maxi ~a in the STJ are located slightly downstream from regions 
of major cyclogen~tic activity. The generation of cyclone5 in the lee of the 
Rocky Mountains is a phenomenon well known to the weather forecaster in the 
United States. The deve)opment of a trough in the westerlies in the lee of the 
mountains may be ascribed to the tendency of conservation of potential vorticity 
(see Appe~~ix D and Section III-C, para. 1). Th£ STJ wind maximum shown in 
Figure III-B-3 is actually locat~d in a ridge, however. !his seeming controversy 
may be explained by the fact that the STJ itself do?s r.ot trigger frontal 
cyclogenesis alo~g the polar front. It does interact with the PFJ, however, 
as soon as pronounced cyclogenesis in this region occurs; when such interaction 
takes place, the PFJ axis is curved cyclonically and the STJ axis is curved 
anticyrlonicallt (see Figure lII-8-9 for comparison). Thus, the STJ wind 
maximum over the United States may be viewed as a perturbation of the zonal flow 
in the upper troposphere at subtropical latitudes, caused by a trough and 
freqllent cyclogenesis along the PFJ in the lee of the Rockies. 
An analogy may be noted in the anticyclonically curved ST.J \~ind maximum 
over Japan (Fi~ure III-B-3) downstream from the East China Sea. In this region, 
frequent and strong cyclogenesis occurs aloJg the polar front that separates the 
cold air sweeping around the barrier of the Himalayas ana the Plateau of Tibet 
and the warm air ~riginating over Southeast Asia. 
A~dressing the consideration of the STJ wind maximum in the 
Mediterranean region, Figure III-B-17 shows the frequency of ~1clogenesis during 
J ;i n u a r y a n d r e b r u a r y ( F r a n k a n d E 1 1 i o t , 1 9 5 3 ) • D u r i n q t h e 1ti n t e r , t h e G u 1 f o f 
Genoa is one of the most cyclogenetically ~ctive reginns of the world. This is 
also expressed in older statistics by Pettf rs sen (1956) (Figures III-B-18 and 
III-B-19). 
This cyclogenetic activity has been ascrihed by Godev (197la) to the 
orographic effect of the Alps (see Appendix D, ~1~0 S~ction T!J-C, para. 1) and 
to the concave shape of mountains and coastline in the Gu1f of Genoa (see 
Section 111-C, para.2). In view of Figure IIi-B-3, it must also be concluded 
that this region.of preferred cycloger1esis is in exactly the right positiun with 
respect to the Med1terranean STJ wind maxin1um which, in turn, mily be explained 
as a resonant planetary wave between thP two w~ves produced by the Rocky 
Mountains and the H ·layas. Thus, jet stream interastion is a likely contribu-
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Figure III-B-17. Fr0.qu~ncy of cyclogenesis, January-February 
(from Frank and Elli0tt, 1953). 
Figure III-B-3 depicts the Mediterranean and Japanese STJ wind maxima 
as the stronger two of the three. At the level of the PFJ (JOO mb), the 
Mediterranean wind maximur,; of the winter S':!ason seems to be '::re weakest of the 
three. This ma_v be inferred f:orr. Figure lll-B-20 which s'ows the mean t0tal 
k 1 n e t 1 c e n e r g y ( a v i! r a g e d fo r t h E! r"Jn t h s o f ,J a n u a r y fo r ' 1 1 c ye a r s l 9 'J () t o 1 9 S 7 , 
2 
. . k - l - 2 d . 1 Q ) d d ,_ . 1n units of gm -;ec , an proport1ona to -T 01n the e d; •. in..:t1c energy 
(proportiontl to¥. where V' indir.at~s the depiJrtures of daily value~ of 
wind speed from the long-term Ja11uary average, V). 
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Figure III-B-18. Percentage 
frequency of occurrence of 
cyclogenesis in squares of 
100,000 krn2 in winter (1899 
-1939) (from Petterssen, 
1956}. 
Figure III-U-19. Percentage 
frequ€ncy of cyclone centers 
in Rquares 100,000 kmL in 




Actually, caution must be exercised in ascribing the wind maxfma in 
Figure III-B-20 exclusively to the PFJ. Whereas the maxi~a over Japan ar.d over 
the U.S. coincide well with the average position of the polar front jet stream, 
the maximum over North Africa and Saudi Arabia is too far south for the average 
locatfor. of the PFJ and corresponds better to the positjon of the STJ shown in 
Figure III-B-3. The reason for this apparent dfscrepanc~ is that the PFJ, due 
to varying weather patt~rns, migrates over a much wide~ la~itude range over 
Europe than over the U.S. or Asia. Thus, it becomes a very fickle enti~y which 
tends to be "washeci out" in the statistical averaging process and does not 
dominate the pattern of mean kinetic energy in Figure III-8-20. The eddy 
kinetic energy, on the other hand, shows relatively large values over Northern 
Europe and the Mediterranean region as well, again indicating the great 
day-to-day variability of the PFJ in this region. The STJ, in contrast, is 
rdther stabie and changes its position only slowly. Therefore, even at the 
300-mb level (which is consid~rably below the l~vel of maximum wind), it 
dominates the scene. 
Summer kinetic energy distributions are illustrated in Figure 
111-8-21. The European jet maximum has all but disappeared. The STJ during 
the warm se~son cannot b~ identified any longer as a circum-hemispheric system, 
the reason for this being that the meteorological equator with its ascending 
mean air motion along the intertropical convergence zone (lTCZ) has shifted 
far into the Northern Hemisphere. This exposes the C>nsuinq Hddley circulation 
to a relatively large Coriolis !):Jra1n;,:_f"r. Dishpan c;.pcrin1ents h<1ve shown that, 
with a relatively large rate of rotation (commensurate to a large Coriolis 
p~rameter), a hemispheric Hadl~y cell with a symmetric (three-) wa~e pattern 
is not capable of transporting the required amount of heat and absolute angular 
momentum poleward. The flow bredks dowr into an irregular wJve regime. 
During summer the cyclogenetically active region shifts frum the Gu1f 
of Genoa to the northwest (Figures III-B-22 ~nd III-B-23). This is in agreement 
with a maximum of eddy kinetic e~er9y, ~hown in ~1gure III-B-2l, that indicates 
freq~ent traverses ot PFJ maxima over the Bay of Biscay region. 
Figures Ill-o-18, Ill-B-19, Ill-B-22 and 111-8-23 provide a quick 
comparison between 1o1inter and suma:1~r conditions over the Mediterranean region, 
and a tie-in of t~i5 region with the w~~ther natterns over the rest of the 
No r tt1 e r n Hem h v he r re • M .:> re re c en t s t a t i ~ t i c s by B l a c k ( l 9 6 9 ) a 11 ow us t o f o l l ow 
:he cyclogenetic activity over Europe and the Mediterranean on a month-by-month 
b~sis. Results are shown in Figure I!I-B-24 ~nd are based upon statistics by 
l".lein (1957). 
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Figure III-B-:o. Distribution of mean total (solid lines) 
and eddy kinetic energies (dashed lines) (kg m- sec-2) 
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Figure III-B-21. Distribi:tion of mean total 
and eddy kinetic energies (dashed lines), 
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Figure II I-B frequenc -22. Per cyclo y of occu centagc 
100 Ogenesis in rrence of (18~900 km2 i~ squares of 
-19 39) summer 
Pettersse (from n, 1956). 
Figure fr- .. :II-B-23. ~qu~n~y .r Perce center~ . UL cy~lune ntage 
100,000 ~~2square3 of 
(1899-1939 in swruner 
Petters ) (from 
sen, 1956). 
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Piqure III-B-24, Areas of cyclogenesis by month. Isopleths 
are dt intervals of four with intermediate isopleths 














The isopleths indicate, for each cale"dar month, the number of 
cyclones that originated within unit boxes over a 20-year period. Only the 
location of the low at 1230 GMT on the first day of its existence was con~ 
sfaered. The frequencies were counted fn boxes 5° latitude in len9th and of 
the varying widths listed in Table III-B-3. Since all boxes were roughly equal 
in area to a unit box 5° latitude by 5° longitude at 47°N, no further adjustment 
was made. In addition to the above-mentioned shift of cyclogenetic actlvity 
between winter and summer from the Gulf _of Genoa to the northwest. Figure 
III-B-24 indicates the following interesting features: 
(l) North ~frican depressions tend to form most frequently 
during March ~nd April south of the Atlas Mountains. 
~2) Dur~ng June and July there is a strong tendency for 
low-pressure systems to form over Spai~ (Iberian low). 
These syste~s have a tendency to become quasi-stationary 
because of the te~perature contrast between the ~berian 
Peninsula and Atlantic and Mediterranean waters. 
F0recasting the slow movement of these depressions and 
their associated cl~ud and precipitation systems is a 
challP.nging but not always ~uccessfu1 task. 
(3) Cyclogenesis in the Gulf of Iskenderun, especially during 
July, is in correlation with the occurrence of etesian 
winds in the Aeqean Sea. 
Unfortunately the analyses shown in Figure III-B-24 were constructed 
using an extremely coarse grid with rP.sultant great loss of de~ail. Therefore, 
it was felt that d special study would be necessary to provide deeper insi~ht 
into cyclogenesis within the Mediterranean region. 
Two sets of surfac2 pressure maps were used for the study, each made 
at ;ix-hour intervals. The first, covering the period 1 January 1965 through 
31 December 1969, was analyzed by the Air Ministry Meteorological Office at 
Malta. The second, covering the pe. iod l October 1972 through 31 July 1974 
conslst~d uf the high-resolution ~ields by Information 3lending (FIB) analyses 
for th~ Mediterranean (FIB/SLP-MED) produced by Fleet Numerical Weather Central, 
Monterey, California. 
In order to classify the cases of cyclogenesis, there first had to be 
a closed circulation visible on two consecutive charts. Second, this dep~ession 
had to show some movement away from its place of origin -- a procedure which, 
hopefully, would exclude pure heat lows from the sample. ~inally, due to 
manpower limitations, only those depressions which affected the weather in the 
Mediterranean were included; therefore, lows which remained over North Africa 
were not :ounted. 
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Table III-B-3. Width of 5° boxes in degrees longitude and 
and miles (Klein, 'l.957). 
Latitude ("N) Width ( 0 long.) Width (miles) 
05-09 3 206 
10-14 3 203 
l 5-1 9 4 265 
20-24 4 257 
25-29 4 247 
30-34 4 235 
35-39 4 221 
40-44 5 257 
45-49 5 236 
50-54 5 213 
55-59 6 227 
60-64 8 260 
-
65-69 9 244 
70-74 1 2 257 
7 5- 79 1 5 234 
80-84 24 232 
Mean 237 
Figure III-8-25 shows the locations where cyclogenesis was first 
observed fur all the season~ of the year. The data were not analyzed with 
isopleths because of the smallness of the data sample (only about seven years). 
This fiqure clearly indicates, however, that the area of the Gulf of Genoa ~nd 
northern Italy ~as the maxim~m occurrence of cyclogenesis in the Mediterranean 
region. It can also be seen that the maximum density moves from the relatively 
warm water of the Gulf of Genoa during the winter to the hot land regions during 
the summer. It should be pointed out that the results in Figure III-8-24 
suqgest that the area of maximum cyclogenesis is located much farther south in 
the winter (over Sardinia). The probable reason for this incorrect conclusio:1 
is the ust Jf a too-coars~ grid spacing. Another interesting difference 
bctw0en Fi~ures III-B-24 and IIl-8-25 is the lack of cyclogenesis over the 
Iberian Peninsula in the ;ummer in the recent study. This is likely caused by 
the exciusion of heat lows from the data shown in Figure III-B-25. 
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Figure III-B-25. Occurrence of cyclogenesis during the seasons 
indicated for period~ 1 Jan 65 through 31 Dec 69 and l Oct 72 
through 31 Jul 74 (see text) (a) Dec-Feb, (b) Mar-May, 
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Figure III-B-25 (continued) 
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According to Figure III-B-23, the southern Sahara during summer is 
characterized by a rela~ively high frequency of cyclonic centers. These have 
to be classified as "heat lows" which are restricted to the lower 1.alf of the 
troposphere and c~use the observed monsoon~l weather patterns over tropical 
Afri:a. In the upper troposphere, anticyclonic conditions and outflow prevail 
over subtropical Africa. Along the northern rim of this upper-tropospheric 
anticyclone ~s found the westerly jet stream over Europe (Figure III-B-21). 
Along the southern edge of the anticyclone flows the tropical easterly jet 
stream (Fi~ure III-B-26) with its wave disturbances. This tropical easterly 
jet (TEJ) is characteristic of the summer monsoon circulation ~ver Southeast 
Asia, India, the Indian Ocean and Africa. 
R~sullant Winds and 1sotacns {ktsl 150 mb 
Fi.gure IIl-ri-26. Resultant winds and isotachs (kt) for 150 mb 
represent<1ti•1e for July. Dashed lines indicate jct axis for 
100 mb, l:JO mb, and 200 mll (from Flohn, 1964). 
The d·1strib11tion of anticyclogenesis and antic:yclones for winter and 
sum~er i~ shown in Figures 11!-B-27 throuqh III-0-30. DurinQ the cold sea~on, 
the Sahdra ~out1 of the At;as Mountains, Libya, and Egyut are the nreferred 
regions in which the subtropical high-µressure belt resides. This is in a']ree~ 
men t w i th the l o cat ion of the ST J a c Gord i n q to Fi g u res I I I - B - 2 and I I I - [S - 3 . 
Ourinq sun1mer the suhtropical hiqh-.Jressurl' activity 5f1ifts into the 
Mediterrdnean basin, stal1ilizinq weather conrlitions thr!re. Thr. distribution 
shown in Figure Jil-B-30 also indicates the ha~ic ori~ination for the et~.ian 
wind regime (anticyclone maximum over tne Black ~e~) in the [astern ~Pditerranean, 
v1hicli will be discussed in Section Ill-F, Pdril. 4. 
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Figure III-B-27. Percentage 
frequency of occurrence of 
anticyclogenesis in squares 
of lOD,0-00 k.m2 in winter 
(1899-1939) (from Pet.terssen, 
1956). 
Figure III-B-28. Percentage 
frequency of c~nlers of 
~~ticycluneb in squares of 
100,000 km2 in winter 
(1899-1939) (from Pcttcrsscn, 
1956). 
,. 
Figure III-B-29. Percentage 
frequency of occurrence C•f 
anticyclogenesis in squares 
of 100,000 Jcm2 in summer 
(189~ 1939) (frore PetterssE>n, 
1956;. 
Figure III-B-30. Percentage 
frequenc'j of i..;~!'lters of 
anticyclones in equ~res of 
100,000 km2 in aurnrner 
(1899-1939) (from :::>etterssen, 
1956). 
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T~e monthly progression of anticyclogenetic activi~y over Europe and 
the Mediterranean is shown in Figure II!-B-31 (Black, 1969), which was con-
structed in a manner similar to that used for Figure III-B-24; this series of 
diagrams c~nfir•& the statements Made in the preceding paragraph. March and 
April reveal frequency maxima of anticycl~genesis over North Africa. Together 
with the frequency maxima of cyclogenesis shown in Figure III-8-24, this 
indicates relatively unsettled weather conditions along the North African 
coastline du~fng the spring transition season. 
The variability of Mediterranean weather may also be deduced from 
Figures III-B-32 and llI-B-33 which give tne rate of alternatio~ between 
cyclones and anticyclJnes (in percent) for winter and summer. This rate is 
computed as the frequency of cyclones divided by the frequency of anticyclones 
observed over a given location, multiplied by 100. It can be seen in these two 
diagrams that during winter the Mediterranean abounds with traveling disturb-
ances, while in summer the same region is re1atively quiescent. 
A typical summer situation in the ~pper-tropospheric flow over North 
Africa is shown in Figure III-B-34 (.Johnson, 1964). A weak westeriy jet maximu •. 1 
appears along the northern edge of a high-pressure cell over Saudi Arabia. The 
TEJ is evident along the southern edge of this anticyclonic cell. 
A compariso~ of F;gure III-B-15 with Figure 11!-B-34 reveals the major 
differences between winter and summer that were noted brieflJ earl!er. During 
winter 'he STJ flows over the surface location of tne subtropical high-pressure 
belt. The ageostrophic inflow int.o the STJ from equatorial regions, postulated 
in the schematic cross section of Figure III-B-1 is quite clearly evident in 
Figure IIl-B-15 over central Africa. No closed anticyclonic cells are present 
in the upper troposphere on time-averaged weather charts over North Africa. 
The isobaric surfaces of the upper troposphere rise continuously from high 
latitudes towards the equator. In summer (Figure 1!1-B-34), anticyclonic cells 
appear at the 200-mb level above the heat lows describeu in cunnection with 
Figure III-B-23. The cellular high-pressure pattern in subtropical latitudes. 
which characterizes the 200-mb chart of Figure III-B-34, prohibits a circum-
hemispheric development of the STJ as sugqe~ted by Figure 111-B-3 for winter. 
Only short segments and weak maxima, such as the one Gver the Ea~tern 
Mediterranean in Figure lll-8-34, are evident. 
Figures IIl-B-15 ~nd !11-8-34 showed thE flow pattern for one 
characte'ristic day in each of the winter and summer seasons. Mean maps of the 
300- and 100-mb surfacEs lead to the same conclusions (Figure 111-B-JS Jnd 
III-8-36) (Sutcliffe, 1960a). Comparison of the mean vertical cross-sections 
of Figures III-B-37 and III-B-38 also reveals the jisappearance of the 
westerly STJ during summer. 
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Pigure III-B-31. Area~ of anticyclogenesis by month. 
Isopleths are at. intervals of four with intermediate 
isopleths dashed. Zero isopleth~ are heavier (from 
Black., 1969). 
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Figure III-B-32, Rate of 
alternation (perce~t) 
between cyclonsR and anti-
cyclones in winter (from 
Petterssen, 1956). 
Figure IIL-B-33, Rate of 
alLeLudtion (percent) 
between cycloned a~d anti-
cyclones in swnmer (from 
Pettcrssen, 1956). 
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Figur~ III-B-3~. 200-mb contour ch~rt, 25 June 1959 (from 
Johnson, 196.:.). 
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Figure III-B-35. Mean 300-mb contours (dashed lines) in 
geopotential decameters and isotachs (s0lid lines) in knots 
for January and July (from Sutcliffe, 1~1 Oa). 
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Figure III-B-36. Mean 100-ml> contours (dashed lines) in 
qeopotential decameters and isotachs (solid lines) in knots 
for JJnuary and July (from Sutcliffe, 1960a). 
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Figure III-B-37. Meridional cross sections for January 
(.i.u,,w, l:J''E, and 40°E) (from Sutcliffe, 1960a). 
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F ig·.ire III-B-38. Metidional cross sections for July 
(10°W, 15°E, and 40°E) (from Sutcliffe, 1960a). 
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C, LARGE SCALE OROGRAPHIC EFFECTS 
Mountain ranges unfort~nately do not occur in nature in such simple 
geometric forms as a step-function resembling a rectangular building block, or 
a sine-wave, or a bell-shaped Gaussian curve. In reality, the structure fs one 
of a relatively large mountain massif upon which are superimposed individuai 
mountain ridges, peaks, and valleys of s~aller scale. The still smaller dimen-
sions of boulders, trees, cliffs and sharp corners add to the general roughness 
of the terrain at scales commensurate to atmospheric turbulence. Thus, any 
consideration of orographic effects must allow for a wide variety of horizontal 
and vertical dimensions of the topographic features generally termed "mountains," 
as well as for their effects on the whole scale of atmospheric motions from 
planetary wave ler.gths to small-s:ale turbulence. 
1. Effects on Pl anetarx Waves 
fhe effect of large orographic barriers on planetlry flow patterns 
can be understood by Gonsidering the vorticity equation 
d dt (c; + f) = - D(i; + f). 111-C(l) 
The left side of this equation represents the change with time of absolute 
vorticity. ~(=;~ - ;~) is the relative vorticity of an air parcel and f is the 
Coriolis parameter. D(= ;~ + t}) is the divergence of horizontal flow which 
can also be written as 
D ,, __ l d { C.p) 
tip -err- ' Ill-C(2) 
where c.p i~ the thickness (in millibars) of the layer contained between two 
isentropic surfaces. For adiabatic motions, the flow within this layer will 
remai~ bounded by the same two isentropic surfacPs. 
Combining Eqs. III-C(l) and III-C(2) we can write 
...!. L.:__f " 0 dt ~o · 11I-C(3) 
r + f This means th~ quantity~, called "potential vorticity" (see Appendix D), 












Example 1: Westerly flow over a N-S oriented mountain range. 
Consider the flow contafned between two fsentropfc s~rfaces. one located fn 
the lower troposphere, the other near the tropopause. The low~tropospheric flow 
wfll be forced o\ler the mountain range, whereas. the flow near tropopause level 
will remain nearly horizontal because ft is restrafned .bY the "lid" of a stable 
stratosphere. The thickness of the layer, as the flow a~proaches the mountaifi 
range. is t.p 1 . Over the ridge it is Ap 2 (<6p 1) (Figure ~I~-C-1). In the lee 
of the ridge the layer expands again, so that 6p 3 > Ap 2 .. Using Eq. III-C(3), 
it is fo11nd that, in order to conserve potential vorticity, the flow has to 
turn an;.;cyclonically while Ap is shrinking on the windward side of the mountain 
range. On the lee side AP increases and consequently the absolute vortfcfty 
(~ + f) also has to increase in order to keep the potential vorticity constant. 
Since the Coriolis parameter, f, is constant in zonal flow conditions, this means 
that the relative vorticity, ~. has to increase. The streamlines turn 
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Figure III-C-1. Schematic diagram showing 
flow over & mo\Ultain ridge under con-
servation of potential vorticity. Upper 
diagram: vertical cross section reveal-
ing the shrinking and strP-tching of the 
layer between two isentropic surfaces. 
Lower diagram: schematic streamline 
on a horizontal plane. 
In agreement with this :onclusion, rather persistent troughs are found in 
the westeriy flow regime, especially during winter, in the lee of the Himalayas 
(over the East China Sea) and in the lee of the Rocky ~ountains (over the 
midwestern United States). Cyclogenesis occurs frequently in these planetary 
troughs. Thus, the large orographic barriers exercise their influence on 
synoptic-s~ale disturbances. 
I I I -4~ 
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The ~yrenees and Alps offer insufficient resistance to the mid-latitude 
westerli!s 'to cause the generation of a quasi-permanent plan~tary-scale trough. 
Long-wave troughs in the European sector develop as a resonance phenomenon 
between the Nor~h American and Asian troughs. The European trough situations, 
therefore, are l!SS stationary and less stable than the two orographically 
influenced planetary troughs. 
Example 2: Northerly flow over an E-W oriented mountain range. 
The considerations cited in Exampl~ 1 also apply to flow from the north: 
as it impinges upon the mountain range 6P decreases, consequently (~ + f) also 
has to decrease in order to satisfy Eq. IIl-C(3). This decrease, however, is 
partially accomplished by ~ decrease ~n the Coriolis parameter, f, as air 
moves towards lower latitudes. Therefore ~ does not have to decrease as much 
as it had to in the case of westerly flow. This means that anticyclonic flow 
conditions along the northern slope of the E-W oriented mountain range 
(e.g., the Alps) are somewhat suppressed. 
Along the southern ~lopes under northerly flow conditions 6P increases, 
therefore (~ + f) should increase at the same rate. However, since f decreases 
along air trajectories from the north, the increase in t has to compensate for 
both th! increas2 in ap and the decrease in f. Enhanced cyclogenetic activity 
is to be expected in the lee of the mountain range. From this, one should 
expect that the region of northern Italy is conducive to pressure falls and 
C)"'Clone formation when a n')rtherly jet stream impinges upon the Alps. The 
Atlas Mountains should have a similar effect under northerly tropospheric flow. 
Exa.!!!.P~: Southerly flow over an E-w oriented mountain range. 
In southerly flow the Coriolis parameter, f, increases along an air trajec-
tory. Asap decrease~ under upslope wind conditions, ~has to decrease in order 
to compensate for both the decrea$e in 6p and the increase in f. Pronounced 
anticyclonic conditi0ns over the mountain range are to be expected. 
Over the leeward slopes lp increa5es again. This increase, however, is 
partially compensated by the increase in f. However, ~ does not have to 
increase by much, and lee cycloqenesis, as a consequence, is somewhat suppressed. 
2. Effects on Cyclogenesis 
Godev (1970, 1971a,b) dev~loped an interestinq theory using the quasi-
geostrophic equations (unlike the theory in Section II!-G, para. l) which shows 
that concave terrain fPatures, such as bays, are conducive to cyclone formation, 
whereas convex terrain features inhibit cycloqenesi~. Fiqure III-C-L shows 
generalized isohypses, i, of the Alpc;, Italy, and the Balkan req1on. Figure 
111-C-3 gives th~ Laplacian of g-ound elevations, a parameter which influences 
the vertical ve~ocity, W (h), at the top of the planetary boundary laytr: 
0 
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Figure III-C-2. Generalized isohypses 
~iving the height of the mountains 
(38°-so~N, 6°-30.E). One unit is 
approximately 300 m (from Godev, 
1970). 
Figure III-C-3. The valu~s of the 
Laplacian 2 2 a z a z 
AZ 0 = (:--z2 + ~). ax ay 
The horizontal step L=300 km is 
accepted as a unit of length. 
The dashed lines outline the 
region~ with a large value of 
AZ (frnm Godev, 1970). 
0 
Figure lII-C-4. ~requency 
distribution of depressions 
generated in the considered area. 
Dashed lines outline regions 
with a great number of generated 
cyclones (fron1 Godev, 1970). 










In this equation, a and bare constants, a being of the order of 104 sec and b 
being of the order of l.8 x 10 4 sec. u9 is the_ geostrophic wind speed (along 
which the x-ax1s is oriented) at the top of the pla~etary boundary layer. The 
Laplacian (ffrst t~rm on the right side of Eq. Ill-C(4)) is independent of wind 
direction. The second term on the right side of Eq. III-C(4) depends on wind 
direction. 
-1 2- -8 -1 For u = 20 m sec and v z0 ~ 10 m , the Laplacian term in 
Eq. III-C (4) yields 
2 2- ~ _p -1 aug v z
0 
• 10~ x 400 x 10 v = 4 cm sec 
The contribution from the second term is significantly smaller than this. 
Figure III-C-4 shows the number of cyclones generated in each grid 
square during the period 1951-1960, and the agreement between Figures III-C-3 
and II!-C-4 is remarkable. 
3. Effects on Fronts 
Outbreaks of polar cold air whose vertical depth does not e~ceed the 
height of a mo~ntain range will effec~ively be blocked by such an orographic 
barrier. In this sense the Alps fend off a larqe number of cold outbreaks from 
the north, especiallJ those which are associated with low-press~re disturbances 
whose centers adhere to a west-east tra~k over Central Europe (Enqland, Germany, 
Poland). This sheltering effect produces a much milder climate ovf.r the olains 
of northern Italy than would otherwise be expected at these latitudes. 
The blocking 0f cold fronts along the northern rim of th~ Alp~ dlso 
has a dynamic effpct upa~ cycl~gcncsis in ~orlhern Italy. The di~ergence 
patterns in the upper tropospheric jet stream flow. which are an i~portdnt 
prerequis~te to surface cyclogenesis. pass more or Jess unaffected over the 
mounta;~ range. The p~essure rise pattern associated with the inflow of cold 
air behind the cold front, however, is field back by the orographic barrit!r. 
This allows surface pressures to continue fallinq ovPr northern Italy, leadin~ 
to significant cyclogenesis (Hoinkes, 1951). 
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An example of strong cyclogenesis ov~.· northern Italy, enhanced by 
the ~locking of a cold front, is given in Figures III-C-5, III-C-6 and II!-C-7. 
As can bP. seen from these figures, the cold front actually invades northern 
ltdly from the east. By the time the cold air arrives over the Po plains, it 
has lost most of. its sting. 
'· 
.. 
Figure III-c-s. s~oothed mean 
sea-level pressure field, 
17-18 February 1958 (from 
Reiter, 19 7 l) , 
! 
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Figure III-C-6. Mean tempera-
ture reduced to sea level 
using the assumption of a 
lapse rate of 0.6°C/lOO m 
17-18 February 1958 (from' 
Reiter, 1971). 
F1gure III-C-i. P.ourly posi-
~inna nF •k~ ~-1~ c---~ 
----·•- -- ..._.,_ -1'....1'..&.U .i4V!lL 
between 0000 GM'l, 18 Februarv 
1958 and 1500 GMT, 19 · 












D. REGIONAL MEDITER~ANEAN WEATHER RE6IHES 
l. Correlation Between Mediterranean Weather and 
Euro.2!.!!!.IAtlantic Weather Regimes. 
The weather patterns in the Mediterranean r:gion do not stand 
isolated; rather, they are dynamically controlled by events in the polar front 
zone an~. especially in winter, in the subtropical zone. It was noted in 
Section III-B-4 that the polar front jet stream (PFJI and tne subtropical jet 
stream (STJ) interat~ with each other. Such interaction is especially pro-
nounced where deep troughs in the westerlies ~xtend into subtropical regions. 
Such trough develo~[ent occurs especially during winter and spring in the 
Mediterranean regicn, often in conjunction with strong cyclogenesis in the 
Gulf of Genoa. 
Before the advent of numerical for~~asts, much research had been done, 
especially in German1, aimed a<; categortz·: · . ·opean weather into various ty;ics 
whose behaviors could be used as forecasting tools whenever analog weather 
situations appeared on the weather maps. In the light of modern computer 
technlques, the forecasting applications Jf these "weat~er types" appear to be 
somewhat obsolete. Nevertheless they afford ar1 overview, in rathar general 
terms, of weather behavior and persistence statistics (Aerospace Science Div., 
19£8, rnd Hess and Brezowsky, 1969). The following is quoted from Aerospace 
Sci e 11 c e D i v . , 1 9 6 8 : 
"In 1941-1943 "A Calendar of the European Large Scale 
Weather Typea" waa prepared at the former R..:aearch Inatitu~r,, 
for Extended Weather Forecasting at Bad Homburg under the 
direction of i'. Baur. The calendar was WoPked up by F. Heaa 
and H. ~aael using data :rom the years l881 throug~ 1339. 
The term large-eoale weather-type means an atm0apheric 
condition which ia more or leas unchanged durin3 a ?criod of 
eeverat days, for instance uver l'urope, aa in thie otudy. 
Th~ alaoaification ~as amended several times d~e to the 
improvemLnt in eynoptic ahalyaie and enlargement of the 
netwo~~ of rn~tcorologiaaZ observatio~s. theeP ~hnn3eR were 
partly described by F. Baur in the years 191J through :948 
anJ ware published bv him ie:ore the re~eaae of the firel 
revieior of this work. Additional data were i~troduce~ i~to 
the etudy; data through 1957 are included in thio revision. 
Thie revision repreaente an unbroken record of 86 years. 
The ciruul~lion ia cLaaeifi~d inlo three ~ypea: ao"~lJ 
mixedJ and ~eridi0naZ flow. ?he [o~iowiny rnlationnhi~ 
e~iets tetween the ty~n of circuiation ind the loc~lion of 
thJ curfat:!e .Ju.LtJ•o 1,~oal 1.i;;h: 






a. General zonal flow -- the subtropical high 
is in its normal position near J5N. 
b. Mi~ed flow -- the subtropical high is 
displaced towards the north or northeast 
to approximately SON. 
c. Meridional flow -- a well defined closed 
hig~ lies between appruximately 50-?0N 
(bloaking high). 
To aid the forecaster to readily determine under which 
of the three types of aircuZation the current synoptic 
situation may fall, generaZiaed surface and 500-mb modela 
of ~hese typea have been reproduced (Figures III-D-1 to 
111-0-3). Tha first circuZatian type, zona! flow, id shawn 
fo1' both simmer and wir.te1• .'!ondi.tions in Figure !II-D-1. 
Figu~e III-0-2 shows mixed flow. Ffgure 111-D-3 shows 
meridional flow for a blocking high, subtropical flowJ 
trough and polar flow. 
The general division of the circulation types is the basic 
for olassifiaation of the individual Zaz•ge saale weather types. 
Originally the notation used bot~ upper and lower case letters 
to describe the circulation pattern; this paper uses vnly uppez• 
case in order to be co~patibZe with teletype bulletin trans-
misaions. The individual types are shown in Table 111-0-l. 
Table IIJ-0-2 shoWB the breakdown of weather types by gener~l 
circulation types. 
The sequenae of meridicnal flow weatheP tyrieR 'h,,~;'1? 0 ,, .... ,., 
Jgneral northerld flow, follo~ed by aoutr.erZy flow a~d- {in~ll~, 
dasterly flow. The "northwesterly sloped trou9h" {WW) situation 
is the last meridional fl?W type and is related to the beginning 
of the classification of zonal flew. In the orig nal publica-
tion by Baur there wePe 18 large scale weather tyres. However, 
while sureening the weather types, the authors became aware of 
the important role which the curvature of the surface isobars 
plays. To diBtinguish the characteristic weather, ths number 
of forge scale weather +;ypee had r;o be inareasec:.i to 2:-. Ae for 
the n0Pth.:aste1•iy flow (NE), the oases oc0urring in the aold 
mo11tha (IJctober-MayJ have b~en classified as cyclonic and th,Jse 
of the varm months (June-September} as ant~cycloniu, since the 
polar air advection during the cold season is the main faatnr 
fo~ the ahara~tHrietic wetithHr. 
In determining the frequ~nay of certain patterns, a break 
in st9ering was used as the main ariterion, The eame type with 
periods of different aha1·a~teristia weather, however, was 
classified as an uninterrupted perind of thr sa"e Zarge-saalr 
weath~r type. Ce~erally, a Zarge-aaaZe type wilZ exist for at 
least th,,ee day11. In the caee of a sloL' hrea.,.,_ in fJtetJring, o'Z<:? 
~r two tranaitiona~ days might occur. If they di~ not represc'Zt 
daye with ~ iypiaal flow, they were oZassified aa o tranaition~z 
ty;,c usi.ig th!l symhul VE." 
a 
b 
Figure III-D-1. Typical zonal type flow situation over 
Europe (a) summer (b) winter (from Aerospace Science Div., 
1968). 
Figure III-D-2. 
Science Div. , 
Typical mixed type flov 
196 BJ. 
(from l\c>rospace 











Figure III-D-3. Typical meridion,•l type flow (a) blocking 
high over Central Europe, (bl subtropical flow over Central 
Europe, (c) trough over Central Europe, and (d) polar flow 
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Figure III~D-3 (continued) 
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Table tII-0-1. Catalog of Europeau large scale weather types 
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Cyclonic ~esterly flow with a slight ioutherly component 
~esterly flow, !nticyclonic 
Cyclonic ~esterly flow (~klonal) 
!ridge of high pressure over Central Europe (~itteleuropa) 
Well-defined closed ~igh over Central Europ~ (~itteleuropa) 
louth~esterly flow, !nticyclonic 
iouth~esterly flow, cyclonic (ijklonal) 
!orth~esterly flow, !nticyclonic 
!orth~esterly flow, cyclonic (!J~lonal) 
Well-defined closed high over the ~orwegian Sea (!nticyclonic 
over Central Europe)-
Wel 1-defined closed high over the ~orwegian Sea (cyclonic 
flow over Central Europe) 
Well-defined closed ~igh over the ~ritish Isles 
~ortherly flow, !nticyclonic 
~ortherly flow, cyclonic (!Jklonal) 
l!:_ough over Central Europe (~itteleuropa) 
Well-defined c1osed low (lief) ov~r the !ritish Isles 
l!:ough over Western lurope 
ioutherly flow, !nticyclonic 
ioutherly flow, cyc;onic (~yklonal) 
iouth~asterly flow, !nticyclonic 
iouth~asterly flow, cyclonic (yklonal) 
Well-defined closed hiqh over Fennoscandia (!nticyclonic 
flow over Central Europe) 
We11-defined closed high over Fennoscandia (cyclonic flow 
over Central Europe:- low in S[) 
Well-defined closed hiqh over tne Norwegian Sea and 
Fennoscandia (!nticyclonic flow over Central Europe) 
Same with cyclonic flow - low in SE 
~orth~asterly flow 
Well-defined closed low (!_ief) over Central Europe 
(~itteleuropa) 
~est-~inkellaqe - northw~sterly sloped trough 
Transitional type ~~bergacnge (due to slow break in steering) 
is not a weather type in the same sense as the other types listed 





Table III-D-2. The large scale weather types of Europe (from Aerospa..::e Science Div., 1968). 
G!:NERAL TYPE SPECIAL TYPE 
No rd N Nordlage 
Hoch Nordmeer 
Hoch Britische Inseln 
Trog Mitteleuropa 
Nordwest NW Nordwestlage 
Ii/est \.j West~age 
Sued s Suedlage 
Tief Britisc.he Ins~ln 
Trog Westeuropa 
Suecost SE Suedostlage 
Ost E Hoch ~ennoskandien 
Hoch Fennoskandie1-~ordmeer 
N1Jrdost NE ~ordostl;i_g_e 
Hoc~ Mitteleurcpa HM Hoch Mitte1europa 
Zonale Hochdruckbruecke 






Tief Mitteleuropa TM Tief Mitteleuropa 
mit Vb-artiger Ostlage, zyklonal 
Gleitanordnuno*~ Suedostlage, zyk7cnal 
Nordmeerhochlage, zy~lonal 
Nordostlage { Oc t-Ma.Yl 
I 
*A: Articyclonic flow, Z: Cyclonic flow. 
**Vb weather type - upslope effect. 
COD£ EXPLANATION 
NA,NZ* Northerly flow 
HNA,HNZ High over the Norwegian Sea 
HB High over the British Isles 
TRM Trou_g_h over Central Euro_.E..e 
NWA.LNW!. NorthwesterlL flow 
'!/A,WZ,WS Westerly flow; S: southerly 
c Oll!Q_O n....!:_n_1_ 
SA,SZ South~rly flow 
TB Low ov~r British Isles 
TRW Trol!-2.h over Western Euro_E.e 
SEA ..... sEz Southeas_kr_l_t flow 
HFA,HFZ High over Fennoscandia, 
anticyclonic, cyclonic flow 
over Central Europe 
HNFA,HNFZ Hi~h over Fennoscandia and 
the Norwe_g_ian Se,~-
NE No r_l~r_ly _fLoJ.L 
HM High over Central Europe 
BM Zonal ri d~e of hi 9h _pressure 
HM High over Central Europe 
BM Zonal ridge of high pressure 
SWA Anti~y~l1Jn;c southwesterly 
flow 
SA Anticyclonic southerly fiow 
SEA Anticyclonic southeasterly 
flow 
HFA,HNFA Anticyclonic flow over 
Central Eur O__]_e 
TM Low over Central Europe 
HFZ,HNFZ Cyclonic easterly flow 
:;[z Cyclonic southeasterly flow 
HNZ High over Norwegian Sea, flow 
over Central Europe is 
cyclonic 





Examples of the individual large-scale WP ther types are giv~n in Appendix E 
along with a synopsis of the accompanying weather. Tables givinq the percentage 
frequency of days per month that particular weather types occur and the number 
of consecutive days per month that each type occurs are also given in Appendix E. 
2. Bloc~ing Anticyclones 
A "blocking high" o .. ''blocking anticyclone" is a high pressure system 
which is either stationary or moves only slowly relative to the west-east motion 
of the disturbances upstream. Thus it effectively "blocks" the progress of 
migratory cyclones and anticyclones. 
The long planetary waves in the we~terlies of temperate latitudes are 
effectively controlled by the two big mountain barriers: the Viimalayas and the 
Rocky Mountains. Each of these two barriers has a tendency to generate a 
long-wav2 trough to its lee, i.e., ov2r the China Sea and over the midwestern 
United States, respectively. Anticyclonic flow condjtions prevail at the 
geographic longitude of t~e mountain range itself. 
The mountain ranges of Europe are too small to exercise such drastic 
effects on the mid-latitude westerlies. On the other hand, the planet~ry 
long-wave oattern which develo~s over Europe in resonance with the pattern over 
East Asia c..nd America quite often reaches a persistence in "blocking anti-
cyclones" which, to the westerly flow, appears almost like a mountai~ barrier. 
Since there is no effective orographic "anchorinq" of these blocking highs, 
tneir positions may vary from occasion to occ~sion, cau~!na drastic~lly 
different weather patterns to occur over Europe and the Mediterranean region. 
Out of the 29 weather types lis~ed in Section JII-D-1 and Appendix E, the 16 
listed beluw show characteristics of a "blockinq high"; figure numbers 
referenced are those in Appendix E. 
TYPE FIG. NO. TYPE FIG. NO. 
HM E-6 SEA E-21 
:H/A E-9 SE Z E-22 
.,.,., 
It r"f L t:-iu HFA E-23 
HtlA E - 1 1 ~FZ E-24 
HNZ £-12 Htff A E-25 
Hf3 E - 1 3 HNFZ E-25 
:1A E-14 il E E-21 
:1z E - 1 5 T ~1 F-2'<3 
I I i - 62 
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This means that more than half of the typical weather patterns 
occurring in the European sector are characterized by a blocking high somewhere 
in this region. This is one of the reasons why Europedn weather development is 
no 1• easy to' forecast. Blocking anticyclones can be stationary, slowly pro-
gressive, or slowl~ retrogressive. or they may collapse relatively quickly. 
Many of their features are well represented in barotropic forecasting models 
because, quite often. the anticyclonic flow conditions extend from the surface 
into the strato~phere. On the other hand, baroclinic disturbances have a 
drastic effect on these blocking highs, especially when they ·~e about to 
break down. 
According to a study by Rex (1950b), the greatest probability that 
blocking highs will occur in the European sector is between January and May 
(Figure III-D-4}. Most of the blocking anticyclones develop west of the 0° 
meridian (Figure lII-0-5). During the first we2k after the formation of the 
blocking ridge, there is a t~ndency fur slight retrogression toward the west. 
Such retrogression will take place with warm advection on the west side of the 
ridge and cold advection on its east side. As the hign pressure vortex becomes 
completely separJted, a so-called omega block develops (see Figure III-A-1). 
The subtropical jet stream, '2lt'1ough weak, flows across the narrow "neck" of 
this blocking ridge and joins with the polar front jet in the southwesterly 
flow to the east of this ridy~. As the temperature advect~on patternr, become 
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Figure III-D-4. M.2an monthly number of 
Jays (in percent) on which blocking 
anticyclones are observed in the 
Atlantic sEctor (after Reiter, 1963). 
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Fiqure IIl~D-5. ·Percent frequency di•-
tribution of ther appearance of 
bloc~ing anticyclones at the 500-llb 
level over the Atlantic at variou. 
geographic longitudes (92 cases betwefln 
1933 and 1940, 1945 and 1~49~ (from 
Reiter, 1963). 
Blocking ridges in the European region may, at times, be quite 
persistent. Of 82 case~ investigated by Rex, the most frequent value of 
per~istence was 14 days, the mean value of persistence was 16.6 days, and the 
longest case in this sample was 34 days. The severe drought condi~ions in 
Europe during 1959 were due to a blocking pattern that developed over central 
Europe during the last days of January and persisted ~ith only short inter-
ruptions into the ·fall season. 
From the charts presented in Appendix E it ca~ be seen that many of 
the typical blocking patterns, especially those with a blocking high over 
Central Europe, are ac~ompanied by cyclonic activity in the Mediterranean 
r~gicn. The intrusions of cold air along the east side of the block k~ep th~ 
weather ~n~ettled over most of the Mediterranean basin. Fiqures l!I-0-6 and 
IIl-D-7 [Rex, 1950b) show precipitation and temperature anoma1ies associat~d 
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Figure III-D-6. Isanomals of precipitation over the P,tlantic-
European area during a wintertime case of strong Atlantic 
blocking action (16-31 January 1947), Isanom~lous lines are 
given for 10, SO, 100, and 150\ of normal and are shown as 
thin solid lines, except in areas of uncertain analysis 
where they are shown as thin short-dashed lines. Areas 
recording precipitation amounts gr.eater than 50% of, but 
less than normal, are indicated by the shading. The mean 
conto~r pattern at the 500-mb level is shown by the thin 
long-dashed lines; contour heights given in dynamic 
decameters (from Rex, 1969). 
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Figure III-o-7. Isanomals of mean surface-temc:;erature over 
the Atlantic-European area during a wintertime case of 
strong Atlantic blocking action (16-31 Ja~uary, 1947) . 
Isanomalous lines are given for each : 0 c above and below 
no.cmal and are shown as thi.n solid lines, except in ar'.!a!-:l 
of uncertain analjsis where they are shown as thin short-
dashed lines; the zero anomaly line is shmm as a heavy 
solid (or dashed) line. AreaG ~e~ordin~ ~ean_ te~peratures 
mort"> than ~°C ~~C'..'C rlOnTii:il are ii"1ulCctteu vy t:ne aarK 
shading. Tlie mean contour pattern l\t the 500-rnb level is 
shown by th~ thin long-dashed lines; contour heights given 
in dynamic decameters (from Rex , 1969). 
] 
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E. SIGNirICANT CYCLONE OCCURRENCES 
,~composite of typical ~torm trad.s in the Hediterranean reqion is shown 
i n Figure I I 1 - E - l . Of the tr a c ~ s sh own , the so - cal l "_i I a and Vb ( "f i v e - a.. drl d 
"five-b") cy.:lone tracks deHribed by Van Bebber ([ilack, 1969) are of sp~Lial 
interest. Vida '.1967) dist1nqu1she5 three groups of cyclones followin') tf1e 
~b tracL northeastward into northern Yugoslavia. All three grou0s have a~so-
c1ated t.ea11y rainfall, leadir.q to local floo<11r.'l cond1t1on<> H. Yugoslavia, 
Hungary, Bulgaria and Rumania. They are: 
Group l: ~cold outbreak over the east Atlantic forms into 
a cut-off low ~ver Central Eurooe that moves slo~ly eastward 
(Figure !ll-E-2). Heavy precipitat1nn in t~e southwestP~ly 
flo·..i over Yurioslavia, sur.ported b; oruqraf.>h:c uoliftiwJ, ma1 
yield in excess of 101 rim in 12 hours. 
r,rouo 2: A cyclone ~·orri'> over the Gulf of Genoa anJ t>ecories 
stationary, ".:Oincidin~ with a olanetar1 lon11-;·1ave trough 
.,nder "]);·1-ind[:.<·' \i.e., strongly meridional) he:nispheric 
f 1 ow c o n d i t i o n s i n t h e b e I t o f m i d - 1 a t i t u d '! w e s t e r 1 i e '> • 
)riort-1;;ive <.Ji>Lurud11c.1·:. tr·dvel dro,rnJ ti1i-., >l"Liurrdr' Lfl.1ur•t: 
in th•: sou\.h·..i-;str:rl1 Flo'"' over Italy anc; t•1e l.lalv;ir Penin''1l.i 
( ! i :j J r ·! I i I - E - 3 ) . He av; pre c i ;1 1 ta t i on , a•] a i n , 1 s en ti ii 11 c ,. d 
r; ro:rn 3: 
n 0 r ~- . I e .) ; t. .. , -l r d ( F i q IJ f e I I ! - E - 4 ~ . 
o r; c •J r re n c e s i n t n n Me d i t '! r r oi n ,. 
depressions. Freque~cies of L (~rrr:nc~ uf t~ese c1rlones arn shown in 
f i g u re > : ; l - !l - 2 4 a n d I : l - S - 2 5 ; the i r t r a c; > a re tie ;1 1 c tr. d i n F i '1 'J r ~ I I : - r - 1 
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Pig~re lII-E-1. Major cyclone tracks 1n the Mediterranean 
region (after Black, 1969; Reiter, 1971, and Fitzpatric~, 
1970). Tracks Va <lnd Vb are according to classificatio~ 
by van Bebber. 
~ 
I 
Figure III-E-2. Typical cyclone tracks (Group (lll and 
associated 500-mb patterns. Dashed lines are 500-mb 
conto•Jrs (geo;....,tential c4ecarneters) on 26 June 1958, and 
so 1-id l.ines arE:i 500-mb contours on 27 June 1958. Cyclone 
positious are giv· ..m at 6-hourly intervals, startir.g with 






Figure +II-E-3~ Typical cyclone tracks (Group (2)) and 
associated SvO-mb- patterns. Dai1hed line~ a'l'."e 500-mb 
co,.to•.trs (geopotential decamete1~s) on 26 October 1956 
and solid lin~s are soo-1.1b contours on 27 October 1956. 
Cyclone positions are gi Vtn at 6-h()urly interval:;;, ata.rb ng 
with position "l" at 1J700 ::;m, 26 Jctober 1956 (after 
Vida, 1967;, 
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Figure llI--E-4. Typical cyclone tracit (Gro1Jp (3)) and 
associat.ed 500-mb patterns. D:sshed lines are 500-mb 
cont:oura <geopotential decameters) en 29 April 1'}56 and 
solld ~ines are 500-mb contours on 30 April 1956. 
Cyclone po9itions are given a+: 6-hourly ir.terval ~1, starting 
with position "l" at 1900 GMT, 28 April 1956 (afte:r Vida, 
196 7) • 
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l. Genoa Depressions (Heiter, 1971) 
Genoa depressions are low-pressure systems which for~ in the Gulf of 
Genoa anrl in the Ligurian Sea. ~epres~ions in the upper Po Valley are often 
included in this consideratioP. In a broader sens~. one may also include lee 
cyclogenesis south of the Alps and associated depress;ons over the northern 
Adriatic Sea. 
Outbreaks of cold ai~ 01er Franc~ are frequently associated with 
Genoa cyclogenesis. The several factors listed below, which are discussed 
more fully in other sections of this handbook, seem to play an important rol~ 
in the development of t~ese depressions: 
(1) The thermal contrast between land and sea, which has ar. effect 
on the surface pressure pattern and its development (see Section V-U). 
(2) Jet stream interaction ~etween the PFJ and STJ, ~hlch occurs 
frequently in this reqion (see Se1.:tion Ill-B, para. 5). 
(3) Effect of northerly flow over the Alp5 enhancinq cyclogenetic 
~ctivity along the southern slooes (see Section III-C, para. l). 
!4) Effect of concave terrain feat~res on cyclone formaticn (see 
Section III-C, para. 2). 
(5) Blocking of cold fronts along th~ nnrthern rim of the Alps 
(~~~ Sediori, 111-C, para. 3). 
Trac..ks of Genoa deprec::s'ons are shown in figure IIl-E-1. Although 
many Genoa depressions remain st1tionary throughout their life history, the 
remainder Lake two mai~ tracks. The first track, associat~~ with strong south-
westerly flow aloft, is away from the Gulf of Genoa in a northeasterly to 
north-northea·.terly direction. The second track, witli strong surface high 
pressure over the Balkans, Turkey or the Black Sea, is in a southeasterly 
direction along the northern border of the Mediterranean. 
North African lows and Sahara depression~. sometimes also referred to 
as Atlas lee deoressions, usually form to the south of the Atla~ Mountains. 
Poo~ observation3l data often i~hibits detection of the incipie~t st~tes. 
r;~··Jre III-E-1 shows the most frequent tracks of these cyclones. They ofter. 
g:1e rise to severe dust stor~s and sometimes produce intensive r~infall OVQ~ 
otherwise arid regions. An associtJted phenomenon is thr. sirocr.o which will be 




It appears that the namP "Atlas lee depression" for North African 
lows is a misnomer. The prec~pitation observed on occ:asio.i over northwest 
Africa with such depressions, and their tendency to migrate out over the 
Mediterranean, speak against a lee effect. Howev~r, wit~ up~er-level north-
westerly flow, a lee trough often may be discerned, particularly over southern 
Tunisia. 
The most reliable ~riterion for the devdlopment of a low to the south 
of th~ Atlas range is the presence of an upper trough lying over Spain with its 
axis oriented approximately NE-SW, producing a deep south~esterly flow ov~r 
northwest Africa (Figures 111-E-5 and III-E-6). Such a trough may be mobile 
and, for example, associated with a depression moving eastward across Europe 
and a cold front advancing southeastward towards the Atlas Mountains. Alter-
natively, the upper trough may be nearly stationary. This may be the case when 
a r i d g e extends a c r o s s Fr''" c e from the At 1 an t i c: 111 t i c y c l one . 
Figure III-E-5, 850-rnb analysis, 
1200 GMT, 6 April 1970, typical 
f~r the development of northwest 
Saharan depressions (trom Reiter, 
1971). 
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Figure III-E-6. 500-mb analysis, 
1200 C.~'T, 6 April 1970, typical 
for the development of northwest 
Saharan depressions (from Reiter, 
1971). 
The presence of a cold front is apparently immaterial for the 
development of a depression and in many cases no front is detectable on the 
surface chart. When a cold front is present, development of the low usually 
occurs bafore the front reaches the Atlas range. The surface flow over the 
Mediterranean appears t0 be insignificant. ha1ing little bearing on whether or 
not development occu~s in the lee of the Atl~s Mountains. 
Lyciogenesis is most satisfactorily explained by a combination of 
potential instability in the soutl...iesterly air stream couoled with vort~city 
advection alony the leading flan~ of the upper trough. Also, as with the case 
of Genoa cyclo~enesis, it appears likely that jet stream inter~ction plays an 
important role in cases of ~trong cyclone development over North Africa (see 














F. LARGE SCALE WIN~ RE~IHES 
l. The Mistral (Reiter, 1971) 
According to Huschke (1959). the mistral is "a no1 th wind which blows 
jown the Rhone Valley south of Valence and into the Gulf of Lion. It is strong, 
squally, cold and dry; ft is the tombined result of the basic circulation, a 
fall wind, and a jet-effect wind. It blows from the north or northwest in the 
Rhone Delta, where ft fs strongest; from the northwest in Provence; and from the 
northeast fn the valley of the Durance below Sisteron." Figure IIJ-F-1 is a 
locator map for use fn the discussion of the mistral. All geographical features 
referred to in this section will be fo~nd in e~ther this figure or Figure l-A-2 
in Section I. 
,,g;ifn according to Huschke (1959): "The mistral has a variety of 
local names: mangofango in Provence; s'caire, maistrau, maistre or magistral in 
the Cevennes; dramunaan in Perpignan (sta. no. 07747); cierzo in Spain; cers in 
the Pyrenees, etc. South of Mont Ventr~x (std. no. 07585) a similar wind is 
named bise. A local west wind of mistra~ ttpe which descends from Mt. Canigou 
to the pl;:ins of Roussilion is called canigonenc." 
A general mistral is characterized by offshore winds along part, or 
all, of the coast ~r \he Gulf of Lion. Wind speeds often exceed 60 knot~ and 
may reach 85 knots in t~e lower Rhone ~dlley. Even hig~er velociti~ ~•e 
encountered at sea where the bnki·1q effect of surface friction in the planetary 
boundary 1, ~~ is greatly reduce~. At times gale force winds may extend a:ross 
the Mediter .1ean all the way tG Malta and the Algerian coast. 
Strong offshore winds, whose direction is m~jified by surface friction, 
require ~ pressure gradient from west to east. Strr,ng winds along the coast of 
the Gulf of Lion will be enh~nced by a component of the pres~ure gradient 
directed toward the Mt:diterranean and parallel to one or all of the major 
valleys of the Garonne, the Rhone, and the D~rance. Maximum winds occur when 
the surface isobars are at an anglP of 10° to these valleys 5uch pressure 
gradients can be caused by th~ developmLnt of Genoa depressions (see Section 
111-E, para. l). A.1ticyclones ovr;-; Spain, northern rrance dnd/or Central 
Europe may enhance th~ require~ suria:e press~re gr~dient. Changes in tn~ 
gradient may bring about lulls and surges in the mistr~l. 
The sheltering effects of thP Pyrenees and the Alps way lead to the 
for~ation of sharp Sh9ar lines between high and low win1-~peed r~qime~. These 
shear lines may extend far out over the sea. On occasio~, but by no means 
always, cloud formations have been observed along these snear lines (obsPrvation 
by USS FORRESTA' 
associ;str·d win 
Jn general, howo.ver, the mistral is a katabatic "'ind, 
,ow-level divergent flow of cold a:r. Mass continu'.ty 
requires a sinl<1;,y 111otion and hence cloud-free cond:tir;ns would DP expected. 
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The mfstral wfnJI regfme usually extends to a hei Jht of. about 2 to 3 km, and is 
intimately associated with the jet stream regime in the upper troposphe;·e and 
with the baroclin1c waves embedded in the upper flow. 
According to Rex (1950a, 1950b). blo~~ing anticyclones have a 
preferred tendency to occur both near the Greenwich meridian and during the 
early months of the year (see Section 111-D-2, p4ra. 2). Since these highs may 
persist for many days, they may givP. rise to prolonged mistral e~isodes, 
especially if th~ northerly-to-northwesterly jet" stream as~umes a favor~ble 
positi.on with respect to the orcgraph~c gap between the Pyrenees and the Alps. 
Wave disturbances and cold outbreaks e~bedded in the northerly flow over France 
may lead to individual surges within an e~tended mistral period. 
For practical purposes, the mistral winds are defined as having a 
direction between 280° and 360°. Figure III-F-2 gives the wir.d rose for the 
French buoy TOQD (positioned in the GJlf of Lion at 42°l3'N and 05°34'E) from 
l June 1968 to 31 March 1970. According to this diagram, mistral winds are 
encountered most frequently from the northwest (320° to 340°). This direction 
also has the highest inr.idence of strong 50-Knot winds. The wind statistics 
for TOQO conform rather closely to those computed for Marignane (sta. no. 
07650), with the exc~ption that wind speeds tend to be conside~ably higher over 
the open ocean than at coastal stations. 
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Figure III-F-2. Wind rose for the 
French buoy TOQD at 42° 13'N and 
05° 34'E from 1 June 1968 to 
Jl March 1970 (from Reiter, 1971). 
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The wicd conditions in the Gulf of Lion have been analyzed fer the 
1,975 occasions during th~ period 1964-1968 on which 1t least one of the 
stations -- f.luseille (sta. no. 0765u), ~ontpellier (sta. no. 07643), Sete 
(sta. no. 07641) or Perpignan (sta. no. 'J7747) -- reported winds of 21 knots or 
more. Figure lll-F~3 s~ows the number of shi~ observations contemporaneously 
reporting mistral conditions in 1° by 1° squar~s. It must be realized that 
ship traffic tends to avoid the Gulf of Lion d•:1ing mist,.al periods; the analysis 
the re fore has a Cl;!rtai n ''low-wind" bi as, favoti ng con di ti :>ns during the onset 
rather than the peak of the m1stral. 
~ 0 0 0 
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Figure II!-F-3. Number of ship observa-
tions in 1° X 1° squares reporting 
mistral conditions when mistral is 
observed at one coastal station or more 






ln spite of these s~ortcomings, ~everal interesting conclusion~ ~ay 
be reacheJ. Figures III-~-4 and III-F-5, giving the mean wind sp~eds during 
mistral conditions (defined by coastal station~) and the frequency of gHle 
force wi~ds (>33 kt), show that the most severe. conditions are enc~untered off 
the French coast scut~west of Montpellier. The ~helte~ing effects cf the 
Pyrenees and of the mountains in Provence are clearly evi'dent. Horizontal wi.nd 
shears produced by this sheltering effect may be very strong intleed. 
Figure III-F-·4. Mean . .,ind speed 
during rnis~ral as defined in 
Figure III-F'-3 <fron Reiter, 1971). 
Figure II I-l:'-5. Re la ti ve frequency 
distri~ution of aalP. fnrcP wino~ 
(>33 kt) f0r mistral situations 
as defined in Figure III-F-3 
(from Reiter, 1971). 
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USS FOR~ESTAL reportPd during her 1965-1966 deployment: 
''.4 Jef."nite a hear line was found to exif! t di.ririg al Z 
mi.atrale. It waa OJ'iented from the northeae t r;1'.p of Spain 
southeast to Me~orca. FORRESTAL passed througk the shear 
line in the oiainity of 41°N., 03°E. du~ing the first 
mistral e~countered. Winds tn th~ west of che ahe~r lines 
were northerly 8 ta 16 kn0ts, end the seaa were J to 5 
feet. In the shea:r Zine, winds and seas increaHed 
m~rkedly; to the east of the shear line, winds werP 36 to 
4£ knots and the seac were 14 to 20 fPet. The ~idth of 
the 7-ine varied. Based on many aircraft observ~tlons taken 
during the four different mistrals, the shea:r Zine at times 
Vas aa narrow as 2 to J miles, or as wide as 20 milPe. 
On some occasions it was marked by clouds; n~ uchera it 
wae perf~ctly clear and co~li only bP ub~erved by the 
diffel'ent effects of the wind en the surfac~ of the sea. 
In aevera~ instances thP. surface effec~s wrre markedly 
diatinctive and pilots were able to l'eport its location 
with e,;zse, @ven from high altitudPs. Wher. the line uas 
marked by clouds, the shear ua~ally seemed to be very 
sharp. Carl'ier flight operations were 6asily cond~cted on 
the uest or calm aide, although the amount of clou1 cuver 
near the line caksed sorric ~on~ern. Attemrts to fin1 
clearer skies by penetral~on o: the line to the Last 
resulted in an immediate clcar~n7, and ,;zn extremrl~ raoil 
increase of wi'1'1s ar.r.: :w'ls, c;ftc~ to th·? 1.>xtcnt thaf, flight 
operations were '10 Lon3er safe?~ :easible. Unrier theJe 
circu17'.qtantJe.J, fli3ht O['errzlior:a i'1 plcrzs'111t con1itior:s 
were possibZe ju.'!t 20 or .~:J miles we.~t cf thr 7.i'1"· ,c;,:,z~,, 
the line uaa obser?)cd, b:; air.?1'u.ft t0 m<JVc: !rorri ecz.'-1: to. 
west, eepttc~ially at the southern end, O;>•?rati'.-Jns shriul1 
be e-·o•duct.iri at BO'nt! dist1n,;e ."'rof'11 i~. ?hia "1oucr.;ent . ,iy 
displ1ce t1e linr fr0.n; .'-'''nor'.!a .;z.; ."'a.~ as -'-!?.Jorca and b'1c>-
again seve, 0 aZ t ~'71e.~ durin3 2 ?.'1-h0u:r> J:-ei i,_,d." 
Even 1.houc,h the mistral is a katabat1c wi11d, characterized by the 
sinking and spreading of cold air (evi~ent from the minima in cloudiness shown 
in Figure III-F-6), FORRESTAL's report quoted above indicates the possibility 




























Figure III-F-6. Amount of low clouds in 
1° x l~ squares when mistral is 
observed n.t one coastal stat.ion or 
more (from Reiter, 1971). 
~t was shown in the precedinq section that the mistral depend~ quite 
critically on the surface pressure distribution which hJs to allow a rapia 
incursion of cold air into the Mediterranean basin. The bora along the 
Yugoslavian coast, on the other hand, is not as sensitive to the surf~ce 
pressure distribution. Both mistral and bora have freQuently been classified 
as similar phenomena produced by katabdtic flow of cold air down the pressure 
gradient. It appears, however, that only the bora should be considererl as a 
truly katabatic phenomenon. The kinetic energy of its gusts is derived entirely 
frorn ~he potential energy of cold air that s~ills over· the coastal mountain 
ranges of Yugo s l a v i a and '· fa 11 s " down the i r s tee p !; 1 op cs . Mu ch o f the m i s t r a i ' s 
energy is aerived from the pressure gradif~t in the lower troposphere and from 
the jet effe~t of the l~cal topography. 
A prenequisi~c for the bora is the accumulatinn 0f cold air over the 
Balkan Penin~ula, especially over Yugosiavia. The depth of this cold air 
reservoir has to reach at least up to the mountain pa~ses which lead through the 
coastal mountain ranges. Not much air movement ·eeds to be present inland from 
the coastal mountain rangts, or even at the crest Jf these mountain rangas, 





The relatively short distance of descent of the cold air masses along 
the mountain slopes does not suffice to warm the air above, or close to, the 
rormal temperatures of the coastal plains. The bora, therefore, is felt as a 
cold wind. ~The "foehn" or "chinook," on the other hand, arrives in the valleys 
or at the lre side of a mountain rar.ge as a warm katabatic wind (see Section 
III-F, para. 3)). 
Accordi~g to Hann-SUring (1939) the mean temperature in January on 
the mountain :idge above Trieste at 350 m abova sea level is 1 .5°C; at sea level 
it is s.o~c. This gives a monthly mean temperature lapse rate of 0.94°C/100 m, 
which is very close to adiabatic. The mean ternperaturP. difference in January 
t:etween the Bay of Cattaro and Cetinje (672 m) is 8.9'C, or 1.3°/100 m. l.lis 
demonstrates the frequent accumulation of cold air in the shallow bowl in which 
Cetinje is locaced, an~ the adiabatic descent of cold air that spills over the 
e d g e of th i s bow 1 an d " fa 1 1 s " a 1 o n g the ;.i o u n t a i n s 1 ope s d own to s ea 1 e v e 1. 
•ne uns~able stratification in the adiabatic descent of the bora makes 
the winds ·1ery qusty ("refoli" on the Adriatic Sea); strong winds are confined 
to the resion close to shore, however, and gusts of 50-60 m sec- 1 
(ca. 105-125 kt) have been measured in Tri~ste. These gusts blow the syr~y 
off the wave crests, causing poor visibility si.-,;ilar to fog ("fumarea"). 
~nJ:j_sz_clonic bora is characterized by a strong high-pressu1·e sy~tem 
ovr- .::f:ntral Europe, t-:;t no well-develooPrl l•)'·' to the south. l\ strony t.ora l.dn 
develop, but the wind is usually considerably weaker 10 mile~ offshore. On the 
Italian l.Oast the wind may be northwlsterly. Skies are clear with the exception, 
perhaps, of a cloud bank ("foehn'· or ''chinook" v1all) over tile coa~tal mountain 
range of Yugoslavia. Surfa~e pressure fluctuations of up to 5 rnb at coastal 
stations Jre caused by the varying vertical extent of the descendinq cold air. 
Cyclonic bQ_~J_ is tied to a depressio1r in the southern Adriatic Sea. 
Along it:; southeastern side v1arm sirocco air is flowing aloft in a southerly to 
southwesterly air current (see Section Ill-F, para. ~). Thu~ the bora in the 
lowest layers oft.ht> trooosphe!"e i~ O;"rrun b_v war111, 111uist sirocco air aloft. 
S k i ': s a re us :;a 1 I y c l o u d y ;-1 i t ti a lt o s t r iJ tu s ( " b o r a s c u r a " ) , vi i th o c ca s i on a 1 r a i n 
or snow. Winds are strong but less gusty and cover the whale width of the 
Adriatic Sea. 
The bora also shows a cert11in diurnal variability. On the island of 
Losinj the frequency P1aximur;1 uccurs bet·,1een 0600 and G70G and the i'ltensity 
ma~imum between 0700 and 08 10. It is in the early morning hours that the 
su1rp!y of cold air over the mountains should be most abundant. The bora ;s 
weakest around midnight. The fr~quenl.y minimum was fuund near 1400 
(Hilnn-Suring, 19J9l. 







Figure III-F-7, Typical pressure 
distribution at gradient wind le•.•el 
over Alps during foehn (chinook) flow. 
3. The Foehn 
Tt>e anticyclonic conditions which tend to develop over the Alp~ under 
southerly flow aid in the development of foehn or chinook winds (~igure III-F-7). 
Frictionally ind~ced flow along the pres~ure gradient moves air rapidly down 
the leeward slopes. In this desce~ding motion the air is compressed nearly 
adiabatically (Figure III·F-8), whereas on the windward side the ascending 
motion is most often accompanied by cloud formation, and hence follows ~ moist-
adiabatic trajectory (Figure III-F-9). Gravity waves (lee waves) often develop, 
and in their crests lenticular clouds (Moazagotl clouds) may form (Figure 
III-F-10). The latent heat of condensation ts added to the airstream in its 
ascent up the windward slope. This heat benefits the air during its ary adia-
batic descent along the leeward slopes. Therefore, temperatures in tfle valleys 
on the lee side of the mountain ranye ~ay be several degrees higher than the 
temperature of the air before it started its ascent on the windward side. 
Figure II!-F-8. Cross secl~on through ridge showing descent 
of air parcel on leew«rd <>id<.?. Temperature of air parcel 
at T2 is g;.:eater than terny1::rat•1re of air parcel at Ti due 
to compression heating caused l.,y ihe descEmt (from Serc.n, 
1967). 
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Figure III-F-9. Cross section through ridge showing moist 
air being lifted on windward side. This lj~~~ng cau•es 
condensation and the release of latent heat. The air 
parcei th.en descends the. iee.w.a.rd aide and he•t gained 
from the condensation proc~ss is realized as w~rm.ing at 
stations on the leeward slope (from Beran, 1967). 
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Figure III-F-10. Cross section through ridge with cold 
arctic Qr polar air banked against the side of the 
ridge. Waves are shown forming at top of cold air and 
periodically submerging stations located near the 
interface of cold and warm air. This action has been 
known to cause drastic temperature changes at leeside 
statior.s (from Beran, 1967). 
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This risa in temperatute of an air ~oiu~~ that extends from the 
surface to the tropopau~e mnd is located to the lee of mounta1ns brings about 
a decrease of mass in this column. and hence leads to surface pressure falls 
(see Ffgur~ 111-F-7). Typical fo~hn conditions. therefore. can be recognized 
easily from surface pressure maps: high pressure over the windward side and 
cvPr the crest of the mountains, and a relatively narrow tongue of low pressure 
that extPnds on the lee sfde of the mountain range parallel to its crest. 
The horflrntal pressure gradients in t~fs conffgura!ion can. at times. become 
very strong, but do not necessarily correlate with the strength of the foehn 
winds. Part of this apparent gradient is caused by systematic errors in the 
rP.duction of pressure to sea level. 7he air at mountain stations is rather 
cold before ft starts its adiabatic descent. and using these surface tempera-
tvres for the reduction of pressure to sea level usually gives exaggerated hi~h 
~ressure readin~s. On the other hand, surface temoeratures in the valleys on 
the lee side of the mountain range are high and therefore yield relatively low 
extrapolatPd sea-level oressures. 
In the upper ··egions of the leeward slopes the descending air often 
i~ rather chilly and can have all the characteristics of a bora. Especially, 
foehn conditions with northerly winds over the Alps reveal a gusty falling 
~otion of cold air as it spills ever the mountain crests and through the passes. 
This motion is quite clearly revealed if the clouds of the "foeh~ wall" spill 
over the crest and dissolve in the violently turbulent motion as the air 
descends along the le& slopes (Figure III-~-11). 
1:-'iqure III-IP-11. Cross section through ridge showin'] advec-
tion of waL-m air and turbulence tn the leeward. side. When 
this process c?tcts during nighttime, it pr~vents normal 
radiation coolin~ of the surtace Jaye~ and leeward stations 
stay relatively warm (fro:tt Beran, 1967j. 
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Because of their cascading nature as they move down along the leP 
slopes. the foehn winds are characterized by rapid speed fluctuations. This is 
illustrated by the example given in Figure III-F-12 (Lovill, 1969). It shows 
wind speeds. directions, and temperatures at Boulder, Colorado, during a strong 
foehn situation. Note that the gusts fluctuate between 0 and more than 
55 m sec· 1• These strong wind variations may cause extensive damage to 
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Figure,III-F-12. Plot of wind and temperature for strong 
chinook case at Boulder, Colorado, 7 and 8 January 1959 
(from Lovill, 1969~. 






As with the bora, distinction can be made between anticyclonic and 
cyclonic foehn, depending on the flow characteristic~ in the upper troposphere 
(sae Section lll-F, para. 2). During anticyclonic conditions, cloudiness and 
precipitation on the windward side is suppressed and the "foehn wall" of clouds 
may be absent altogether. Under cyclonic conditions, heavy precipitation 
persists on the windward slopes of the Alps. ~ith southwesterly flo~ aloft, 
floods can plague the southern va~leys of the Alps if the weather situation holds 
for several days, as may be the case with a strong depression in the Gulf of 
Ge~oa. Persistent northerly fo~hn situations alonq the southern slopes of the 
Alps can dump excessive am~unts of snow in the high Alpine regions, especially 
during wintertime. The danger of avalanches has to oe dnt'~ipated under these 
conditions. 
If the southerly flow over the Alps comes all the way from North 
Africa in an extended trough situation, Sahara dust may be carried ~n this air 
stream (coinciding with sirocco conditions over the west-~entr~1 Mediterranean 
region). If anticyclonic foehn conditions prevail (well to the east of the 
trough axis) this dust will not be removed by precipitation, but will be carried 
over the crest of the A!ps by the foehn winds, with consequent poor visibility 
contrasting with the unlirn1ted visibility that usually prevails under foehn 
conditions. 
The etesian is a northerly wind, prevailing during the summ~r in tre 
Edstern Mediterranean and in the Aegean Sea. "Etesian" in Greek stdnds for 
"yearly," indicating the regularity with which these winds appt>ar each Slimmer. 
The Turk i sh word for these w i n c. s i s "me l t em. " These w i n d s , be ca u ~ e of th€: i r 
frequency auring the warm season, constitute a major factor in the clim~te of 
the Eastern ~editerranean. T~e prevailing period is May through Octoher-
November with maximum frEquPncy and strensth occurrinq in July and August. 
Winds are generally northerly a1onq the Greek coast, even durirq 
winter, when they may reach speeds exceeding those of the etesian. In May and 
November the frequency of northerly winds is at a minimum (see f-igure I!I-F-13) 
and only those northerly w::'lds that ocr:ur between May and Nove1nber are con-
sidered as etesiarr winds, t1hile the remainder form par·t cf the wi;1ter season. 
The term "etesian" is usually attached to a north wi!ld that exceeds 
a certain minimum speed. Since the sea breeze in Athens is of l southerly 
direction and counteracts the etesian, those days for w:1ich !1thens r.eports a 
north wi11d at noontime arrd apnarently has ~ general pressure grddient cf 
considerable s'rength also qualify as "etesian days." 
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Figul'e III-l:~-1::i. nean number of days 
with northwest, north and nor~heast 
winds > Beaufort Force 4 (11 kc) at 
1400 LT, Hellenikon Airport, Athens 
(19-i9-1968) (from Reiter, 1971). 
The pressure grldients necessary t~ drive the etesian winds are 
provided by a low pressu~e regi0n along the southern coast of Turkey and a 
high pressure region ove:· the Balkans. This is evident from tne mean sea-level 
pressure charts for summer and wint~r (Figures 111-F-14 and III-F-15). ~ith such 
a char~cteristic pressure pattern. the cause of ~~e etesian winds must be sought 
partly in the monsoonal character of the cir~ulation between the warm land 
ma1ses of ~sia Minor and the c~ol Mediterranean, and p~rtly in synoptic 
disturbances that lead to anticyclogenesis over the Balkans. 
The strong winds in an et8sian situation may be enhanced by channeling 
effects between islands (see Section IV-A). S~ch effects also render wind 
reports from certain locations unrepresentative. 
It was previou!:ly stated that the etesia11 winds are a typical summer 
phenomenon. Based on t~e definition of an etesian day from the sea-breeze 
bch3vior at Athens, the me~n number ~f etes!an days were computed from records 
between 1893 and 1952 (Table 111-F-l). The mean number of days with north or 
northeast winds at the National Observatory {sta. no. 16714, 5 km (3 n 111i) 
inland), at Nea Philadelphia (sta. no. 16701, 10 km (6 n mi) inland), ar;d ot 
Helleniko~ Airport (sta. r.o. 16716 on the south coast near Athens) is shown in 
Tabl~ III-F-2. Some of this variatility is expressed in Table lll-F-3. Table 
III-F-4 shows the mean number of continuous etesian days for each month {May to 
October) and the number of cases in a 60-year period where the etesian lasted 
five days or more, and 10 daj's or more. It will be noted that etesian periods of 
five days or more are not unrommon and oc~ur on the average about once per 
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Figure III-F-14. Mean sea-level pressure (mb) during gummer 
(fro~ Reiter, 1971). 
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Figure III-F-15. Mean sea-level pressure (mb) during winter 
(from Reiter, 1971). 
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Table III-F-1. Mean nwi:...l,er of etesian days during the period 
1893-1952 at Athens (from Rsit~r, 1971). 
- -Mey Jun Jul At:~ Sep Oct 
4.3 6.0 13.0 j 3. 6 11. l 5. 7 
Table III-F-2. Number of days with north or n~rtheast winds ~ l Beaufort 
Force (~ l kt) and ' 4 Beaufort (~ 11 kt) (from Reiter, 1971). 
Station Beaufort May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 
Nea > 1 (,. 8 ~.5 16. 1 16. 0 13. 6 12. 5 
-
Phfladelphia > 4 3.2 4.0 9.0 8.7 5.8 6.6 
-
Athens Nat. > 1 5.3 7.5 13.J 14.0 12. 3 11 . 6 
- . 
Observatory > 4 2.3 4.0 8.4 9. l 7. l 6.5 
-
Hel lenik:on > l 4. l ~.6 l l. 1 12 .9 1 1 . l 11 . l 
1-- -
·-Airport > 4 2.8 4.7 8.9 10. 2 7.4 7. 2 
-
-
Table lII-F-3. Maximum and minimum number o! etes;~an days occurring monthly 
a~d yearly during pP.riod 1947-1~69 at Hellenikcn ,\irport (from Reiter, 197J). 
No. & Year May Jun 1 Ju 1 Aug Sep Oct Year (Jun-Sep) 
Maximum No. 13 15 23 23 I 18 24 60 Year , I'\ C"" 1957 i 96 7 iY49 1964 1969 19G1 I JtJV 
Minimum No. 0 0 6 2 5 1 27 
Year 1959 19413 1966 J 1968 1952 1960 1968 
Table III-F-4. Monthly mean nwnber of continuous etesian days and the number 
of cases where duration of etesian was ~ 5 days and ~ 10 day~ (60-year 
period) (from Reiter, 1971). 
Number. May ,1 un Ju 1 A.ug Sep Oct 
Mean No. of Contf nuous Days 2.2 2.?. 3.7 I 3.6 3. 1 2.4 
No. of cases > 
-
5 days 10 18 63 66 46 18 
No. Of cases > 
-
10 days 1 2 16 1 3 1 0 l 
Table III-F-5. Variation between the maximum and the minimwn wtnd speed 
exi:iressed as a percentage of the mean at Rhodes Airport (1955-1964) (h·om Reite.r, 1971). 
r May Jun Ju 1 Aug 
---'-
Sep Oct l- 92 qs 11 7 104 i 96 75 .~-
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A thorough statistical treatme~t of wind observations ~taken at 0800, 
1400 and 2000 local time) of ~O island and coastal stations is provided. The 
streamlines for winds and the frequency of such winds are given in Figure 
lll-F-16. It appears that the Cyclades Islands, which include Naxos (sta. no. 
16732) bear the brunt of the etesian throughout the season. In an i~terpreta­
tion of Figure Ill-F-16, allowance should be made for a bias in the wind 
measurements used in this analysis due to the channeling effects by islands 
(see Section IV-A). Even though it appears from Figure III-F-16 that ~he 
island of Crete lies outside the main reach of the etesian, strong or gale 
force winds are frequent along the south coast of this island during the 
etesi~n season. This is also observed elsewhere where moun~ains are oriented 
perpendicular to the etesian. Kc.tabatic flow on.the "lee side" of these 
mountains generates gusty wind conditio~s si~ilar to the fnehn of the Alps and 
t~e chinook of the Rocky ~ountains. In the case of Crete, gaps in the island 
mountain range exercise an additional channeling effect that tends to ~ncrease 
wind speeds locally. 
The large diurnal variation in the intensity of the etesian is caused 
mainly by the differential heating of land and sea (see Section IV-B). This 
differential heating would normally supply the pressure gradients that drive 
the land- and sea-breez~ system. An additional influence upon the diurnal 
variation of the etesian is the turhu1Pnt mixing in an adiabatic to super-
adiabatic planetary boundary layer t~at extends to a height of approximately 
1000 ~ over land anrl provides increased momentum transport towards the ground 
during daytime hours. 
A1ong the west coast of Turkey the sea breeze supports the etesian, 
as may be seen from Figure III-F-16. Therefore, the maximum win~ force along 
this coast appears near 1700 loc~l time, and the minimum near OSOG. The 
percentage variation between maximum and minimum (expressed as a pcrce~tage of 
the mean win ) is large, due to the superimposed land and sea breeze effect of 
A~i~ ~inor. Tab1e III-f-5 giYe> this pe,-centagt: variestior1 fur· tr·,~ Clir·J.Jur·t dt 
Rhodos (or Rhodes, sta. no. 16749). 
In Athers, on the other hand, the sea breeze opposes the etesian. 
Hence the frequency of northerly wir.ds has a minimum near noon because there 
are days when the ~ea breeze is stronger than the etesian. An examination of 
only the days at Athens wher. the wind at 1400 local time is greater than Force 4 
still revea1s strongest winds during the daytim~. The summer months have a 
tendency for a secondary minimum in the early afternoon when the opposing effect 
of the sea breeze is strongejt. This secondary minimum is not present duri~g 
the winter (Figure III-F-17). The percent variation between maximum and minimum 
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Figure II!-F-16. Streamlines (dashed) for winds > Beaufort 
Force 6 (22 kt) and frequency ;3olid line~, t) during 
the etesian season for months as i~dicated (from Reiter, 
1971). 
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Figure IIl-F-17. Diurnal variation of 
medll wind speed (kti at Athens for 
those days on which the wind at 1400 LT 
is > Beaufort Force 4 (11 kt) (from 
Reiter, 1971). 
Figure III-F-18. Percentage variation 
be tween ;;:aximum a.nd minimum winds at 
Athena (from Reiter, 1971). 
An examination of the diurnal variation of winds greater than Force 4 
at Limnos (or Lemnos, sta. n::i. 16651) in the northern part of the Aegean Sea 
and at Naxos in the southern part has also been made. At Limnos the wind 
maximum cccurs before 1400, whereas at Naxos it is found between )400 and 1700. 
At Llmnos the mean wind force at 1600 is even less than that at 0500. The 
Viiriabflity between maximum and minimum at Naxos is about one half of that 
at He11enikon Airport. At Limnos it is still less. 
From the foregoing it would dppear that the low pressure trough 
shown along the south Goast of Turkey undergoe~ diurnal pulsations of intensity, 
so that the etcsians are reinforce~ by the sea-breeze effect in the s~uthern 
Aegean. ln the northern Aegean and near the Macedonian and the Thracean coasts 
this rei~forcem@nt by the sea breeze is absent. The heating of the la"d during 
tne dc._vtime and its influence upon the pres5ur" gradient even opposes the 
etesian regime. 
The surface flow in the etesian seems to be generally divergent 
(Figt:re III-F-16). This Jgrees with the traditional cor1cept. that eL!sian 
weather is dry with clesr skies. However, it has been repJrted that the months 
of Mdy-June and October-November show maxima of instability over Greece, anrJ 
consequently a maximum of thunderstorm days. Thunderstorms and light•1inq 
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freQuentl; occur on the day pr~c din~ the outbreak of the etesfan, as well as 
on the first day of the etesian. This is especially true.for May-June and 
September-October, but less so for· July and August. In the Aegean Sea during 
Jul~ anJ Augus~ scattered clouds. mostly altocumulus, herald the estab:ishment 
of an etesian-winrl period for- the f 1 llowing d~y~ a fact well known to local 
fishermen. Orographic clouds may for~ on some fslands during the etes1an, 
especially if wind$ are strong. 
5. The Sirocco (Reiter, 1971) 
One of the most important wind regimes of the Mediterranean is the 
sirocco. According to Huschke (1959), the sirocco is a warm south or southeast 
wind in advance or North Afri~an depressions (see Section III-E, para. 2). 
The air is dry and dusty, out in crossing the Mediterranean it picks up much 
moistu1e. Some of thP l~cal ndmes of the sirocco are soteno, khamsin, ghi~li, 
chili, simoon, leveche and rnorin. The localities which use these names are 
shown in Table I-C-2 and Figure I-C-2. 
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Figure JII-F-19. Typical sounding in 
~outhwesterly siroccJ flow, Malta, 
1200 GM"l', tl April 19·1c1 (from Reiter, 
1971). 





Air-sea interactions described in Section V-C play an imoortant role 
in the sirocco. In spring, thP. sea is cool and as the hot sirocco air moves 
northward in advance of a depression, a substantial inversion -- which may be 
as great as 15° to l8°C in extreme c~ses -- is created b~tween the surface and 
approximately 3000 ft (Figure III-F-19). 4 time section of sirocco conditions 
preceding a ty~ical spring depression system moving across Malta 1s shown in 
Figure III-F-20. 
When sirocco winds a1·e light, low stratus clouds form in amounts which 
increase with the ltngth of sea track; drizzle anJ sea fog are to be expected 
in the 1onfan and Adriatic Seas. When the sir~cco is strong, vast quantities 
of dust are trapped beneath the inversion and produce a thick haze that can 
reduce visibility to a few hundred yards at Malta and farther north (see 
Section III-K). Hie dust, raised mainly over tne desert during the day, is 
carried northwards and is often thickest in the Malta area in the late afternoon 
or everiing. 
During all sea~ons, the operation of aircraft, particularly from 
carriers, is seriously affected by the sirocco. Dense belts of altocumulus 
castellanus th~t approach from the southwest and are probably associated with 
weak troughs in the upper flow s~~uld be treated with caution as they often are 
associated with radical and sudden changes in surface wind speed and direction. 
The oust not only reduces visibility, b~t also causes radar cl~tter 
and penetrates everywhere; thick deposits in aircraft cockpits have been 
observed. Turbulence above the inversion is severe, particularly if castellanus 
1s present {see Section V-A), and pi~ots report t~at aircraft may be difficu 1 t 
to control. An lndication of the turbulence may be deduced from b~roqraph 
traces which commonly show violent "pumping" underneath regions w~ .h serious 
turb~lence conciitions. 
The surf~ce inversion produced in spring gi~es extremely anomalous 
radar and radio propagation i~ the uust-laden atmosphere below the inversion 
(see s~ction V-E): Helicopter~ are liable to be out of radio contact at a 
ra~ge ~f a mile or two. 
When the siroc:o blows over islands with hilly terrain, turbulence 
may mix the inversion la;er on the down-rlind side and ships running for shelter 
in the lee of the i~l~nd car. experience a sudden uncomfortable rise in air 
temperature. 
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Figure III-P-20. Vertical time cross section of tempera-
ture, wind and surface weather cor:dil:ions at Malta, 
6 to 10 April 1970, including a typical sirocco period 
(from Reiter, 1971). 
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6. The Levante 
This NNE to ENE wind bl0ws in the Western Mediterranean against the 
coast of Spain. It has a relatively long fetch and, consequently, may lead to 
rough seas, esµecially if the driving pressure sy~tem -- high over Central 
Europe and the Iberian P~ninsula, low over the Western Mediterranean near the 
Balearics -- changes only slowly. Frontal troughs ~oving in a northwesterly 
upper-air current across the Iberian Peninsula into the Balearic region may 
cause short spells of the levante. With a ~ell-developed low south of the 
Balearic Islands, strong NE gales may develop with heavy and continuous rains 




G. ANNUAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIO~ 
The annual variation of temp rature in the Mediterranean region is governed 
by the fact that large water bodie~ have a greater conductive capacity, given by 
wrere p is the density, c is the heat capacity per unit of mass, and K is the 
he~t cond~ctivity coefficient. Furt~ermore, unlike the conditions over solid 
land, solar radiati0n penetrates to some depth in the ocean, thus providing 
heat by radiation absorption to a relatively deep layer. In soil, the warming 
of lower strata occurs entirely by heat conduction (ignoring the effr.cts of 
percolating ground water). In the ocean, heat is transported mainly by much 
more effitient convective proc~sses. ~11 this adds up to a slow warming of the 
ocean from winter to summer, whereas the continental land masses heat up rapidly. 
In ~ut~mn a~d winter, on the other hand, ocean areas lose their heat much more 
gradually than the rapidly cooling continents. 
The measurement of air temperatur~ is the responsibility of the meteor-
ologist, whereas the determination of sea-surface temperature is the 
oceanographer's task. Unfortunately, iittle ha5 been done to date to reconcile 
the~e two different data sources into unifi2d maps. However, since rather 
sharp discontinuities of air t2mperature measu~ed close to tne ground would 
appear along the coastlinas. it may b~ just as well to represent continental 
air temperatur'e~ and sea-sur;ace temperatures on separate charts. 
Figures III-G-1 through III-G-4 show mean mo~thly air temperatures 1nd 
sea-surface te'.,peratures of the Mediterranean fo.- the months of January, April, 
July and October (Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, 1957). Th~ 
following features of interest are noted: 
(i) A strong meridional temperature gradient exists in the B1<.c.K ".e1 
during winter (not shown in these aiagrams). This gradient is caL.~d ~Y tn~ 
frequent intrusions of cold air coming from the interior of Russia (~P.e also 
Figure III-G-5). 
(2) The Adriatic Sea shows a meridion3l gradient during winter which 
seems to be typical for a land-locked sea over which cold continental air masses 
ai·c advected. The gradient vani~hes in the northern part of the Adriatic Sea 
during spring and summer. Here the shallow waters experience B very rapid 
l'li:irm in g. 
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shows quite strongly during spring and summer. Obviously the winds blowing 
through the Carcassonne Gap and the Rhone Valley -- not necessarily of mistral 
strength -- are pushing the warm surface waters of the Mediterranean toward the 
North African coast. Evapo~ative cooling also nas an effect on surface water 
temperatures. 
(4) warm surface waters also accumulate in the G~lf 1 of Iskenderun from 
spring u~til autumn, aided by the etesian winds that prevarl during summer. 
(5) Cool waters in the Aegean during summer are associated with the 
etesian. 
Figures III-G-5 and III-G-6 show mean January and July air temperatures 
measured at land stations (Wallen, 1970). The hi_gh summer temperatures in the 
interior of Spain match those of North Africa. During winter the sharp 
temperature gradients between the Bal~an Peninsula and the Adriatic Sea are 
noteworthy. The cold bora winds descending along the coastal mountain ra11ges 
in this region, especially during the winter season, draw their energy from 
this temperatur~ gradient. 
Figures III-G-1 through lll-G-4 perffiit a comparison of seasonal air and 
sea-surface t 0 mperatures from s~ip obs~rvations. Sut;liffe (1960b) provided 
analyses of these temperature differentes for Jdnu~ry and July (Figure III~G-7). 
These temperature differences give dn indication of average stability condition5 
in the air laye.·s·close to the water surfar,e. 
bility (ca. 2°C) exists in the Gulf of Lion. 
In winter, considerable insta-
Similar values appedr over the 
Adriatic Sea, and even larger temperature differences are encountered over the 
Aegean Sea. The temperature differences diminish toward spring and are reversed 
during summer, indicating generally stable conditions (warm air ?verlying cooler 
water). In autumn, air and sea-surface temperatures again app~oach each other. 
Monthly mean maximum and minimum temperatures for the mo~t~s of Februar}, 
May, August and November are shown in Figures IIJ-G-8 through III-G-11. The 
largest spread between these temperat~res ocrurs over land, as is to be exp(cted. 
The diurnal range of temperatures is relatively small along the eastern shores 
of the Mediterranean during February. The diurnal spread increases during spring 
and summer (Fr~nk 1nd Elliott, 1953) 
In Appendix F are listed stations for which mE·an monthly minimi.;m, maximum, 
absolute minimum and absolute maximum tem11eratures are available from the 
World-Wide Airfield Summaries recently published by th~ U.S. Naval Weather 
S e r v i c e . F r om t h i s d a t a i t ·; s f o u n d t h a t , f o r " c o n t i n e n t a l " s t a t i o n s , J u l y 
tends to be the warmest month. "Oceanic" stations, due to the slower warming 
rate of water dS compared to land, are warmest during August. 
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Figure III-G-1. Mean sea-surface temperatures (•c) (top) 
and air ternp~ratures (°C) for the Mediterranean area 
for January (bottom) (after Royal Netherlands Meteoro-
logica.l Institute, 1957). 
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Figure III-G-2. Mean SP.a-surface temperatures (°C) (top) 
and air temperatures (°C) for the Mediterranean area 
for April (bcttom) (after Royal Netherlands Meteoro-















Figure III-G-3. Mean sea-surface telllperatures (°C) (top) 
and air temperatures (°C) for the Mediterranean area 
for July (bottom) (after Royal Netherlands ;~eteoro­
logical Institute, 1957). 
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Figu!"e III-G-4. Mean sea-surface temperatures (°C) (top) 
and air temperatures (°C) for the ~editerranean area 
for October (?ottom) (after Roy::ll Nettierlands Meteoro-
logic~! Institute, 1957) . 
• 
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Fig~re III-G-5. Mean air temperature at s~ation level, 
January (°C) (from Wallen, 1970). 
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Figure III-G-6. Mean air temperature at station level, 
.July (°C) (from Wallen, 1970). 
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Figure III-G-8. Mean maximum (dashed lines) and mean 
minimum (solid lines) temperatures (°F) for Febr1Jary 
(from FranK and Elliott, 1953). 
Figure III-G-9. Mean ma.:..imum (d:i.shed lines) and mean 
minimum (solid line~) temperatures !°FJ for May 
(from Frank and Elliott, 1953). ~ 
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Figure III-G-10. Mean maximum (dashed line~) and m~an 
minimum (~olid lines) temperatures (°F) for August 
(f~om Frank and Elliott, 1953). 
Fiqur.e !II-G-11. Mean m.:iximwn (dd::;hed .i.incs) anci rr0:rn 
minimum (solid li.nes) temperatures (°F) f•)!" :Jo•Jf>ml·cr 
(from FranK and ~Jliott, 1953). 





H. ANNUAL PRESSURE VARIATIO~ 
1. Upper Air~ 
ft comparison of Figure~ ll'-B-15 and III-B-34 indicate~ that thP. 
heignt jistribu~ion near tropopau·~ level underyoes marked seasonal changes over 
the Merlit~rran~an r~gion. ~.:..~.:.i.lr heights of the 20U-m'b surt<i.ce increase by 
about ~00 m (1500 ft) from winter to summer. 7he pruval~nre of cyclonic weather 
regimes during winter is replaced by predominat~ly anticyc,0nic conditions 
durin9 summer. 
This is also refle~ted in t~~ monthly mean contour patterns at 500 mb 
(Figure 111-H-1) (Black, 19€9). During winter and spring, a trough in the mean 
contours is locaterl over the Western Mediterranean basin. Freauent cold out-
breaks through the Carcassonne Gap a~d the Rhone·Valley, concurre~t with mistral 
t:Pi sodes off the coast of southern France, occur during this season. Ger1oa 
c1clcgenesis is arso most frequ~nt during winter and spring. 
During the summer, anticyclonic flow prevails over th~ Western 
Mediterranean and a weak trough is ind~cated over the eastern basin. Thi; 
shift in the tro119h po:iition towards the ~as~ coincides with the Haso11 of 
etesiun winds in the Aegean Sea. I1 autumn, the trough shifts back into the 
Western Mediterranean. 
Figure III-H-1 shQws th~t the mean contour ~eight vari~tions between 
winter and su~mer at the 500-mb sur 4 ace are close to lOOu ft. 
2. Surface 
The se~-surface pressure distributions are given in Fi~ures I!i-H-2 
through III-H-5. During the cold season (November and Februlry mean charts), 
the low pressJre cerrter is located over the Tyrrhenian Sea, 5ignali~g a high 
frequenc; of occurrence of Genoa cyc~ones. A high pressurz region i~ centered 
o~ar the interior of Russia, caused by the cold continental air masses in this 
region. The low over the Tyrrhenian Sea hi~~cts the high-pressure bridge between 
the East Atlantic (Azores) hi~h and Ru-sia. 
During s1.rn1mer (August) a ridge extends fro.n the Azores into Central 
Europe. A low pr~ssure region is located over Syria. The relatively strong 
pressure gradient over the A~gean Sea produces the prevalent etesien winds 
frvn the north. 
The transition season (~ay) indicat~s a rather diffuse pattern with 
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Figure III-H-1. Mean SOO-mb circulation over Europe by 
month. :leavier lines are contours at 200-ft intervals; 
180 is 18,000 ft. Isotachs are 11qhtcr lines at 10-kt 











Figure III-H-2. Mean sea-level ~ressure (mil, solid lines) 
and three··monthly mean pressure char,ges (mb, dashed lines) 
for February (from Frank and Elliott, 1953). 
1'14 I 
Figure III-H-3. Mean se~·Jevel pressure (mb, solid lines) 
and three-monthly mear. pr~ssure changea (mb, dashed lines) 
for May (from Frank and ~lliott, 1953). 




Figure III-H-4. Mean sea-level pressure (mb, solid lines) 
and three-monthly maan pressure changes (mb, dashed lines) 
for August (from Frank and Elliott, 1953). 
Figure III-H-5. Mean sea-level pressure (mb, solid Lnes) 
and threc-n-.onthly mean pref. :ure changes (rnb, dashed lines) 
for November (from Frank and Elliott., 1953). 









The annual pattern of precipitation in the Mediterranean generally follows 
the seasonal behavi~r of cyclonic disturbances. In both the westtrn and the 
eastern basins, cyclonic activity peaks during the winter months (see Figures 
III-B-18 and III-B-22). Consequently the rainy season also o:curs during winter 
~ith the passage of frontal disturbances. The thermal instability for January 
(shown, for insta~ce, in Figure III-G-7) produced by cold air sweeping from the 
continents over warm ocean water, favors the development of convective cloud 
systems and shower and thunderstorm activity. 
Figyre III-I-1 shows mean monthly precipitation values for Malta, indica-
ting the rainy season of winter (Sutcliffe, 1960b). The correlation bet~een 
thermal in5taoility (positive differences between T a and T . ) and precipita-se air 
tion amounts suggest~ the prevalence of shower-type rain sys:ems. This 
conclusion is confirmed by Figure III-I-2 which shows frequency distributions 
of thunderstorm activity over Milan, Rome, and Malta (Air Ministry, 1962). 
~ilan reveals typical continental conditions with a fr~quency maximum of 
thunderstorms during summer when in~olltion produces superadiabatic lapse rates 
near the overheated ground. Malta, on the other hand, derives its winter 
maximum of thunder~to~m~ from instabilities associated with cold-air cutbreaks. 
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Figure III-.I-1. Anuual variation 
of ~he rainfal1 in Malta and the 
difference between sea-surface 
temperature and air temperature 
at M~lta (from SutclLffe, 1960b) 
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Figure III-I-2, Percentage frequency of years in which at 
least one thunderstorm occurred in the five-day period 
represented by the columns of the histogram. (a) Milan, 
1919-1938, (b) Rome 1929-1938, (cl Malta 1919-1938 (from 
Air Ministry, 1962). 


















Another example cf continental thunderstorm activity is available from 
Torrejon Air Base, Spain (Clark, 1971). Table III-I-1 gives the frequency of 
thunderstorm days by months during the period 1957-1964. June shows the highest 
frequency of occurrence, and a secondary maximum of n~arly the same frequen.y 
ts found in September. 
Table III-I-2 (Clark, 1971) shows the percentage frequ~ncy distribution at 
Torrejon as a function of season and the time of day. At this lor.ation thunder-
storms occur preferentially between 15CO locll time and midright local time. 
Even under sirocco conditions, th~nderstorms occur when the air stream is 
subjected to orographic lifting alrng the northern coastlines of the 
Mediterranean and along the Alps. Th~ warm desert air, having traveled across 
the M~diterranean waters. has picked up enough moisture to become convectively 
unstable. ~~1s instability is released as soon as the low-tropospheric stable 
stratifica~ion is overcome in orographically forced ascending motions (NOAA, 
Mediterranean Planning Guide). 
In the Eastern Mediterranean, Beirut shows a winter maximum for thunder-
storms, while Ankara and Zonguldak (Black Sea coast of Turkey) reveal a 
continental regime with summer thund~rstorm Jctivity (Figure III-I-3). The 
distribution of thunderstorm activity in the Eastern Mediterranean for the 
various seasons is shown i~ Figure III-I-4; the annual frequency is shown in 
Figure III-I-5. Spring and fall favor thunderstorm activity slightly inland 
from the coast. 
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Figure !Il-I-3. Frequency distribu-
tion of thunderstorm days in the 





Table III-I-1. Frequency of thunderstorm days by month 
at Torrejon Air Base, Spain (Clark, 1971). 
% Days Total Mean Days 
Month w/TSTM No. Obs. TSTM Days Per Year 
Jan 0.5 217 i * 
Feb 0.5 198 l * 
Mar l. 8 217 4 l 
Apr 5.7 210 12 l 
May 12.9 217 28 3.5 
Jun 21. 9 210 46 5.8 
Jul 13. 4 217 29 3.6 
Aug 9.2 217 20 2. 5 
Sep 21. 1 180 38 5.6 
Oct 4.4 217 9 1. 1 
Nov 0.5 210 1 1 
Dec 0.5 21 7 l 1 
• < 0.5 
Table III-I-2. ~ercent frequency of thunderstorm occurrence at Torrejon 
Air ease, Spain,during the day (from hourly observations 1958-196Q) 
(Clark, 1971). 
LST J F M A M J J A s 0 N D Mean 
00-02 0.2 1. 0 0.9 0. 5 l. 6 0.4 
03-05 0.2 0.3 l . 1 0.5 l. 1 0.3 
06-08 0.3 0.8 1 . 1 0.2 
09-11 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.2 
12-14 0.4 1. 4 1. i 0.5 0.2 U.8 0.4 0.4 
15-17 0.8 l. 5 2. 7 0.9 l. l 2.2 0.3 0.8 
-
18-20 0. 1 0.6 2.2 3.0 2.3 0.3 1. 6 0.4 0.9 
21-23 0.8 2.2 3.2 1. 2 2.4 0. 1 0.8 
t---
Mean * 0.2 0.8 1. 3 1. 2 0.7 1. 4 0.2 * 0.5 
* < 0. l 
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Figure I~I-I-4. Mean nwuber of days with thunderstorms for 
(a) winter (b) spring, (cl swraner, and (d) fall (asterisk -







Figure III-I-4 (c0ntinued) 
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Figure III-I-5. Mean annual ncunber of days wit~ thunderstorms 
iasterisk - less than 1/2 day) (from Agi, 19f0). 
In general, thunderstorm activity in the M~diterranean is weak, with the 
exception of the head Jf th~ Adriatic Sea, the coastal mountain ranges of 
Yugoslavia, the western and northern mountains of Bulgaria, and the northeastern 
coast of the 3 l a ck Se a . The Afr i .: an coast f ,-. o fl"1 L -, by a to E g y µ t sh u w '.) d 111 i ri i mu :11 
of thunderstorm activity. App~ndix F lists statiors for which frequencies of 
thunderstorm activity are av~~iable from World-Wide Airfield Summaries. 
The dry regime of summer is evide~t from tabulations of days with 
precipitation (see list of stations in Appendix F for which precipitation 
climatology is available). The heartlands of the Bal~an Peninsula offer an 
exception with June appearing as the wettest month of ~he year. 
The heaviest prer.ipitation in the Mediterranedn region can be expected in 
the mountain ranges of Yugoslavia, wherEas the southeastern coastline of the 
Mediterranean basin i~ extremely dry, 
I I I - l l 9 
··.,.._-
Even though most of the wintertime precipitation in the Mediterranean falls 
in the form of rain. there are occasions of snowfall even at coastal stations; 
the frequency increases with elevation anu with distance from the sea. Snowfalls 
over Italy are typically associated with cold outbreaks from northeastern 
Europe, such as may develop with a blocking high for•aticn extending from Spain 
1nto Scandinavia. An example is presented in Figure III-I-6. 
Hail may occur in the northern Mediterranean anytime during the year, but 
1s more frequent during the s~ason of heaviest precipitation. It is mainly 
associated with cold fronts and with instability showers and thunderstorms in 
cold afr masses (NOAA, Mediterranean Planning Gutde). 
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Fiqure III-I·-6. 500-rob patterns (geor>otential deca.meters) 
between 13 and 17 December 1961 (a-d, and surface pressure 
patterns (mb) on 17 and 18 December 1961 (e,f) over Europe 
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The seasonal trend of cloudiness corresponds closely to that of precfpita-
tfon (Figures III-J-1 ind III-J-2) with a maximum in winter and a m1n1mum in 
summ2r. As a whole, however, the Mediterranean ~rea shows re'atively-little 
cloudiness even during the cool season when c~mpared to the rest of Europe and 
to the Atlantic region. 
A aiurnal variation of cloudiness can be expected in a belt extending 10-15 
miles offshore. Low stratus that tends to develop here during winter normally 
dissipates afte: sunrise. A secor.d maximum of cloudiness in the afternoon is 
du~ to convective activity. The clearest time of the day usually is evening. 
Under light wind and subsidence conditions, the late morning hours -- after the 
fog or mist has cleared and before the onset of cumulus development -- also 
show a minimum of cloudiness (~OAA, Mediterranean Planning Guide). 
A si~nificant percentage of cloud cover over North Africa is in the fvrm 
of high and middle clouds associated with the SJbtropical jet stream of w1nter 
and spring. These clouds frequently occur in P.longated bands on the anti-
cyclonic side of the jet axis. They are visible from satellite photographs and 
~ometimes extend in a southwesterly current all the way from the equatorial 
Atl~ntic into the Sahara (Figure I!I-B-5). The movement of character stic 
teatures in these clcud bands (traced, for instance, from ATS photographs) 
conforms well to wind velocities in the middle and upper tropcsphere (Figure 
!ll-B-4, see also Reiter (l972a)). 
The distribution of clouds with bases below 1000 feet is similar to the 
distribution of fog. I~ winter, such cloud~ are frequently associated with old 
stagnant polar Jiron the north dnd northwestern shores of th~ Adri~tic, and 
with a lesser frequency along the north shore of the Mediterranean. In summer 
the/ are often found at night and in the early morning associated with the 
levante in t.hc ~~trait of Gibraltar and in the />.lboran Channel. Low clouds in 
5 u r.1m er a l so o c r. •u i n l and fro rr. the shores of ti v r th Afr i ca , esp e c i a 1 1 y o v e r the 
~i i l e d e l t <i ( A i r M i n i s t r y , l 9 6 2 ) . 
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Figure III-J-1. Seasons, denoted by solid lines, of minimwn 
mean clouJiness in the Mediterranean region (from Fr~nk 
aJ~d Elliott, 1953). 
Figure II I-,T-2. Sec.isons, denoted by solid lines, of maximurn 
mean cloudiness in the Mediterranean region (frum Prank 
and Elliott, 1953). 
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K. FOG1 HAZ~ AND VISIBILITY 
Visibility, in general, is good in the Mediterranean regi~n because the 
warm waters inhibit the frequent formation of dense sea fogs. Visibility of 
less than one-~alf mile is therefore encountered infrequently. 
During winter, the major cause for visibility restriction is precipitation. 
Maximum frequencies of visibilities less thar. five miles are found in the Strait 
of Gibraltar, betweE'n Sardinia and tr.e coast of Sp~in. in the Gulf of Lion, and 
in the Gulf of Genoa. Visibilities of less than one-half mile occur more than 
one percent of the time in February only off the southeast coast of Spain and 
in the southeast corner of the Eastern Mediterranean. In the warm waters south 
of the northern gulfs, sea fogs are a rare phenomenon. 
A1org the coast, radiation fog sometimes ~evelops in the early morning 
when winJs are light. It usual~y dissipates after sunrise. In lower Egypt, 
for 1.1stance, low stratus occurs on about 10 to 15 days in each of the months 
of July and A~gust, when moist air oriqinatinq from MesJpotamia or ~sia Minor 
is subjected to radiational cooling. Cyprus and the coasts of Israel show 
similar effects during spring and summer (see, e.g., Table II!-K-1 for Tel Aviv); 
inland stations show a preponderance of wintertime rog conditions due to radia-
tional cooling. Fog duration, according to Table III-K-2, is usually short in 
this region, and outbreak; of polar air clear off these fog and low stratus 
conditions. Where coastal hills and mountains are present, such as near 
Benghazi, katabatic downslope winds develop at night and prevent the formation 
of fog and low stratus (Air Ministry, 1962). 
The major occurrences of fog and poor visibility in the Mediterranean are 
generally associated with sirocco conditions. When the sirocco has been 
associated with sand storms in the North African desLrt regions, a dense haze 
severely limits visibility, The dust is raised in the desert mainly during the 
hot hours of the day and during cold-front passages, is then carried northward, 
and is often thickest in the Malta area in the later afternoon and evening. 
Sahara dust has even been observed on many occasions in Central Europe under 
soYtherly upper-flow conditions, wher• it has caused intensive haze. 
The dust may be carriLd to a height of 15,000 to 20,000 feet. E1en though 
the heavier particles settle out quickly, and rair. also removes the sr.1i1ller 
particles quite effectively, in t~e absence of such removal mechanisms haze ~ay 
persist over lal-ge areas for several days. A iaze layer up to 12,:)00 feet thick 
seems to be quit.e common in the Mediterranean during summer. It adversely 
affects slant v1sibflfty, especially when the observer 1s flyir.g above the layer 




Table IIr-~-1. Averaqe number of foggy nights (1951-1960) for several stations 
in I•rael. St~tion locations shown in Appendi~ F (Lavi, 1967). 
Rt:g1 nns anll Stat tons 
Hfl ls Hula Northern Emeq Coastal Plain Ya 1 ley Negev Yf z ree 1 
Mont ti 
JeruS4 h11 Har Kefar Blum Be'er Sheva Ra mat Lod Tel Avh Ke nun (1956-1965) ( 1958-1965) Oavld Airport Airport 
3. 1 9.7 4.8 l. 9 5. 7 0.7 0.5 January 
4.2 6,9 1. 5 2.4 6. 7 1 . 2 1 . 7 February 
z. l 5.9 l. 2 2. 1 7. l 1. 1 1 . 4 Harch 
z.o 3.7 0.7 1. 6 7. 9 2.5 2.2 Apr! 1 
O.R 1. 6 o. 1 3.4 5. 4 2.6 3.0 May 
1. 0 0.6 
-
4.8 4.6 2. 3 2.3 June 
. 
1. e o.~ 
-
'i. 9 3.8 1. 4 1 . 3 July 
2.4 0,7 
-
7.6 2. 5 [J,CI 0.9 August 
<.O 0.8 
-
3.0 1. 2 0.;: 0.4 September 
0.5 1. 2 0.6 4.8 2. 2 l s 1 • 4 O:tober 
2.] 3.& 0.8 3.6 3. 1 0.5 0.2 riov1>mber 
'3. 8 I ii. 3 3.2 l . 2 3. 7 0.5 0.4 December 
Table IlI·K-2. Average fog Jurati0n (hours, visibility · 1000 m) for ~evcral 
stations in Israel. Station !or.atinn<1 <:hf)wn ;n AppnnrlTx F' (L<'vi, 19&7). 
Stat.•on Mon ti1 Year Extreme 
~,,(I . N-~ (date) Period J F H A M J J A s (J 
~ 
Be'er She va 2.00 2. 75 2.00 i. 50 2.50 7.00 2.75 1. 75 2.25 3. (IQ 3.25 2.50 2.25 13.00 
1958-19.35 ( 14 Jan 1958) 
Ramal David 4.00 2.2~·2.2s 3.00 3.DO 2.50 2.50 2. 2 5 
-
2.50 1.75 3.00 2.50 1 2. QI) 
1957-196:) ( 18 ,Jan 1'151) 
Lod Airport 2.00 3.:iu 3.25 2.00 3.00 2. ',I) 2.? 5 1. 50 0.25 2.50 2.00 I. 00 2.00 10.25 
1956-1965 ( 21 Feb 19 5 7) 
. 
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Visibility under sandstorm conditions may drop below 50 yards. Visibilf-
t~es of less than 1000 yards may be quite widespread along the African coastline 
near an approaching col~ front. Even at Malta the visibility under such 
conditions may drop beiow two miles. 
Rainfall amounts during sirocco situaticns usually are small but very muddy 
{Reiter, 1971) .. As the warm sirocco air picks up ~oisture from the sea surface 
and subsequently moves over colder water, fog may form. Thick sirocco fogs have 
been observed in the northern Adriatic north of Pelagosa, along the west coast 
of Italy, in the Gulf of Genoa and in the Gulf of Lion, and especially near 
Sardinia where a sirocco from the southeast has a lonq fetch across open ~ater. 
The sirocco frequently L ;ngs overcast skies, drizzle and visibility poor enough 
to obscure the coast. Fvg at Venice has been known to continue for as long as 
five days (Air Ministry, 1962). Figure III-K-1 shows fog occurrence along the 
Yugoslavian coast on an average annual basis. Tables III-K-3 and III-K-4 provide 
a detailed seasonal breakdown. 







Figure II I-K-1. Average number of days with fog for 
Yugoslavian coastal stations whose locations are 
indicated on map (from Stipani~i~, 1961). 
r 
Table III-K-3. Monthly and annual average n\L"l\ber of days with fog (1949-1958) 
for Yugoslavian coastal sta~ions shown in Table F-2 and Figure F-6 of 
Apf)endix F (Stipani~·ic5 , 1961). 
Place J F M A 
"' 
J J A s 0 N D YR 
Ko par 3.3 4.4 l. 8 0.3 
- - - -
0. l 0.9 l. 3 J. 6 15. 7 
Pu la l. 7 3.5 I. 8 0.9 0.2 J. l - - 0 .. 4 l, I) 1. l 2.7 13.4 
Rijeka 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.2 0. 1 - - - - ' 0. 1 0.2 0.5 3 . <+ 
Senj 0. l 0.4 0.5 
- -
- - - - - -
0.3 1. 3 
Rab 
-
0.6 0.5 0. l - - - - - 0.3 - 0.2 l . 7 
M. Losinj 
-
1. 0 1. 2 0.6 0.2 0. 1 - 0. 1 0. 1 - 0.5 - 3.8 
Zada r 0.3 0.9 0.8 
- 0. 1 - - 0. 1 1. 0 0.5 0.4 0.6 4. 7 
Sibenik 0.3 0.9 0.7 
- 0. 1 - - - 0. 1 0.4 0.5 1. 1 4. 1 
Sp 1 it - 0.2 0.4 0_2 
-
- - 0. 1 0. 2 0.2 - - 1. 3 
Hvar 
-




- - 0.8 
Lastovo 
- 0. 1 0.5 J.7 0.3 - - 0.5 0.3 0. l - 0.2 3.7 
Dubrovnik - 0.4 0.2 0.3 - - - - 0. l - - 1. 0 
1---
Hercegnovi 
- - 0.7 - 0.6 - - - G. 1 0. 1 0.3 0. 1 1. 9 
Bar - - 0.4 0.2 0.6 
-
0. 1 0.3 0. ::i -
- -
2. 1 
Palagruia 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.9 l. 1 0.3 0.2 - 0.8 0. 3 0.3 0.2 5.7 
_i_ 
Table III-K-4. Monthly and annu~l duration, D, of fog in hours for Yugoslavian 
coastal stations (maximum values are underlined) . These data were computed 
using the formula o~pN, where p = the absolute probability of fog and N = the 
number of monthly or yearly hours. Station locations can be found in Table 
F-2 and Figure F-6 of Appendix F (Stipanicic , 1961). 
Place J F M A M J J A s 0 t~ 0 YR 
... 
Kopar 26.0 5 7. 3 1 4. 1 l. 4 
- -
- - 0.7 6.0 1 3. 0 45.4 166.5 
---
Pu la 1 A ,.., 34.9 19. 3 U.b U. I O. I - - 4.3 6 . j 11 . 5 2 3. l 1 2 z. 7 I'+•~ 
Rijeka 8.9 11. 4 8.9 l. 4 0.7 
- -
-
- 0.7 I. 4 3.7 35.0 
Zadar 2.9 12.0 9.7 
-
0.7 - - 0.7 7.9 3.5 2.9 6.7 43.8 
s p 1 it - 4.0 0.7 1. 4 - . - 0.7 l. 4 l . ~ - - 8.8 
Lastovo - 0.6 l L 1 7.9 2.2 -
-
5.9 2.2 0.7 - l. 5 35.0 
--
B ii r - - 3.7 0.7 I . 5 - - - 2. 2 - - - 8.8 
---
Pa, a']ruza 2. 2 2. 7 6.7 7.2 5.9 2.2 
-
1. !i - 6.5 2.9 4. 3 1 . 5 3ti. 0 
I I I - I 2 9 
Poor visibility. together with strong winds, low clouds and precipitation, 
occurs in the Ionian Sea with gregale, and in the Western Mediterranean and the 
Strait of Gibraltar with vendaval (Air Ministry. 1962). 
The warm levanter (loca: name for "levante" in the Gibralter area -- see 
Table I-C-2) winds of late spring dnd summer also cause fog, low stratus and 
poor visibility in the Alboran Channel and in the Strait of Gibralt.ir, a!. the 
moist air carried by this wind system moves over cooler waters (see Figu·e 
111-K-2 and Table Jil-K-5). The levanter easterlies also move warm surface 
water into the Strait of Gibraltar, causing the eastern edge of the fog ir·ea to 
recede slowly westward. A fresh polar outbreak with west winds in its wake 
signals the end of the levanter and the fog condition, but the upwelling of 
cold ~ater east of the straits sets the stage for new fog occurrence with the 
next levanter situation. Levanter fog has a tendency to breck up or become 
patchy during the daytime. 
A study of fog formation in the area of Thessalaniki (Greece) (Angouridakis, 
1973) shows that warm and humid air mass•s from the Aegean Sea, sometimes in 
connection with an approaching warm front, may give 1•ise to fog formation. 
Table III-K-5 indicates that the cool season is most likely to produce s~ch fog 
conditions. The weather type shown in Figure III-K-J has a probability of 33% 
of producing fog, and the weather type shown in Figure III-K-4 ha~ a probability 
of 39% of producing fog if they occur during the months af December, January, or 
February. During the rest of the yc~r probabiliti2s for fog formation are lower. 
All other weather patterns al~o show re~uced fog fornation probabilities. 
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Figure III-K-2. Low clouds and fog associated with levanter 
winds in the Alboran Channe: and Strait of Gibraltar, 
1200 GMT, 13 May 1973. Solid lines are isobars from 
FIB/SLP-MED analysis plotted on: (a) DMSP high-resolution 
visual for 1121 GMT and (b) DMSP IR for 1121 GMT. 
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Table III-K-5. Average number of days with fog (May-November) 
in the Strait of Gibraltar (Air Ministry, 1962). 
P:' June July Aug Sept Oct Nov 5 11 8 4 3 3 
Table III-K-6 (a). Number of cases with fog at 0600 and 1200 GMT during the 
period 1952-1969 in the area of Thessaloniki, Greece (Ar1gouridakis, 197 3). 
GMT J F M A M J J A s 0 N D 
0600 104 81 44 12 - - - - 3 9 43 121 
1200 38 14 5 
-
- - - - - -
1 3 29 
T:ible III-K-6 (b). Mean number of cases with fog at 0600 GMT and standard 
deviation in the area of Thessaloniki, Greece (Angouridakis, 1973). 
Mean; S.D J F ~ A M J J 
" 
s 0 N D YR 
Mean 5.8 4. 5 2.4 0.7 
- - - -
0.2 0.5 2.4 6.7 23.2 
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Figure III-K-3. Surface weather pattern of 0600 G.~T, l March 
1954, typical for fog formation in northern Greecp 
(from Angomidakis, 1973). 
Figure III-K-4. Surface weather pattern of 0500 GMT, 
18 No•;ember 1965, typical fo:::. fog formation in northern 
Greece (from Angoroidakis, 197.:.). 
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IV. MESOSCALE WEATHER PHENOMENA 
A. CHANN£LJNG AND CO~NER EFFECTS 
The preceding sections have dealt with the synoptic scale phenomena of lee 
cyclogenesis and chinook winds. Orographic features, however, also exercise 
their influence on the atmosphere on smaller scales whi ·ti cannot be detected 
from the regular radiosonde network. Channeling and corner effects are among 
the orographically controlled flow phenomena which are of mesoscale dimensions 
of the order of 10 1 to 10 2 km. 
Some channeling effects have been mentioned in context with the mistral and 
the etesian. The mountain barrier of the Pyrenees on the one side and the 
plateau region of central France on the other side contribute to the strong 
winds that come out of the Carcassonne Gap under north-of-west wind conditions. 
The Rhone V~lley is another gap between the mountains of central France (the 
Cevennes) and the Alps, through which strong mistral winds are channeled into 
the Gulf of Lion. These winds occur so frequently that trees in the qhone 
Valley are bent in the direction of the airflow down the valley. 
The channeling effect of the Rhone Vall~y should not be confused with the 
diurnal variation of valley and mountain breezes produced by the daily cycle 
of insolation and radiational cooling ~see Section IV-B, para. 1). In these 
diurnal wind systems, the valley breeze (directed from the plai~i towa~ds the 
mountains) usually exceeds the mountai~ breeze (from the mountains towaras the 
plains) in strength. The strong mistral winds emerging from the Rhone Valley 
are generated by d synoptic scale pressure gradient which fosters outflow of 
a1r into the Mediterranean basin. The valley and mountain breeze system acts 
only as a second order disturbance or modulator upon this channeled air flow. 
The Straits of G;braltar, Bonifacio and Messina offer other typical examples 
of increased wind speeds due to channeling effects under the proper directions 
of the surface pressure graciient. The many islands in the Aegean Sea also 
lead to local anomalies in wind speed and dire~tion that are well known to local 
seafarers. 
The relatively small obstacles of islands also bring about corner effects 
of airflow which are below the resolution of our synoptic observation system. 
This is especially true when the lower leYels of the trooosphere are stably 
stratified and the airstream tends to deviate quasi-r.orizontally around the 
island. rather than ~oing over it as the synoptic-scaie pressure gradient might 
' 
' 
suggest. Consequently, surface wind observations on shore m1ght not be 
representative of the synoptic flow pattern. Stations on the windward and 
leeward sidesof an island might experience lower wind speeds than ~tations on 
the two sides of the island around which the airflow is diverted, The venturi 
effect of this airflow can be expected to cause systematic mesoscale disturb-
ances in the surface pressure distribution, with lower pressur~ 1ikely to 
prevail on the high-wind-speed sitles of the island. 
The disturbance of the air stream ca~sed by islands blocking the flow of 
a stably stratified air current may sometimes be observed far downstream of the 
barrier. Chopra and Hubert (1965) described cloud vortex patterns that extended 




Figure IV-A-1. (a) TIROS VI picture of eddy pattern, pass 
3547/3546, taken 1133 GMT, 19 May 1963 (from Chopra and 
Hubert, 1965}. (b) Eddy pattern of (a) superimposed on 
surface analysis for 1200 Gm', 19 M<,y 196 3 (from Chopra 
and Hubert, 1965). 
B. DIURNAL EFFECT-
b 
To avoid semantic confusio.1, the established custom of naming winds in 
accordance with 1 the direction from which they are blowing will be strictly 
ob~crved here. Tnus, for example, a valley ~ind mean5 a wind that blows from 
the valley towards the mountains, just as a westwind is a wind that blows from 
the west, and a sea breeze blnws from the ~ea toward; l~nd. 
Diurnal wind systems are caused by ~he 24-hour cycle of insolation, giving 
rise to a similar cycle in the temperature~ of thl earth's surface. If there 
are horizontal oifferences in the heating rates of the atmosphere, produced by 
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differences in-the underlyfn.g terrain, the 24-hour insolation and nocturnal 
coolin9 cycle will produce horizontal temperature gradients. These, fn turn, 
w~ll set up horizontal pressure gradients which drive the observed diurnal w1nd 
systems.: 
Because of their dependence on insolation and nocturnal cooling, these 
wind systeMs will respond strongly to the am~litudes of the diurnal radiation 
fluxes in the atmosphere. Cloudy days will witn~ss strongly reduced circulation 
systems as compared to cl~ar d~ys. Moisture in the air will also dam~ the range 
of diurnal temperature variations. The passage of synoptic-scale disturbances 
may, at times, completely mask the diurnal circulation !ystems. Persistent 
synoptic-scale flow patterns may be modulated by superimposed diurnal tempera-
tu~e ~nd circulation variaticns. 
1. Mountain and V1lley Winds 
Air layers close to the earth's surface will :1t!at and cool more 
strongly d~ring a 24-hour cycle, mainly because of heat exchange with the 
earth's surhce and turbulent heat fluxes, than layers in the "free atmospt~re" 
a~ some distance from th~ ground. ~ horizontal >urface which intersects sloping 
terrain will show greater diurnal temperature variati0ns at the point of 
intersection w;th the ground t~an at~ ~oint where this horizontal surface lies 
some distance a~ove the sloping terrain. Therefore, horizontal temperature 
gradients will develop along the same horizontal surface durir.g th~ course of 
the d1y (higher temperatures at the point of intersection than at a point some 
C:istanG!! e1wa;). These temperature gradients will reverse their signs as di11rnal 
heating of the grr;ur.d gives wa; to nocturnal cooling. 
The solenoids between the quasi-horizontal isobaric surfaces and the 
isothermal surfaces will set a circulation system into motion that may be 
referred to as "slope winds" (Figure IV-8-1). Wind and temperature profiles 
along d slope during the warming phase of the diurnal cycle are illustrated in 
Figure IV-B-2. The resulting pattern of potentia~ temperatures, in arbitYary 
units, is shown in Figure IV-B-3. 
A typical valley not only consists of the slopes 0n either side 
(which, incidental~y. have different exposure to the sur. during the course of 
a day, and hence have differently developed slope-wind systems), but also ha5 
a gentle slope to the bottom of the valley from the crest of the mour.tains out 
into the plains. ~s a consequence, a superposition of 5lope-wind systems on the 
sides of the ~alley should be expected with a true mountain arid vdlley wind 
system. This is illustrated schematically in Figure IV-B-4. 
I 'J --3 
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Figure IV-B-1. Isobars Co.ashed lines) and isotherms (solid 
lines) along rnoW1tain slope3 (a) during the day (b) during 
the night. Arrows indicate di1.-ectiun in which the circu-
lation accelerates (from Hann-Si.iring, 1939). 
a 
Figure IV-B-2. Schematic profiles of 
wind (W) and temperature (T) along a 
slope (S) over western United States 
during the warming phase of the diurn~l 
cycle. C is the ternperat~re increase 
at th~ surface of the slope, n is the 
dir~ction normal to S (from Dcfant, 195!). 
b 
ftrNre IV-1;··3. Th'..!orcticul distrj.bution of thr! 1>ot•.!nti.al 
t(]r~rerat:.irc u·1cr a m•JU!lt.air1 slope during ({]) uiislope wind 
and lbi down~l0~~ ~ind (from Defant, 1951). 
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Figure IV-B-4. Schenatic illustration of the normal diurnal 
variations of th'3 air c.:urrent.J in a valley (from Defant, 
1951). (a) Sunrise; onset of upslope winds (white arrows), 
continuation of mountain wind (black arrows). Valley 
cold, plains warm. 
(b} Forenoon (about 0900); strong slope winds, 
trarsition fr~m mountain wind :o valley wind. Valley 
temperature same as plQins. 
(c) Noon and early afternoon; diminishing slope winds, 
fully developed valley wind. Valley warmer than plains. 
(d) Late ~ftcrnocn; ~lope winds have ceased, v~11~y 
wind continues. Valley continues warmer than plains. 
(e) Evening; onset of downslope winds, di!Tlinishir,g 
vall~y ~ind. Valley only sliahtly warmer than plains. 
( f) Early night; well-developed downsl·:ipe winds, 
transition from valley wind to muuntain wind. V<\lley 
and plains at sa...-nc temperature. 
(g) Middle of night; downslope •1inds continue, mountain 
wind fully d~veloped. Valley col~er than plains. 
(h) Late night to morning; do•mslope winds have ceai,,ed, 
mountain wind fills va~lcy. Valley colder ihdn plains. 
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An example of the diurnal wind system in Innsbruck (Austria) is shown 
fn FigurP. tV-B-5. Buettner (1967) gives an example for a valley stat•on in the 
Mount Rainier area of Washington State (Figures IV-B-6 and IV-B-7). From these 
diagrams it appears that the valley wfnqs usually exceed the mountain winds in 
strength. Also, the~e appears to be a reversal of wind direction with height, 
suggestin~ the existenr.e of a counter-circulation at some 6istance above the 
valley bottom. Pilot balloons entering this counter-curre~t may actually 
return to a position above their o~iginal release point. 
Mountain breezes often are less steady than valley breezes. Tne cold 
air which forms along the slcpes during the nocturnal cooling cycle tends to 
build up "avalanches" which roll down the slopes and produce quasi-periodic 
wind variations. 
2. Sea Breeze Regimes 
Since water has a greater conductive capa~ity than (dry) soil, it warms 
more slowly under insolation and cools more slowly at night. The differential 
heating b~tween land and sea p~oduces temperature gradients which change their 
sign during the course of a day. The resulting pressure gradie~ts produce the 
well-observed phenomenon of land and sea breezes. If the synoptic scale pres-
sure gradients are weak, a "closed" circuliltion system may result, with wind~ 
at the surface and at about 2000 m height blowing in nearly opposite directions. 
A classical example of this i~ shown in Figure IV-B-8. 
A theoretical model of the land and sea breeze which agrees well 
with observations, has been published by Estoque (1952). Figures IV-B-~O 
through IV-B-21 show computer-simulated flow patterns which develop under 
different gradient wind conditions (Figure IV-B-9 shows the coordinate sy~tem 
used in these figures). Special attention should be drawn to the caH of slight 
gradient winds directed offshore. The sea breeze, in this case, overcomes t~n 
gr~dient winds and moves inland with almost a front-like character. The inland 
penetration of tha sea breeze is reduced, and its arrival time is retarded, in 
comp~rison to other wind conditions. 
The ascending motior.s at the edge of the "sea-breeze front" can 
trigger conve~tive cloud developments and thunderstorms. The interaction of 
the ~ea breeze in Athen> with the ete~ian wind regime has )een described in 
Section Ill-F, para. 4. 
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Figure IV-B-5. Mean velocity 
isopleths of the mountain 
and valley winds at Innsbruck 
(numbers are wind speed com-
ponents (m sec-1) in the 
direction of the valley; + 
upvalley, - downvalley) (from 
Defant, 1951). 
Figure IV-B-6. Typical nio~ntain and 
valley wind diagram for Alice Fall3, 
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Figure IV-B-7. Daily variation of 
valley and anti-valley system, 
Ali~e Falls, Washington (from 
Buettner, 1967) . 
Figure IV-B-8, Velocity iso-
pleths for the land and sea 
breeze in Batavia (from 
Defant, 19'il). 
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Figure IV-B-9. Coordinate system used in 
Figures IV-B-10 through IV-B-21 (from 
Estoque, 1962). 
NOTE: Figure IV-B-9 (above) shows the 
coordinate system used in Figures IV-B-10 
through IV-3-21 (see following pages). A 
discussion of "Diurnal Temperatt;re and 
Pres s u re Vari a ti on s '' co rl cl u des S "!ct i on I V 
and is ~rese-:ted following these fiqurr~s. 
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Figure IV-B-10. Case far zero gradient 
wind at 1100 local time.• 
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-1 Figure IV-B-12. Case for 5 m sec 
off!:'hore wind at :.100 local time.* 
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Figure IV-B-11. Case for zero gradien~ 
wind at 1700 local time.• 
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-1 Figure IV-B-13. Case for 5 m sec 
offshore wind at 1700 local time.* 
•Landward and vertical circulation (indicated by length and direction of arrows) 
and temperature change (solid lines) from 0800. Dashed lines indicate wind 
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-1 Figure IV-B-15. Case for 5 m sec 
wind into figure at 1700 local time.* 
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-1 Figure IV-B-17. Case for 5 m sec 
onshore wind at 1700 local time.* 
*Landward and vertical circulation (indicated by length and direC"tion of arrows) 
and ter.1perature c:hange (solid lines) from 080('. Dashed li"l.es indicate wind 
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Figure IV-8-20. Case for Lero ~ind 
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Figure IV-B-21. Case for zeru wind 
isothermal surface lay~r dt 1700 
kcal time.* 
*Landward and vertica: c~rculation (in~icated by length and direction of arrows) 
and temperature change (solid lines) ft~m 0800. Dashed lines indicate wind 
velocity component (ra sec-1) into the fisure (frolli Estoque, 1962). 
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3.. Diurnal Temperature and Pressure Variations 
~h~ diurn~l temperatu~e variatlon in the lowest layers of the atmos-
phere essentially depends on: 
(1) The r1d1~tivn budget at the earth's surface 
(~) The conductive Cipacity of the underlying surface 
(3) lhe intensity of turbulent heat exchange in the lower atmosphere 
Aside from the sol~r elevation angle, cloudiness exercises a drastic 
influence upon the radiation ~udget. The amplit~de of the diurnal temperat~re 
varhtion is cut down appreciably during overcast days as co1npared to clear 
days. Persistent aerosol concentrations, as may occur during sirocco conditions, 
a 1 so f.n f 1 u enc e the rad i at f on bud g -~ t by de c re a s i n g the i n tens i t y o f d i rec t s o l a r 
radiation. If aerosol concentrati1ns are only moderate and if particle sizes 
are small (in the micron to submicr1n range), this ioss in direct radi~tion may 
>e offset by an almost equivalent gain in scattered radiation. 
Under heavy aerosol concentrations the incoming solar radiation is 
most strongly affected at low solar elevation angles, when the sun's rays hlve 
to penetrate a thick layer of the atmosphere. This will be the case during the 
early morning and late afternoon hours. A siq~ificant modification of the 
diurnal temperatur·e variation should be felt under such conditions. However, 
since such haze conditions are usually coupled with high moisture concentrations 
in the lower atmosphere, th~ blocking rff of dire~t solar r&diat1on is comp~n­
sated for b_ an enhanced "greenhouse effect" whic.h c.an keeµ temperatures 
uncomfortably high even after sunset. High temperatures, combined with high 
relative humidities, contribute to human di~co~fort during sirocco conditions, 
even at night. 
The conductive capacity of the und~rlying surface causes the diurnal 
temperature variation to be much larger over land th~n over the ocean. Within 
the domain of the sea-breeze regime, maximum temperatures are reached in the 
morning before the sea breeze develops, or i:1 the afternoon when the land breeze 
returns. 
The effects of turbulent heat exchange ter-a to keep the range of t.1e 
diurnal temperature variation lower under windy conditions tha: under ralm 
conditions. Daytime temperatures also are kept relatively low if an inversion 
is already dissolved in the early morninq hour~ 3nd the heat from thr lnwest 
layers of the atmosphere is d 1 stributed bf t~rbulent mixing over d deep layer 
of the troposphere. 
The local c,ffects on the diurna; t1eat1n9 t.)t:le will generate hori-
zontal te~pPrdture gradients which, in turn, will procuc.e horizontal pressure 
g;·adients. These will give rise to well-organilE'd circulation sy<;temc., like 
the land and sea Lreezes, and mountain and >alley wind• .. Detail~ uf ttie diur1••l 
pressure variations are provided in Appendix G. 
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V. SMALL SCALE PHENOMENA OF INTEREST TO 
THE MEDITERUNEAN f ORE CASTER 
A. CLEAR AIR TURBU~ENCE <CAT) - A GENERAL REVIEW 
In Figure~ 111-B-9, 111-B-12 and IIl-B-13, observations of moderate and 
severe turbulence have been entered. These diagrams co~rob6rate the fact that 
CAT in the jet stream region is associated with strong vertical (directional) 
wind shear. Two types of turbulen~~ may be distinguished: 
(1) Turbulence caused by conv~ctive motions in a thermally unstable 
atmosphere. 
(2) Turbulence under generally stable thermal stratification, but 
with ve~tic~l wind shear. 
The bumpine~s normally encountered by an aircraft in the planetary boundary 
layer or friction layer of the low~r troposphere is caused by either thermal 
convection ("thermals") or by mechanical turbulrnce when air moves over rough 
terrain, or by a co~o1nation of both effects. The vertical ~ind shear within 
the friction layer, and the turning of wind with height, help to generate bumpy 
flight conditions. Since this type of turbulence is expected by the seasoned 
pilot, it is not included in the category of cl~ar air turbulence. Neither is 
the turbulence that is found in the ~lose vicinity of cuMulus 0r c~mulonimbus 
clouds. 
The weather forecaster should be aware that flight conditions in t'1e 
pl~net~~Y boundary 1~yer under strong low-level wir.d$ may bP hazardous. The 
strong vertical wind ~nears which prevail close to the ground (e.g., in the 
mistral over coastal airports) may lead to a misjudgment in the rate of descent 
during approach to the runw.:iy. Since, under r.onsta11t airspeed, t:ie headwind 
1 es sens rap i d 1 y c l o s e to the ground , an ii ppr o a c •1 i n g a i r p 1 an e 111 a y f i n d i ts e l f 
descending more rapidly than anticipated riecaus•_· of a lr;ss of lift in the lower 
part. of the frictior layer. Accident> have been rerorted in whic~1 airc.rC1ft 
landed short of the runway because vertilal wind shears were not fully co11sidered. 
T u r b u l ..., ri l e u n d e r s t r on g 1 o t{ - l e v e 1 1-t i r1 d ~ a g q r a v i! t e > t h e d i ff i c u l t y o f t h e a p p r o il c n 









High-level turbulence in the vicinity of cumulonimbus clouds may be 
extremely violent. Figure ~-A:l shows schematically the range of scatter of 
presently available turbulence data in the fo~m of spectra. The hatched area 
pertains to thunderstorm turbulence. Both coordinate scales in this dfagram 
are logari~hmic, meaning that over each uni+. interval along the coordinate the 
quantity changes by an order of magnitude. The absciss~ contai~s the frequency 
of turb1··~nt gusts or eddies, as it would be observed by ' stationJry anemometer 
at, sa:.. the 10 km level in the upper troposphere. Units are in cycles per day. 
The abscissa is also labeled in terms of eddy periods (seconds, minutes, etc.). 
The abscissa labeling in top of the diagram translates the time scale into a 
space scale, giving turiulent eddy dimensions in meters rather than gust dura-
tion in seconds. This r·ermits the use of diagrams to estimate gust effects on 
aircraft. 
An airplane flying at 400 kt = 200 m sec-l true airspeed will experience 
one bump per second frorn eddies which are 200 m long (see labeling Jn top of 
Figure V-A-1). Shorter eddies will produce higher-frequency vibrati~·s in the 
same aircraft. Thus, in order to interpret Figure V-A-1 for an aircraft with 
200 m sec-l true airspeed, the time and frequency scales on the abscissa must 
be moved towards the left until the "1-sec" marl< is undr,rneath the. mark tor 
200 m. 
The ordinate cont~ins the kinetic cnergf c;f turbu~~nt ead1es per unit of 
t ( . . 2 -2 d ) I . d requency in Krn hr ay . t can be estimate that the t~understorm 
turbulence indicated by the shaded area is apprOKimately one order of magnitude 
stronger than the line (upper curve) that is given for moderate ~lear air 
turbulence. Tni~ is at le~st one good reason whf aircraft should st~y out of 
t~e severe up- and down-draft regions of a thunderstorm. 
T~e energy of eddies, S(k), in the atmosphere lncreases with eddy sizt 
(or with decrea;ing fre~uency, k 1 ruughly according to 
V -A ( 1 j 
where a is il cur•>tant clo-;e to ur.it1, and" is ttie so-called ratf' of dissipation 
uf energ,-. Tnis rneiJn> tr1-:it >eH·rc twr~iu1enLe a1;s1pate~ 1t> energy more r·apidly 
tt13n mc,,d•~rJ'.? or li'.)ht turtiJlenci·. A~ an e,.arr.r•ll·, intens~ w~rir1-tq, vor"tic~s are 
i! r r) 1 ~ '.l u r d · r, s i ;; il ~' j 'a -. t ~ r w 1 ~ '' ~ tr u w; .-q· a '1 '1 g ·J'· t H: r w 1 r. d ', t •1 an w i t t1 1 l g ht and 
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F1qure V-A-1. Av'-'rag<_ spectr.J fur E-W l"Lnd component:. in tl1L' 
free atJn<Jspt1<)rc. Lower s11cctrun cc1rvc 1. r1·:·r'-'sent:.c1t1vc 
for smooth air • .. 11thout tui:-Lulence, up:-er ;peL·tru rnollc>rillt. 
CAT. Shaded area reprcs<·nts sc 1 l're turt,1Jl•·w:.., 1 r1 

















































E~en though the eddy kinetic energy increases with eddy size, as shown in 
Figure V-A-1, an ?.ircraft will not respond in terms of CAT vibrations to eddies 
beyond a few hundred meters in dimension. (Supersonic aircraft, of course, are 
subject to stronger accelerations from large eddies than are slower aircraft.) 
Nevertheles~. these larger eddie~ must be watched ~arefully, especially when 
they occur in the for~ of waves r&ther than random turbulence. Waves sometimes 
reveal a te~dency to break do~n int0 violent turbulence, thus lo~ing their 
laminar flow characteristics. This is schemati~ally indic~ted in Figure V-A-2. 
Figure V-A-3 shows a photograph of su::h a breaking "Kelvin-Helmholtz wave" 
revealed by the shape of a rapidly changing cluud bank form~tion. 
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Breakdown of <;hC'aring layer with schematic wind 
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Fi9ure V-A-3. Photograph of Kelvin-Helmholtz wave clouds 
(photograph courtesy of James E. Lovill}. 
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Waves which have a tendenr.y to break up into CAT frequently occur over 
mountain ranges. These mountains need not be large; even coastlines, hills or 
island chains may occasionally produce significant CAT in the upper troposphere 
~nd ~tratosphere. Figure V-A-4 shows an aircraft traverse over the Rocky 
Mountains near Boulder, Colorado, on 20 February 1968. The potential isotherm 
p~ttern in this diagram clearly depicts the lee-wave structure, especially the 
strong downdraft over and immediately to the east of the Continental Divide. 
This downdraft constitutes the foehn or chinook winds (see Section III-F, 
para. 3). In the case presented here, the whole depth of the troposphere is 
occupied by the subsidence characteristics of foehn conditions. 
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FiJL.rc V-A-4. Vertical cross section along aircraft track 
in the Boulder, Colorado area (from Reiter, 1972b). 
Two regions of CAl were en~~untered during this fli~ht, each associated 
with a well-structured lee wave. The longitudinal wind-component record 
(headwind component) also reveals thP WJve structure. The upper part of 
Figure V-A-5 contains a smoothed wind record which shows quite clearly the 
rnesosca1~ wave~. Th2 lower part gives the small-scale wind disturbances which 
were superimposed upon the smoothed record shown in the upper part of the 
diagrdrn. The t~10 turbulent regions, or1e centered at ahout 53 minute~ and 
a n o t h e r a t = 6 rn i n u t e s f 1 i g h t t i me , a re q u i t e e v i d e n t. • T h e f i r s t r e 1 i o r. c o n · 
sisted of two majGr up- and down-drafts. The second patch resemb'ed fo~r or 
five relativE: 1 y regular ~hor: ~1aves, reo~iniscent of the r'.elvin-Helrnho1tz waves 
shown in Figures V-A-2 and V-A-3. 
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Figure v-A-5. Top: smoothed velocity component along aircraft 
track shown in Figure V-A-4 after removing the small-scale 
wind disturbance. Bottom: Velocity component along 
aircraft track showing the small-scale disturbances (from 
Reiter, 1972b>. 
The patchiness of severe CAT s~own in Figure V-A-5 is typical of this 
phenomenon. For this reason it is impossible to forecast the rno1e bothersome 
cases of CAT accurately. Only general guidelines can be given to support an 
asHssment cf regions i;i t'.1e atmosphere where CAT is more likely to occur than 
in others. 
The formation of lee w~ves, their forecasting aspects, and CAT ~ssociated 
with them will be discus~eo in more detail 1n Section V-B; here, mainly CAT and 
jet streams are discussed. 
The main ingredient of CAT near jet streams is a strong vertical wind 
shear, produced by u change of either wind speed, or wind direction, or both, 
with height. Su:h shears are usually associated with a thermally stable layer 
such 35 the "jet stream front" (i.e., the baroclinic zone below the jet core) 
or the baroclinic region ~bove the jet core. These region~ are shown schemati-
cally in Figure V-A-6. 
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Figure V-A-6. Schematic cross 
section through jet stream showing 
isotachs, potential isotherms, and 
tropopause locations. 9aroclinic 
region~ are indicated by shading. 
Boundary of frontal zone is shown 
by dashed line. 
The readiness of atmospheric flow to break down into ranaom t~rbulence is 
expressed bj the Richardson number 
.9. .'.!.2. 
V-A(2) R ,. I) 1 z ; ~-----,.,2-
( ~~) + (~~) 
where a is the potential temperature and T the actual temperature in degrees 
Kelvin, r is the dry-adiabatic lapse rate (r i i~C/100 m). and u and v are the 
zonal and meridional wind components, respectively. Hydrodyn~mic theory pre-
di1,;b that laminar" flow should bl'eak down into turbulent flow if Ri ::_ 0.25. 
In the real atmosphere, even layers with R; slightly larger than 1 have to be 
suspected of beLig turbulent. 
The presence of turbulence, 0nce started, will destroy the original 
structure of the atmosphere. Turbulent transport of heat tends to make an 
adiabatic layer out of the originally stable layer. At the same time, vertical 
momentum .transport will destroy the wind shear. The vertical distributions of 
humidity and of chemical admixtures also will be equalized by the action of CAT. 
This is illustrated schematically in Figure V-A-7. Therefore, thE: follo"lin9 
sequence of events may be po)tulated: 
V-9 
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(1) A stdble ldyer with vertical wind shear deforms ~nto gravity waves. 
\2) These waves, under .::ritica1 snear cor,ditio'ls (given, e.g., l>y the 
Richardson number) tend to break down and degenerate into turbulence 
(see Figures V-A-2 and V-A-3). 
(3) Turbulence destroys the original $tratification. An adiabatic layer 
is formed, bounded by a stable and shearing layer on its top and 
bottom. These two stable layers may be subject to the same processes 
(1) arid (2). Thereby the depths of the adiabatic layer will grow 
until there ts not enough wind shear left over a relatively deep 
layer to sustain turbulence. 
F11u;e V-A-7. Schematic view of effects of t~rbulence on 
vertical wind, temperature and humidity profiles. Solid 
lines indicate conditions before the onset of turbule~ce, 
dashed lines after the establishment of a turbulent 
layer (from Reiter and Hayman, 1962). 
r 
l 
t ~i~ure V-A-6 fllustrat!s the fact that stability and shear conditions 
co11ducfve to th,. jevslopment of CAT throl,gh steps (1), (2) a1 rJ (3) are present 
in the 11c1n1ty of jet st~eams. In the ~tratos~here. systema~•c wind variations 
with height over layers that are 2 to 3 km de.ep (Figure V-A-8) are frequently 
found. ·these ~•riatfons are ctused by the superposftfon of gravity inertia 
wav~s and may, at times, give rise to CAT. The peculiar mesosca1e temperature 
structure in the stratosphPre which is often observed as a sequence of adidbatic 
and stable la.ers (Figure V-A-9) may be viewed ~t times as a consequence of uch 
turbulence. The layers appearing in this diagram need no longer be turbul~nt; 









-1 Figure V-A-8. vertical wind profiles (m sec ) at 
Ma~ny-les-Hameaux, France, ).2-21 March, 196 8 ( fror.1 
Reiter, 19 72b) • 
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The presenc~ uf stro~gly shearing layers in the atmosphere may be hazardous 
to aviation in two ways: by the po~sible generation of CAT as discussed above, 
and by & suddefi loss in headwind component, hence in lift, acting on an aircraft 
that passes through such a layer. The latter effect is p&rt1cularly worriso~e 
with heavy aircraft whose bulk possesses con~irlerab~e inertia. If the aircraft 
passes from a strong into a weak headwind or even into·a tailwind, for instance, 
I 
the sudden ioss in lift may upset the aircratt. Since under this loss the 
aircraft loses altitude rapidly, there may be a tendency for the pilot (or 
autopilot) to compensate with a climbing attitude. This may further reduce 
the airspeed and thus compound the problem. The actual t~rbulence usually 
assotiated with such shearing layers will make the situation even worse. 
From the foregoing discussion it becomes q~ite obvious that fore~asts ot the 
l0cation of strongly shearing layers, and of the magnitude and the direction of 
the wind shear vector (Figure V-A-10) are of great benefit to the pii~t. Not 
only will such forecasts help hir.i to locdte ar,-i avoid CAT reqions, but they 
will also help him t0 plan remedial action one~ the aircraft is exposed tc CAT. 
WIND SHEAR VECTOR 
I \\:, WlND IN LA YER 1 I 
Figure V-.1\-10. Dcfini tion of wind 
shear vector. 
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I. MOUNTAIN WAVES AND CAT 
Sti.:dies ·by Clod111n, et 11. (1961). Colson (1963) and Foltz (1967) indicate 
that cle•r uir turbul~nce is more frequently found over Mountainous or hilly 
terrain than over plains or oceans. Obviously, air flow over corrugated terrain 
fe&tures generates disturbances of finite amplitude which may cause an alr 
current with vertical wind shear to ~eccme distorted into waves (notably 
Kelvin-Helmholtz waves of s~veral hundred meters wavelength). Under suitable 
conditions these waves beco•e unstable and break down into eddies of various 
sizes which are eiperienced as CAT by an aircraft flying through them. 
The r..ost obvious waves generated in a stably stratified flaw over a 
Mountain range are the so-called lee w~ves with typical w~velengths of several 
kilometers. Lenticular or "Moazagoti" clouds are often associated with such 
wave patterns. If these waves have relatively small amplitudes, the airfl0~ 
throug:. the wave pattern iS more or less laminar and little, if any, CAI wil1 be 
experienced. Quite often, however, such waves reach considerable amplitudes and 
the flow becomes strongly turbulent, giving rise ta severe CAT. Under extreme 
conditions the energy contained in the lee-wave system may actually be passed 
on to, and distributed over, the array of smaller eddies felt as CAT. Reiter 
and Foltz (1967) made estimates of such an extreme effect of mountain waves on 
the occurrence of CAT. 
It should be pointed out that not only large mountain ra~ges, but also 
relativelf lo,. lii:ls -- even coast lines -- may give ri~e to lee-wave formdtion. 
Turbulence theory predicts that the kinetic mean energy of curbulent 
eddies of a certain size is proportional to the -5/3 power of the eddy diameter, 
expressed by a "wavelength" or "wave number" (see Eq. V-A(l)). This power law 
holds within the so-called "inerUal subrange" of turbulence which, for all 
~ractical purposes, also encompasses the range of eddy sizes which arP. felt as 
CAT. The kinetic energy of such eddies can be expressed by 
2) f 2 - 2 x w0 sin z~ ) dx, V-B(l) 
0 
where w is the vertical velocity in a sinusoidal wave pattern of wavelength ) 
and of amplitude w0 . Integration of Eq. ~-B(l) yields 





i.e., the kinetic energy associated with a wave pattern in a vertical plane is 
proportional to the squared dmplitude of the ve~tical velocity pattern. 
(Horizontal components of eddy velocity and of wave amplitudes may be ignored 
since aircraft respond much more readily to vertical than to horizontal g1 1 c:ts.) 
Figure V-8-1 shows idealized spectra of light-to-severe turbulence and 
their relationship to vertical velocities of lee waves of 1, 6, and 20 11.'TI 
horizontal wavelengths. The assu•pt;on is made that the total kinetic energy 
of ttiese waves is m1de avttila)le to CAT eddies in a "cascading" proces3 of 
energy, by which larie e(1ies break up into smaller ones and redi~tribute their 
energy withoyt losing any of it to buoyant or viscous forces. In accord~nce with 
such cascading conditions. o ~lope of -5/3 has been assigned to these spectra. 
Figure V-B-1 shows that short le 0 waves ne•d much smaller vertical motions 
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Figure V-B-1. Spectra for various intensity 
levels of CAT, extrapolatad with "-5/3 
slope" to lee wavelengths. Numerical 
values encercd along the spectrwn lines are 
max:i .• nu;n •.:ertical velocities w0 required to 
yie~d the necessary spectral densities dt 
the appropriate wavelengths (from Reiter and 
Foltz, 1967). 
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It 1ppe1rs th~t 1f estimltes can be made of the occurrence of lee waves, 
their w•weleftgths. and the1r •ax1•ua vert1cal velocit:es, w
0
, the maxi•U• 
intensity of CAT that could be encountered down~tream of these waves could be 
pred1ct;d (Note: The w~ves w111 have to break down Into turbulence before CAT 
can be felt. This requires some time from the initiation of the wave pattern, 
~nd therefore CAT is more likely to be felt not directly over the mountain rangP. 
that causes the di· Jrbance of the flow pattern; but rather at a distance of tens 
of kilometers downstream (see Figure V-B-2)). Areas of severe CAT ar' located 







Figure V-B-2. Areas of most i~e~uent occurrence of sever~, 
moderate, and light to rnoderale CAT in the Western United 
States. Isopleths are given in terms o{ number of 
occurrences per 18 month, per 3600 (nm)~ area (from 
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Figure V-B-3. 




Estimate of intensity 
from maximum vertical 
in lee waves of 
(from Reiter and Foltz, 
Figure V-B-3 can be used to esti~ate the int~nsity of CAT if the lee-wa~e 
leng~h. : , and the maximum vertical velocity encountered in the inflect10~ 
po i n ts o f the w ii v e s a re known ( F o 1 t z , 1 9 6 7) . _, c ii n be es t i m ii ;; e d from s ate I I i t e 
data, if lentic~lar cloud p&tterns are visiblP. Using lee-wave theory, ' could 
also be calculated fr·om radiosond~ data. Be~ause of tne snortcorn1ngs of t~e 
theory, however, and t..ecause of inaccuracies in measurements, this is usually 




can he obtained from the approxim~te expr~ssion: 
I/ - i.J ( J) 
where h 1s the heiqht of the mountain range above the surr0unding terrain, and h 
is its half width, given by: 
'I - [] ( ~.) 
where ~ is the height of the terrain at distance x from the crest of the 
rnountain ridge. Typical values for h ilnd b (in km) for sorn1. U.S. nioun~a~n 
range~ are (] i v en i n Tab 1 e V -13 - 1 . Va l u :· s for Europe ii n and fj or th Air i c. an ran 'J" > , 
a <; w c l 1 <1 s f o r l a r g r· r Me d i t e r r a n e J n i s 1 ii n d s , re 1~ a i n t o b e c r1 1 c u l cl t e d . 1; 1 i ~ 
the l'iincJ comporent normal to tile rnouritain ranrie at '.Jradient wind le•Jr!1. k i> 
the ho r i z on ta I l e e - ''a v ~ nu rn be r ( k = ~-) J n d · i s the 1 e e - w a v e 1 e n 'J th ( i n k 1P l . 
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equivalent to $•ngre de Cristo Mountains 
in Colorado 
According to Figure V-8-3, one could expect liq~t to moderate CAi under these 
conditions. 
Table V-B-1. 'I'hc he1g~t ancJ h"'J.t-w1dth (i<r~J of important 
Cn1t.ed States mour.tain ran'Jes ;Feitcr .:ind Fo~tz, J9G7). 
Mountain Pange Heignt ( n) Half-Width ( b ) 
(km) {km) 
s,rngre dt: Cristo l . I 2.5 
Colorado Rockies 0.9 2.5 
Southern Was<1tc~ 0. 3 2.2 
SfJuthern Sierra'> 1 . 1 8.0 
Ruby fl i 1; s 0.8 2.0 
~i0rthc rn Sierras I c.s 2.5 
'i ')rt h '!,.. n ~asatch { CI r nr •1' I " " 4.0 
i 
\ ~ L- ..... u ..... 'J IJ • lj 
Mont.ma ~I) c ~ i ~ ') 0. P, 3.0 
i3 i g Horn Mountain', 0.6 2.0 
Black Hi 11 s 0. 3 4.0 
Wind River Ran']~ 1. 0 2.0 
... 
---
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C. AIR-SEA INTERALTIONS 
The sea absorbs much of the solar energy that passes through ~he 
atmosphere,· w1th only about 8% of 1t bP.ing reflected by the sea surface. In 
turn, the sea gives the energy back tc the atmosphere ~artly as longwa~e ~a~ia­
tion and partly as sensible heat exchang~. but mainly as latent heat exchange 
through the evaporat~on of water. The latter accounts for the greatest part of 
t~e ~nergy exchange and affects mostly the atmosphere above and for some 
distance duwn wind from the intake region. 
The quantitative aspect of the exchdnge of the sensible and latent heat 
between the ocean and the atmosphe;e depends greatly on the difference between 
the tempera~ures of the sea surface and the air, the saturation vapor ~ressure 
of the sea surface, and finally the water vapor pressure of the air above it. 
Over-water air temperatures ~nd dew points are measured and reported by ~hip 
observers, but the synoptic analysis of these parameters is not satisfactory, 
due partly to errors in taking thes~ measurements and partly to the effect of 
the presence of the ship, as well as to the sparseness of the observatio1 
n~twork. Using those measurements, the heat exchanges are pr~sently best 
computed with formulas devised and tested by Norwegian worker~ in the 1940's. 
As is wave analysis/forecasting, sea-air interaction analysis/forecas1 i~g is a 
sep~rite branch of oceanography, and a detailed presentation Jf its principles 
in this monograph is not appropriate. 
The rate of evaporation anu distribution of moisture in near-surface layers 
of the atffiOSphere have profound effects on the index of refraction (see Section 
V-E), and consequen~ly on radar and radio propagation. Its detailed forecasting 
at present is still difficult and uncertain. 
It should be mentionpd that the properties of the surface air adjust 
relatively ra~~dly to the properties of the sea surface. I~ general, after a 
five-hour travel o~ an air mass paralleling the isotherms over the sea ~urface, 
equilibrium conditio~s will have been established. However. the surface wind 
seldom blows p~:allel ~o the sea-surface isotherms, and consequently the surface-
air properties are seldom identical to the sea-surfa~P properties. 
The most intensive air-sen interactions take place in coastal region~ where 
air masses with properties differing greatly from those of the sea surface move 
over the sea. In these areas some immediate effects of the energy feedback to 
the atmosphere can be noticed; in the Mediterranean these areas experience 
rapid ~yclogenesis (see Section V-0). 
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D. SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON CYCLOGENESIS 
During the cold season tne waters of the Mediterranean are significantly 
warmer than tne rQnt~nental land surfaces, especially those of Europe and Asia 
Minor. This .. )erature contrast tends to produce an effect, albeit slight, 
of a "heat low" over the Mediterranean basin, similar to the much stronger heat 
low observed over the Iberian Peninsula during summer. The lo~-pressure effect 
ca~sed by the underlying warm ocean surface is confined to the lowest layers of 
the tropo~~here over which the convective heating processes are distributing 
~~nsible and latent ~:a~. 
From the expression for geostrophic relative vor-..icity, 
r _g_ ,/ z + u B 
··g f r ' V- D ( 1 ) 
we find that the Laplacian of 1:he contour field, z' 
·iz = a2z + a2z 
<ix2 -:-7 ay 
V-0(2) 
contributes positively tow3rds the magnitude of cyclonic vorticity in the lower 
troposphere, if the contours are shaped as indicated schematically in Figure 
V-D-1. The term u in Eq. V-D(l) is the .<.anal wind speed, g is the acceleration 
of gravity, f is the Coriolis paramP.ter, and B = ~; 
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Figure V-D-1. Schematic of low-pressure effect caused by 
undcrlyj.ng w.;irm ocean surface. 
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The movement of cold alr massas, such as occurs during mistral situ~tions 
in winter over relatively warm wat~r (e.g., i~ the Gulf of Genoa), will produce 
a positiv~ vorticity contribution in the lower troposphere through the Laplacian 
term in Eq. v-0(2), as sketched in Figure V-0-l. This contribution will be 
superimposed upon the vorticity patterns in the upper troposphere which are 
controlled by the jet stream systems (see Section 111-B, para. 5). It is of 
int~rest to note that during winter the sea-surface temperature effects 0n 
cyclogenesis in the Gulf of Genoa, ~ostulated in Eq. V-D(l) and Figure V-D-1, 
work ·in unison with the orographic effects described in Section III-C. This is 
perhaps the reason for cyclogenesis in this region to be so dominant during th~ 
cold season. In summer, the thermal effects of a relatively cool ocean are in 
opposi~ion to the orographic effects. Consequently, cyclonic activity in the 
Gulf of Genoa is greatly diminished (Figure III-B-25). Of course, the summer 
jet stream systems are also much weaker and are located farther to the ~orth 
than during winter. 
E. REFRACTIVE INDEX P~OBLEHS 
1. Electror.iagnetic ~efraction 
The electromagnetic refractive index, n, is the ratio cf the phase 
velocity, c, of a plana electromagnPtic wave in a vacuum to its phase velocity, 
v, in a dielectric med!~m. sucn as the atmo~phere. or: 
n = E. 
v 
In a non-magnetic medium, the refractive index is given by 
n = /K' 
whare K is the relative dielectric constant (see Straiton, 1964). 
V - E ( 1 ) 
V-E{?J 
Si11i:.t: 11 h d ~111.,ii 4udr1Lity fo,- the atmo!'>phere, refractivity is 
usually defined as 
N = (n-1) X 10 6 V-E(3) 
For freqL·e~cies 'JP to 70,000 MHz, refractivity is gi'f'en by (see Straito11, 1964): 
N 71 _6 'FP + 3.73 X 10
5
e 
T2 V- E ( 4) 
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where P is the atmospheric pr~ssure in mb, T is the absolute temperaturL in 
degrees Kelvin, and e is the partial pressure of water vapor in mb. In the 
presence of strong vertical humidity gradients, which are often a~sociated with 
inversions in the lower troposphere, the second ter~ on the rigrt side of 
Eq. V-E(4) assumes major importance. 
From d~tailed vertical te1perature and humidity soundings, one should 
be able, at least theoretically, to ibtain vertical profiles of N. In reality, 
however, the atmospheric temperature and humidity stratification is of a much 
greater level of detail than can be mEasured by standard radioson~a ascents. 
Consequently, vertical N-profile~ computed from radiosonde data should be 
taken only as a first approximation of actual conditioni. Examples of detailed 
N-profiles are given in Figure V-E-1 (Straiton, i964) and in Figure V-E-2 
(Bean, 1964). These profiles were obtained from direct measurements of the 
radio refractivity by refractometers carried on an aircraft. 
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fi~ure V-E-1. A series of aircraft soundings made with the 
Cra.i.n refractometer in an area over central Ohio over a 
period of one hour illustrating the rapidity with which 
the shape of the profiles may vary due to topographic 
and convective 0ffccts (from ~traito~. 1~~41. 
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If an electromagnetic wave travel< i~ free space, its path follows a 
straight line. Due to the presence of variations in refractive index along the 
path of the wave, this path becomes curved -- increasingly s~. the stronger the 
refractive indtx gradient. "Trapping" of a ray can ocyur when a layer e~ists 
in which th2 verti~al decrease of N is greatPr than 157 N-units per kilometer 
or 48 N-units per 1000 feet. Values muc~ greater than this are not at all 
unusual in some areas of the world, the ~edit~rr~noan being one of them. 
Figure V-E-3 illustrates schematically an elevated layer with a greater than 
usual decrease of N with height. The bottom of this layer is locdted at a 
height he and the top is at hT. 
\ 
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Figure V-E-3. Schematic 
diagram of ~ecrease ~f N with 
height showing an elevated 
trapping layer with strong 
decrease of AN (from U.S. 
Navy Wea~her ~esearch 
Facility, 1960) . 
If the ~adar or radio transmitter/rec~iver is located well below such 
a trapping laver, the electromagnetic wave beams wili oe refracted by the iayer, 
but will ~tili be able to penetrate the hyer. This is shown in Figure V-E--4. 
If the angle ~ betw~~n the ray and the top surface of the trapping layer be(omes 
smaller than a certain critical value (-1~). the beam will not penetrate this 
surfa~e but will ~urve back into the layer towards the earth (F1gur~ V-E-5). 
At ~N/~Z = -48 N-units/1000 ft, the curvature of this ray with this critical 
angle of incidence equals the curvature of the earth. If N decreases with 
height Dy more than 48 N-unit~/1000 ft, the curvature of the ray will be pro-
portionately l~rger, and will exceed the curvature ~f the earch. Und2r s~ch 
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Figur~ V-E-4. Ray refraction by an elevated layer -- radar 
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conditions the ray will leav~ the bottom of the trapping layer and enter the 
non-trapping atmospheric layer below. One of two things might now happen -- the 
ray might strike the earth's ~urface ~nd be reflected, or the ray will gradually 
recurve_back into the traopfng layer becQuse bf t~e unusual decrease of N with 
height in the atmosphere below the trapping layer. In both cases a "1uct" is 
formed. A duct fs defined as the iayer b~tween the top of the trapping layer 
and the lowe~t level to which the rays penetrat~ below this trapping layer 
(Figure V-E-5). The ray-trace diagram of Figure V-E-6 illustrates the frequently 
occurring conritions in which the duct varies in depth with range and also 



















RANGE ( n 111L) 
Figure V-E-6. A leaky duct layer. Family of ray p~ths 
calculated for a 500-ft thick horizontal interface, a 
gr~dient in the intertace that changes linearly from 0.2 N 
un.i.ts per fr:>t at zero range to 0,05 :~ units per foot at 
400 n mi, and a gradient above and belo~ the inte~Face 
of 0.01 N units per fo~t (from Purves, 1~74). 
Weather conditions in the Mediterranean quite frequently lead to 
ducting conditions that are adverse to radio communication and radar tracking. 
Under sirocco c~nditions, with warm moist air close to the ocean surface and dry 
air above an inversion, severe ducting conditions should be expected. 
It should be pointed out that ducting layers, while inhibiting 
detection of targets and communication with aircraft flying above these layers 
at low angles of elevation, will cause extended ranges even be1ond the visiblP 
horizon to objects located below the ducting layer. Radar tra~smissions 
within the ducting layer may, for instance, be bounced back from shore lines 
and other objects located beyond the visible horizon and which, under normal 
conditions, would not be displayed en the radar screen. 
Discontinuities in electromagnetic refractivity along the path of an 
electromagnetic wave ma1 also cause a certain amount of backscatter of the 
signal. In the iowcr troposphere such backscatter is mainly due to inhomo-
q~neities in the water vaµor distribution. In the upper troposphere, where 
water vapor is a rather spars€ constituent of the atmosohere, backscatter should 
be expected mainly from temperature inhomogeneities, in accordance wit~ 
Eq. V-E(4) (see Ottersten, 1969). Such backscatter makes turbulent regions ano 
thermal convection in the atmosphere visible on the radar scr~en (especially on 
10-cm radar) as certain types of "angels." Insects a11d sand c'irried by the wind 
constitute more obvious targets for radar backscatter. Again, sirocco condi-
tions, with winds blowing cff the Sahara and carryinq sand, adversely affect the 
usefulnes3 of radar because of the backscatter cluttering the radar screen. 
This is especially true close to the Africa~ coast, where the atmosphere undPr 
such wind conditions still contains relatively large sand particles. 
2. Optical Refraction 
The contribution of water vapor to refractivity at optical wavelengths 
is very small. Only at radio or radar wavelenqths is there an enhanced field 
interaction with the water vapo~ molecule (Stra'.ton, 1964). In the spectrum 
region of optic<il wavelengths, th~ w4ter vapor contribution may l:.2 taken into 
account by considerins virtuai instead of actual temperatures. The water vapor 
effect increases sharply in the far-infrared and submillimeter portion of the 
spectrum and then remains essenti~lly constant throughout the entire radio/radar 
region of the spectrum. 
The curvature, K, of a light ray is given by 
K ( l) P 273 (r' _ -.. ), n~- T2 1013.3 V-E(5) 
v 
'! - 2 7 
--- --~--·------------...... _ "'IA----------.-'~,;.i·-;,··..-:;_,;m~ 
1 
where nA is the refractive index (wavelength dependent), Pis the barometric 
pressure in mb of mercury, tv is the virtual temperaturs in °K, r' is the 
autoconvective lapse rate (equal t~ 3.42°C/100 m), and r is the actual lapse 
rate (counted negative in case of an inversion) (after Neuberger, 1951). 
According to List (1958), n is close to 1.00028 for most wavelengths. ~ence: 
K -~ ( 3. 42 - r) 
T 2 
v 
where P is measured in mb, TV in °K, and r in °C/100 m. 
V-E(6) 
In a homogeneous atmosphere r = r', and hence the light rays are 
straight lines. For large lapse rates, convective activity produces inhomo-
geneili&s which cau~e scintillation. With strong inversions (r<<o), the 
curvature of the light rays approaches th~t of the earth's surface (which 
usually is several times larger) and total reflection (mirages) may occur. If 
the viEwer is located below the inversion, he may see obje~ts below the horizon 
whose images are reflected at the inversion. !f the viewer is located at the 
top of a warm layer (perhaps with a superadiabatic lapse rate), obje,ts above 
this layer will be reflected. 
3. Acoustic Refraction 
The velocity of sound, c, i~ a perfect gas i5 given by: 
C 
__ §.RT _ 1 
.-..c:. 330 m se~- at 0°C, 
CV M 
Y-£(7) 
where CD and Cv are the specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume 
respectiv£ly, R is the universal gas constant, M is the molecular weiahr, ~nn r 
is atsolute temperature in °K (List, 1958). Thus, the veloci~, of sound depends 
mainly on temperature. Moisture effects entpr ~~tough ar adjustment of the 
mo~ecular weight. 
Inversions le~J to a bending of the sound rays and, if critical 
incidPnce angles are exceeded, to a total reflection of sound. Wind and wind 
shear have .:. significant influ:nce on the spreading of so•1no since it is added 
as a vector to the sound velocity, and wind and wind shear effects often outweigh 
tne temperature eff~cts. P~culiar ~ocusing effects of sound waves may result at 
some dista11ce from the source. 
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The de~endence of the speed of ~ound on temperature is utilized by the 
acoustical radar. An intermittent sound signal is transmitted upward into the 
atmosphere and bounced back from an inversion. Measurements of the round trip 
travel time of the signal allow an accurate and continuous monitoring of the 
inversion height. It has been mentioned earlier that inversion conditions, 
especially with moist air below and dry air above, may seriously disturJ radio 
and radar contac~. It would appear that acoustic ~adar equipment would offer a 
convenient tool to monitor such adverse conditions. 
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APPENDIX A 
I THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN JET STREAMS AND CYCLONE DEVELOPMENT 
IND MOVEMENT (REITER, 1972) 
Development of surface cyclones depends on the divergence of flow aloft 
which, in ~urn, is controlled by the changes in vor:icity that an air parcel 
flo~ing on ~n isotropic or isobaric su~face undergoes. This can be expressed 
by the vorticity equation in its simplest form: 
Pt = - OQ, { 1) 
where the vertical compunent of the absolute vorticity, Q, is given by 
Q=~-~+f. 
d x 0 'j 
( 2) 
u and v are the westwind and southwind components, and f is the Coriolis 
parameter, given by 
f = 211 sin 9. ( 3 ) 
o is the angular velocity of the earth (~ = 7.292116 x 10- 5 rad sec- 1), and~ 
is the geographic latitude. The horizontal divergence, 0, is given by 
D > O indicates divergence, D ~ 0 indicates convergence. 
vorticity of an air parcel,*%• may also be written as 
( 4) 
The change of 
( 5) 
lhe first term on th .. right side is the local cha.ige of vorticity. The 
remaining' three terms give the advection of vorticity by horizon':al (u,v) anr1 
verti r."l (w) wi rid cumponents. 
A - 1 
"' "* 
The vertical compo~ent of the absGl~te vorticity may also be obtained from 
r. = _J__ - ~ + f where 
" r 5 an ' 
( 6) 
V = "1u 2 + v2 is the hori zonta 1 wi n".I speed, rs is the streamline radius, and 
n is the distance normal to the streamline, measured positive towards the left 
when ~coking downstream. The first t~rm on the right of Eq. (6) is commonly 
referred to as the "curvature voY'ticity," the secC1nd term as the "shearing 
vorticity." 
Figure A-1 shows the isotach and ~treamlinr. configuration around a typical 
jet maximum. The divergence and convergence dtstribution, also indicated i~ 
this diagram, follows Eq. (1) and fits the change of vorticity alony the stream-
lines. With divergence aloft at the jet stream level, air will be removed frJm 
a vertical column. This causes pressurr falls at the base of the column, namely 
at the earth's surface: 
... f (u ~ ~ + v ~) d ¢ - f ~ ~ ~ + o ~;) d ~. ( 7) 
0 0 
The first ter~ contains the effect of advection of air masses with different 
densities. ~is the geopotential heig~t. The second term, which usual1y 
exceeds the first term by one order of magnitude, gives the effect of ve1ocity 
divergence. (fl) is the resulting pre!.sure change at the earth's surface. 
·' t 0 
Divergence alo*t, according to Eq. (7), giv~s rise to surface pressure 
falls, hence to cyclogenesis. In Figurt: A-1 this is iiidicated by the formation 
of a frontal wave in the left front q~adrant of t~e jet ~aximum. Directions 
ar~ given in t~rms of an observer looking downstr~am. 
Also 0f note is the formation of a secondary wave in the right rear quadrant 
of the jet maximum. This wave will form only if the shearing vorticity effect 
of Eq, (6) exceeds the curv~ture vorticity effect, i.e., in relatlv~ly ~lraight 
flow. This is the reason why over the fttlantic, under relatively zonal floft 
conditions, a whole family of wave disturbance!. (a "cyclone family"} is usu~lly 
found traveling in the jet stream belt. Over the United States, where cyclo-
genesis most frequently occurs with dee~ troughs to the lee of the Rocky 
Mountains, the curvature term 1n Eq. (6) usually exceeds the shearinq vorticity 
term, prohibiting an upper divergence field from forminq in the right rear 
quadrant of a jet maximum. Under such condition~ usJally only one major storm 












Figure A-1. Schematic diagram of surface fronts and absolute 
vorticity distribution and of divergence at the 30C-mb level 
in the vicinity of a jet maxi.num. Isotachs are O.rawn ao 
solid lin"!s. ~warm front . ..A.....cold front. Straamlines are 
dashed lines with arrows. Isoll.n("s of vorticity (arbitrary 
units) are short ca~hed lines on the cyclonic side and 
dash-dot lines on the anticyr..lonic side of the jet stream. 
T~e shaded band ineicates movement of stratospheric air 
into the troposphere. The dotted line with arrow depicts 
tropospheric air ascending through the jet streain into 
the stratosphe~e. 
From t~e foregoing disc~ssion ft is easily seen that the amplitude of the 
qua~;-stationary or slow-movitiq planetary long wav~s strongly influcr:ces cyc1o;H: 
development pattern:. In a large-amplitude, deep, lonq-wave trough the devel?p 
inent of only one m:ijor storm should f:le expected -- somethinq to be;n in mind 
when watching for Genoa cyclogenesis. Under more zonal flow conditions and 
with poorly developed long-wave amplitudes, a sequence of cyclonic disturbance 
may develop in the jet streaffi belt. 
REFERENCE 
Reiter, E.R., 1972: Atmospheri~\.rar·s.eort recesses, part ~: h~drodynamic 
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BAROCLINICITY AND THERMAL WIND EQUATION 
The term "baroclinicity" describes the fact chat surfaces of equal density 
or equal temp2rature (marked T1 , T2 , etc. in Figure B-l(a}) are inclined against 
constant pressure surfaces (P 1 , P2 ... , etc.). If both sets of surfaces are 
parallel to each other, the state of the atmosphere is cel 1 ed "barvtropic" 
( see F i g u re B - 1 ( b ) ) , 
--:1 -·~-~~::! 91:"'~_-7 1 
·-~~~· :__J d~.~~-.r .• ,:~ b 
i:"igure 3-1. Relationship between surfaces of equal te111pera-
ture (T1 < Tz < T3) and pressure {P1 ~ P2 c PJ) for (a) 
baroclinic and (b) barotropic at111osphere. 
Underneath the core of the jet stream (STJ as well as PFJ) is found a 
barociirnc region in the Jtrr.osphere, the so-c.alled "jet stream front." In 
Fig~re V-A-6 this is the region in which the potential isotherms s1dnt strongly 
downward from left to right. Frontal zoneJ in the lower trono5phere ire also 
characterized by baroclinicity. 
Abov~ the jet stream core is found a region of "neq~tive baroclinicity," 
in which the potential isor.herms slope in the opposite direction (Figure V-A-6). 
According to the thermal wind equation, in a bar0clinic atmospnere the 
geostruphic wind changes with height. The presence of v~rtical wind shears, 
therefore, is an indication of the baroclinic structure uf the atmosphere. 
This equation may be written in component form as: 
-----~----..... ----·--------~~-~~~----- ... ·-···-
~---· 
( l ) 
a u = _ __g_. l.!. + u ~ az ~ ay i az • ( 2 ) 
where u, v ~wind components in the x and / direction respectively; f = Cortolis 
parameter; g =acceleration of gravity (g = 9.81 m sec- 2); T = tem~erature in 
°K; z = vertical coordinate. 
The last i:t:.ms on tl.e right side of these two equations are usua~ly 
insignificantly small. It may be stated, therefore, \hat the vertical wind 
shear depends mainly on the magnitude of the horizontal temperature gradient 
measured normal to the wind direction. 
B- 2 
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COllSEBATION If IBSOLITE lllCUUI -ml (REITER, 1972) 
Th~ absolute angular momentum, given by 
( l) 
i ~ conservt:d if 
( 2) 
where ra lS t~e magnitude of the position vector from th~ axis of rotation to 
the movir:g point and .Qa is the vector of absolute angular velocity, measured 
in an inertial coordinate system. 
Using the followins substitutions: 
fl =Q +D d r 
ra = a cos if> 
f 211sin¢. 
u = nr a cos if> 
f.y = ii f.i!> .. 
where D vector of the earth's rotation and n is the magnitude of this vector 
~ = rotational vector of the zonal wind ve1ocity u measured relativ~ 
tn the earth's ~urface, and nr is the magnitud~ of this vector 
if>= geographic latitude 
a= e~rth's radius, 
we arrive at 
0 ;i u a~, f - u tan ~. a ( 3) 
C-1 
- - - - - ----.. +-¥!"1\l•~ 
for steady (aGa/at = 0) and h~rizontal [w(~Ga/az) = O] motions (1 is the 
vertiral wind component). The term Ga is t~e maqnitude of the vector Ga· 
Because of pressure gradients in the atmospher!, whic~ lead to accelerations 
and decelerations, individual a- r parcels 111ay not be considered as "closed 
systems." The absolute angular momentum, then~fore, will not be conserved along 
air trajectories excer,.t under special condithns of indifferent hydrodynamic 
stability. Such conditions are ~requently met on the anticycl0nic side of 
well-developed jet maxima where, according to Eq. (3), the lateral wind shear 
is given by: 
~ = f + ~ tan ~ 
ay a ~· ( 4) 
Jet streams constitute powerful transport mechanisms by virtue of their great 
wi~d velocities and che vertical circulation systems with which they are 
associated. 
The last term in Eqs. (3) and (4) represents ~he vorticitv cf a zonal 
c1Jrrent on a sp11ere. Under normal conditions of atmospheri:. flow in middle 
la ti i.;udes (i.e., outs He extremely strong jet stream~), one finds that 
(u/a)tan ~ cc f. Therefore, one may approxi~ate 
~~; f, (5) 
for flow conditions under conservation of absolute angular momentum. The same 
condition mav be derived f~om the equ3tion of mo~·on 
;tu + u au + v du + w l!! = 
v ;x 'ily ai - Cl 
~ + fv, 
dX 
( 6) 
under the assu~pt~ons of steady-state (~u/cit = 0), zonally symmetric (du/ax= 0), 
~nd horizontal (w = 0) motions in the absence of external forces [Q(ap/dx) = O]. 
If one assu~es, furthermore, that vis constant everywhere (dv/dt = 0), the 
second component equation in the frictionles; form of the equation cf motion 
reduces to the equation for geostrophic flnw, fu = - ~(ap/~y). Ann~lar rings o 
geostrophi~ motidns thus may fulfill horizontal shear conditions commensurate 
with conservation of ahsolute angular momentum. This has been verified by 
"dishpan" experiments. Ti1es~ geophysical model ex.:eriments ha;e demonstrated 
that the tendr•1.cy toward conservation of abso1L;te angular momentum plays an 
important role in the generatiu~ and maint~nance of certain types of jet streams. 
Especially, the flew ~roresses associated with the Hadley cell and with the 
formation of ~rie subtropical jet stream may be considered to follow at least a 
tendency for conservation of absolute ~nqular momentum. Lateral wind shears in 
C-2 
L _________ . 
j 
' 
-the tropical easterly jet stream over India during summer revealed a similar 
tendency. Individual jet maxima associated with the polar front jet str~am 
frequently show broad regions on the anticvclonic side of the Jet axis in which 
3u/~/ ~ f, which s~ggests that absolute angular momentum is conserved in the 
rising warm air that flows through the jet stream system. 
REFERENCE 
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POTENTIAL VORTICITY (REITER, 197') 
For adiabatic motions between two isentropic surfaces separated by the 
pressure increment Ap, we may write the two-dimensional divergence as 
( l) 
The vorticity equation in the form of Eq. (1) in Appendix A then yields 
d (_q_) -(ff t.p - 0, ( 2) 
wh~re Q. the vertical component of the absolute vorticity, is de~ired L! Eq. (2) 
in Appendix A. From Eq. (2) above, the quantity in parentheses, called the 
potential vorticity, is conserved. 
It can be sho~n that, under conservation of potential vorticity, zor.~i 
adiabatic airflo~ Jver a large N-S oriented mountain range will deform 
int~ Rossby waves with anticycloni: conditions over the mountain ridge and with 
a trough to the lee of the mountains. As ~P decreas~s during upslope motion 
within an isentropic slab of air, the absolute vorticity, Q. and hence the 
relative vorticity, decreases, which 1eads to anticyclonic flow. On the lee 
side, opposite conditions prevail. It has be<"?n shown that flow over a dome of 
cold air behaves in a similar manner. Furthermore, since potential vorticity 
conditions tin the cyclonic side of the jet str'eam are different from t~1ose on 
the anticyclrnic side, the flow under co~servation of potential vorticity will 
b~ defiecte~ to a difterent degree on the two sides of a jet maximum. This may 
lead to a ~plitting of the jet stream. 
A no~therly flo~ over an E-W oriented mountain range, such as the 
Alps, b~haves differently from a westerly flow over the Rocky Mountainsi the 
decrease in bp during the upslope motion north of the mountain ridge w111 be, 
at least p~rtly, compensated by the decrease in f, which causes little, if any, 
deflection of the current by a change of the relative vorticity. South of t~e 
A;ps, however, the relative vorticity will not only have to overcome the 
increase in bp in the denominator of Eq. (2) but also the decrease of f in the 
numerator. Consequently strong cyclonic development should be expected. The 
formatio~ of Genoa cyclones may in part be due to such an effect. It can be 
D. 1 
I 
shown that in a rortherly ai-r curren~ baroclinic instability affects wave 
disturbances with shorter wavelength than it does in a westerly flow. 
Undoubtedly this eff~ct is also of significance in Genoa cyclogenesis. 
Under similar considerations of ~cnstant poteutlal vortir.ity, southerly 
flow sho~ld lead to strongly anticyclonic flow condition5 over the southern 
slope~ of the Alps, but to reduced cyclogenetic activity along the northern 
I 
slo~es. The anticyclonic regim~ ~outh of the mountain crest is expected to 
induce c inook or foehn conditions ir. the mountain valleys of the Alps. 
REFERENCE 
Reiter, F.R., 1972: Atmospheric ~ransport processes, part 3: ~ydrodynamic 
t;·acers, AEC Critical Review Series, USAEC R~port TID-25731. 
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APPENDIX E 
INDIVIDUAL URGE SCALE WEATHER nPES 
WITH EIAIPLES (AEROSPACE SCIENCE BIV., 1961) 
1. INTRDDUCTI ON 
This appendix des~ribes typicai examp.es -- surface and 500 mb -- of 
individual Europ~an large scale weather types. Discussions ~f the synoptic 
features and synopses of the accompanying weather ~re presented in Paragrap~s 2 
throu~~ ~9; the tables on facing pages ~ive lh~ percentage of day~ per month 
that the particular featur~ occurs and the number of consecutive days per month 
that it occurs. Each e.xa .. 1ple shown is a good r..:presentation of the particular 
large scale weather type. 
The surface and 500-mb maps on the following pages are reproduced from thE 
daily weacher maps of the German Weather Service, which uses certaih analytical 
symbo~s that are not ~enerally used by U.S. Navy forecasters or analysts. For 
conver.ient referenc~ and interpretation, these symbols are aepicted and defined 
in Fig_re E-1 below. 
A A A A Cold Front: through al l layers 
... ... ... 
" 
Cold Front: surface 
-· 
A A A A Cold Front: aloft 
• A • A Cold ~rant: modifiec in tempera tu re only (w3rmirg at s u i" face) 
. " • 0 Warm Front: through a 11 layers 
.... • • >J a rm Front: surf.:..::e 
00 f'L.o,_ Warm Front: aloft 
__.£ 0 A Q Warm Front: modified i n tel'lperature 
only (cooling at surface) 
0 6 0 6 Occluded Front: without temperature 
chang2 at the surface 
~ 
"""'""" 
Occluded Front: with coolin9 at the 
surface 
-"""' 
..,,..... Occluded Front: with warming at the 
surf ace 
T ~ To Cuasi-StatiJnary Front 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ i n e a f Co 11 v e r g en c e o r T r o ii g h 
Figure E-1. Analytical symhols used on weather ma~~. 








2. CYCLONIC WESTERLY FLOW WITH SLIGHT SOUlHERLY COMPONENT (WS TiPE) 
a. ~~ription 
Individual disturbances move along a frontal zone (which is shifted 
relatively far to !:he south) fro111 Lrie sea south•~est of Ireland across the Bay 
of Biscay and France into east-central Europe, and from there ~n a north~asterly 
directio11. Sometimes they also affect a low in upper Italy. The center of the 
c~ncral surface low is usually located south of 60N so that the northern North 
Atlanti~ and northern Europe are under the influence of high pressure and 
easterly flow. A wedge of the Azores hiqh cell, which is situated south of the 
Azores, reaches the northwestern and northern part of Africa. The 1015-~b 
isobar is usually s1tueted to the south of the Pyrenees Mouot~in$ and the 
Ligurian Sea. 
b. C~aracteristic Weather 
~eneral~y the weather is very rainy. ~t is occasionally warm and 
humid in the soring. In summer it is cool. Strong told air advection in winter 
and spring can bring heavy sno~fall to the northern lowland pla;ns. Strong 
winds are frequent with this sync~~ic type. 
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NUMBER OF DAYS PER HO~!H THAT WS WEATHER TYPE OCCURS* 
JAN FEB MAAl APR MAY l JUN JUL AU~ SEP OCT 
1. 5 
r 
0.310.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.8 1.2 1.9 l 0.8 
TABLE E-2 
NUMBER OF CON~ECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT WS WEATHER TYPE OCCURS* 
~ 1 2 3 4 I s 6 ., 8 9 
JAHJARV 1 3 sJ 1 1 2 2 4 
FEBAUARY 5 -1 i 3 1 1 1 3 
MARCH 1 10 8 4 3 1 l 
APRIL 1 1 9 2 2 
HAY 1 l 2 l 
JUtE 3 2 1 1 
JULY l (i 1 
AUGUST l 1 3 1 
SEPTEKBER 2 l 1 1 
OCTOJER 5 5 3 l 1 
H'lVEMBER 1 7 2 4 1 1 
JECEMBCR 2 7 5 4 5 3 l 2 .1 
*The results shown in these and subsequent 
tables in this appendix were developed from 
data re~orded during an unbroken 86-year 
period 1881 through 1967. The results shown 
1~ the even-numbered tables have not been 
normalfzed. 
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3. ANTICYCLONIC WESTERLY FLOW (WA TYPE) 
a. Description 
The frontal zone is displaced to about fiON. Individual disturbances 
travel from the sea west of Scotland across the northern part of the British 
Isles and southern Scandinavia to northwest Russia. Their fronts afftct central 
Europe slightly and for only a short time. The surface and the upper lows are 
usually located north of 65N. The Azores high cell is situated north of the 
islands with a wedge reaching acrosc ·outhern Europe. The 1005-mb isobar 
generally follows the German coast line. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
The we~ther in the northern coastal areas of Europe is mere unsettled 
in winter than in summer. Scattered precipitation in the form of rain is 
typical. Th~ hilly region of southern Germany has generally fair weather with 
increasing cloudiness and intermittent light showers. Snow frequently 
accompanies this system 1n winter; in summer, thunderstorr.15 are typical. 
Temperatures are usually mild in the coastal regions in winter but frosty near 
the Alps. In summer it is cool in the north and warm in the south. Strong 
winds are frequent in the ~oastal areas in winter. 
Fi3ure E-3. 'l'ypical example of WA type. 
E- 4 
TABLE E-3 
NUMBER Of DAYS PEP MONTH THAT WA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB 























APR MAY JUN JUL AU& SEP OCT 
1. 0 1. l 1. 2 2. 1 2.6 2.2 (. 2 
TABLE E-4 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PE~ 
MONTH THAT WA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 6 . 9 10 
1 15 7 
1 ' 
2 3 3 1 
14 5 l 1 
2 7 1 2 2 2 1 
5 10 4 1 
3 8 5 2 3 3 
2 6 3 12 1 2 1 1 
8 3 12 6 8 3 
3 14 10 4 2 6 2 
l 10 8 6 3 2 3 2 
5 14 7 5 4 2 l l 1 
2 10 12 5 4 4 1 
NOV DEC 
1. 6 , • 2 
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4. CYCLO~JC WESTERLY FLO~ (WZ TYPE} 
a. Descrfptfon 
Jnd1v1dual disturbances travel between SON and 60N across the British 
Isles and North and Baltic Seas to eastern Europe. From here they curve to the 
northeast. This 1s considered to be the normal ?OSition of the Atlantic frontal 
zone. The surface low is frequently north of 60N causing 8 low pressure 
influence over the northern Atlantic and Norwegian Sea. The Azor~s high cell, 
which fs s:tuated in its normal position.usually has a wedge towar~ the 
southern part of France and, at times, toward the area of the Alp~. Northern 
Italy generally experiences anticyclonic flow. 
h. Characteristic Weather 
Unsettled weather is characteristic of this type of flow. Precipita-
tion alternates with scattered cloudiness. This condition lasts a half a day 
or more. Winter precipitation is rain; summer has thundershowers. T~~peratures 
are cool in summer and mild in wint~r. Strong winds often occur. 
SurtM-t SOO mb 
Figure E-4. Typical example of WZ type. 
E-6 
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MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT 
3.3 3.6 3.6 4.6 6.4 7.5 4.5 4.6 
TABLE E-6 
NUHB~R OF CONSECUTIVE D~YS PER 
MONTH TH~T WZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1 7 9 9 11 4 1 4 
5 1 2 9 9 7 5 2 3 3 
3 20 12 6 6 3 3 1 
4 7 1 5 14 10 8 7 3 l 
·1 6 1 9 1 7 11 6 6 1 l 
6 7 l 8 13 l 3 ') 3 5 4 1 
2 11 24 21 11 13 3 l 1 :, 3 
6 l 0 23 l 5 18 8 5 7 4 3 
1 7 l 7 1 0 1 0 6 6 2 5 2 
·-+---t--
l 4 l 8 9 11 8 3 5 3 
4 11 11 12 12 8 6 1 2 3 
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s. HI;H PRESSUR~ BRIDGE OVER CENTRAL EUROPE (BM TYPE} 
a. Oescrf ptf on 
A bridge of high pressure ~onnects ~he Azores h1gh, which fs situated 
north oJ the Azores, w1th a high located ov~r ~astern Europe or over southern 
or central Russia. This bridge does not extend beyond 60N. Individual dis· 
turbances move along the frotttal zone, situated north of 60N, and north of the 
British Isl~s across the Norwegian Sea toward no,·thern Russia. The fronts 
affect the German coastal area only slightly. An upper wedge of the Azores 
high reaches to central lurope w~ere it temporarily splits off to become an 
independent cell. The high pressure zone at the surface is at times displaced 
to 55N, so thnt large portions of ccn~ral Eurrpe are under easterly flow. The 
Hedite~ranean Sea is an area of low pressure. 
b. Cnaracteristic Weather 
The weather is generally fair and dry with thunderstorm activity in 
mid-summer. The cold season is slightiy ~nsettled in the coastal area with 
drizzle and fog or low stratus occurring infrequently. It is warm in summer. 
Sharp radiational cooling in wi~ter ffiakes this season cool. 







NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT BM WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 


















APR HAY .1uN JUL AU& SEP OCT 
l. 5 l. 0 l. l 1. l l. 9 L9 2. 1 
TABLE E-8 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
HON~H THAT BM WEAT~ER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 9 2 3 1 1 1 
l 7 3 6 4 1 2 
1 9 4 l 1 
7 8 6 3 l 1 l 1 1 
l 1 l 3 2 2 1 
6 6 s 2 3 2 
7 l 1 6 2 2 1 
4 l 4 1 0 5 5 1 1 
4 1 ~ 8 5 5 2 2 l I 
7 1 5 7 4 1 5 2 1 l 
1 1 1 7 9 1 l 1 4 l l 


















6. ~ELL-DEFINED CLOSED HIGH OVER CENTRAL EUROPE (HM TYPE) 
a. Descr1ption 
There is an extens1ve high over central Europe which closes at least 
temporar1ly in the upper levels -- a transitory upper wedge is not includ~d 
here. The Atldntic frontal zone st~etches with ant~~~:lonic curvature north of 
60N. Low pressure lies to the west and east side of the'high. Alo~t. signifi-
cant troughs extend from the centers of low pressure over the northern ~orth 
Atlantic (mostly Iceland-southern Greenland) and northern Si~eria. Usually a 
trough exists over eastern Russia. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
In summer it is generally fair and dry ~ith sc~ttered chunderstorn 
activity. In the cold season ground fog and low stratus occur. In summer it 
is warm; in winter it is cool. 
5\•.rt'ace 5w lll~ 
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TABLE E-9 
































2.2 2.9 2,9 3.3 3.0 4.5 3.3 
TABLE E-10 
NUMBER OF CO~SECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT HM WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 ;i 1 9 10 
7 17 11 10 8 3 5 2 
s 17 8 7 3 5 4 1 3 
7 17 1 3 4 7 3 l 3 2 
12 12 9 6 1 2 3 l 
7 19 13 l 5 3 4 3 
12 16 10 7 6 3 2 L. 
15 29 12 9 4 3 2 1 
10 26 11 7 3 .. 2 
-
'1 20 19 12 4 3 6 2 3 
11 13 14 7 4 6 3 
1 7 9 6 3 2 2 l 1 1 
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7. ANTICYCLONIC SOUTHWESTERLY FLOW (SWA TYPE) 
a. Description 
The frontal zone extends from the sea southwest of Iceland in a 
northeasterly direction towards northwest Russia. It is framed by a ~igh 
pressure zone over western or central Russia and by a zone of low pressure over 
the Atlantic and the northern Norwegian Sea. Individual disturbances travel 
along the frontal zone which follows t~e Norwegian coast toward the Arctic Sea. 
There, they are either steered towards the southeast by an upper trcugh lying 
over western P.ussia, or the1 continue eastward along the north side of anotner 
high located east of the Ural Mountains. Very often there is a nigh pressure 
area over Greenland and the northern Norwegian Sea so that Iceland, though 
within the northeasterly flow, is on the cold side of the br~ad trough. 
b. Characteri~tic ~eather 
In the hilly terrain of Bavaria, it is mostly fair and dry. The cold 
season has ground fog and occasional low stratus. It is generally c1oudy along 
the coastal area wiih intermittent light precipitation. All seasons are warmer 
than normal. Strong wir.ds occur along the coasta~ areas in winter. 
Sur!ace 500 lllb 
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NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT SWA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ,_o 
2 6 4 1 3 ., 
2 6 1 2 1 1 1 
2 8 4 2 
4 3 4 l 
1 l 1 3 1 
2 1 l l 
l 2 2 1 l 
l 4 3 I 
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l 2 l l 2 
3 6 5 2 2 l 1 
4 9 2 l 
4 5 2 3 1 1 
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8. CYCLONIC SOUTHWESTERLY FLOW (SWZ TYPE) 
a. Description 
The frontal zone extends from the sea area north of the Azores across 
the English ~hannel in a nortlieasterly direction towards northern Russia. !t 
is fra~ed by a high centered over south or southwestern Russia with a wedge 
stretching south~estward across the central Mediterranean to northwest A:rica, 
and by a zone of low pressure located over the North Atlantic, Norwegian Sea 
and Arctic Ocean. Individual disturbances travel from the area north of the 
Azores across the British Isles and Scandinavia to the coast of the Arctic 
Oce?~. Their fronts seriously affect all of central Europe. A cold north-
westerly flow along the southeast side of the Greenland high cov3rs almost the 
entire Norwegian Sea an1 the nortt.western part of the North Atlantic. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
The weather is unsettled (especially in winter) with frequent 
precipitation. This is mostly rain except in southeastern and central Europe 
and along the northern edge of the Alps. In summer there is little rain just 
to the north of the Alps. Summer is only moderately warm, but the re.naining 
seasons are warmer than normal. Strong to gale force winds occur in the northern 
lowland plains during the co)d season. 
SllJ'!ace 500 ab 
Figure E-8. Typi~al example of SWZ type. 
E-14 




NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT swz WEATHER TYPE occu~s 
JAN FEB 
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NJHBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT SWZ WEATHER TYPf. OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 P. . 9 10 
l 9 6 3 2 1 1 1 
2 3 2 3 l 1 
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2 l 2 l 
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l l I 1 1 
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2 1 2 l l 
2 2 l 
l 6 6 3 l 
1 3 5 5 2 l l 
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9. ANTICYCLONIC NORTHWESTERLY FLOW (NWA TYrE) 
a. Description 
The center of the ~ubtropic high cell lies at the western edge of 
Eur~pe. It fs displaced ~Jrtheastward from 1ts normal position, but it is not 
blocking -- usua~~~ ~~ 1 ~ not farther north than SON. Low pressure exists over 
the north~rn North Atltntfc and horwegian Ser with troughs ~xtending to the 
western Atlanti~, westerh Russia and the eastern Mediterran~·n. The froital 
zone e~te~ji in an anticyclonic curve north of the British I~les, thence in a 
southeasterly direction to western russia. Individual disturbances pass along 
the front from the central Atlantic south of Iceland, to Scandinavia and then 
toward wester:i and southern Russia. T.hei1· fronts sometimes affec:t the eastern 
part of centra 1 Eu rope. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
Western central Europe is fair and dry while east-centr: 1 Europe has 
slightly unsettled weather wit~ local light precipitat~on. Precipitation falls 
partly as rain in wi~ter. The eastern Alpine foothills wil~ be tP.mporarf ly 
under upslope effect. Temperatures in the west wi 11 be near normal; however, 
in the east they will be mild ii. the low levels in winter and cool in th~ warm 
season. 
s IU't &C9 500 .ti 




NUMBER OF DAYS PER MOHTh THAT NWA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB HAR 
1. 1 1. 1 1. l 
APR HA'r JUN JUL AlJS SEP OCT 
1. 0 1. 2 2.3 3. 1 2.3 1. 0 0.8 
TABLE E-16 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE D~YS PER 





---......_...._ 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 ~13 
JAHJARY 3 4 2 2 3 
FaAIJARY 1 2 6 3 3 2 
MARCH 4 8 2 3 3 2 
APA IL 2 5 7 5 2 3 
MAY 4 7 5 4 2 l 
JUI£ 4 l 4 1 7 7 1 6 4 
1----~...-------~+---t----~~------~·+----r--~~----~-__, 
JULY 1 0 l 7 11 l 5 9 4 l 3 l 2 
--~~~+------t~-+-~--~-+---i-----t~_,.~~---t--~~--~-t-·~r----1 
AUG'JST 8 13 11 6 2 2 
SEFTOOF.P 4 7 4 4 3 l 2 
r;CTOBER 6 6 4 3 2 
NOVEMBER 5 5 12 2 4 
DECEMBER 5 5 12 
SP Tftrrr •m · r s ,,, ...-.&Met 5trsrt01=r-s tA+Mr, , ... - a __ 1. - -
·~ 
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10. CYCLONIC NORTHWESTERLY FLOW (NWZ TYPE) 
a. Description 
A cell of the subtrop1cal high (no~ blocktng) is displaced north-
east~ar~ to the western Bay of Biscay with its'center south of 10N. A low 
pressure area is over the northwestern Atlantic and Scandi~avia with troughs 
extending to eastern Europe and southern Russia -- the troughs have extensions 
into the central Mediterranean Sea. The fronta1 zone stretches in an anti-
cyclonic curve to the sea west of Scotland, curving over the British Isles in 
a southeasterly direction toward southeastern Europe. Individual disturbances 
travel along this zone from th"! central North Atlantic across England 011 a 
southeasterlv track to central Europe. From there, they travel along the 
eastern rim of the Alps and across the northern edge of southeastern Europe, 
toward the east or northeast. Sec~~dary dist~rbances form over northern Italy 
and travel eastward. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
The weather is generally very unsettled with frequent showery 
precipitation and heavy precipitation in the warm season. Precipitation occurs 
in the form of snow during the wi~ter. There is strong upslope effect at the 
Alps. Temperatures are colder than normal in all seasons; however, there is 
mitiga~ion of temper!tures in the lower levels in winter. Strong winds occur in 
the east. 
Surface 500 mio 











NUMPER OF LAYS PER MONTH THAT NWZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
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NUMBER or CONSE,UTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT NWZ WEATHER TYPE OCCUR~ 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 3 6 6 3 l l 1 
1 i 3 5 2 1 2 
4 8 5 3 3 
3 B 11 4 2 
1 7 6 4 1 
7 8 4 2 l 1 
l 0 9 1 7 5 2 3 2 
8 9 7 2 3 1 3 
3 6 7 4 3 1 1 
5 5 4 2 2 3 
2 l 6 5 1 2 
7 8 5 7 2 2 
11 12 ~13 
1 
E - l 9 
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11. WELL-DEFlNED CLOSED KIGH ~VER NORWEGIAN SEA (HNA TYPE) 
(ANTICYCLONIC FLOW OVER tENTRAL EUROPE) 
a. Descriptior 
There is a closed.blocking high ove~ the southern Norwegian Sea. 
Very often it is connected with the Polar high and has a strong wedge extending 
in a southeasterly direction as far as central E~rope. The Atlantic frontal 
zone splits over the western Atlantic into two branches: one passe~ over 
Greenland to the 11orth. the other ext~nds eastward across the south-central 
Atlantic. Individual disturbances occasionally travel into the Mediterranean 
along th~ latter frontal zone. There are meridinnal troughs on the sides of 
the high -~ one in the western Atlantic. and one extending from the Arctic 
Ocean to the Black Sea witr. a weak extension to the west. Thi~ sometimes 
results i~ a cut-off upper low over southwestern ·Europe. Th~re is cycloni~ 
northerly flow over eastern Europe and western Russia. with fronts occasionally 
affecting eastern Germany. Low pressure extends over the western and central 
Maditerranean Sea. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
Weather ii often fJir in the warm season with increasing cloudiness 
and th11nderstorms to·•ards the ea-;t, Winter has mostly radiation weather -- cold 
to very c.o1d. Spring is usually only moderately warm. S.immer is warm, sometimes 
sultry. but not hot. 
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TABLE E-19 



















APR HAY JUN JUL AUS SEP OCT 
1. 5 1. 7 2.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 l. 0 
TABLE E-20 
NUH~ER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
HON'!ri THAT HNA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
1 l l. 3 4 5 6 7 G ! 9 10 
4 2 2 2 
l l 3 l l 2 1 
l 10 5 1 l 1 
7 1 I 5 4 1 l 2 l 
~ 10 8 7 4 2 1 1 
5 l l 6 6 4 l l 
2 4 6 l 2 
.. 
1 4 5 1 l 3 2 l 
-
3 8 4 3 l 1 2 I 
3 4 5 ~ 2 2 2 1 
2 3 5 1 2 
1 2 2 2 ,l 2 1 
HOY DEC 
0.6 0.5 











12. WELL-DEFINEu CLOSED HIGH OVER NORWEGIAN SEA (HNZ TYPE) 
(CYCLONIC FLOW OVER CENTRAL EUROPE) 
a. Description 
The close~ blocking high over the Norwegian Sea is often connected 
with the Polar high. It is flanked by meridional troughs. The easterly trough 
stretches from the low pressure area over northern Russia across Scandinavia to 
western Europe. It deflects the cold air stream from cent .. al Europe. On the 
eastern side of the upper trough there is advection of milder air from the 
southwest. In thir, stage, cut-off lows lie over ~estern and west-central 
Europe with cyclcnic weather. The eastern branch of the cold air stream flows 
across Russia to the Ural Mountains. The Atlantic frjntal zone splits over the 
w~st Atlantic into two branches: one fo1lows alon~ the west coast of Greenland, 
and ·he other is directed to the south-central Atlantic. Individual dist~rb­
ances move across the Bay of Biscay into central Europe. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
The cold season is cloudy with snowfall. In summer there is varying 
cloudiness with frequent thunderstorm activity toward the ~outh. These are 
often warm fro:it thunderstorms with considerable amounts of precipitation. 
Winter is cold. The war•,1 season in the no:-th is cool, but the hilly parts of 
southern Ger~any are warm and humid. 
Figure E-12. Typical example of HNZ type. 
E-22 
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NUMBER OF DAYS ... ER- MONTH THAT HNZ #EATHEFl TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB MAR 
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-'UG SEP OCT 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.3 ll, 3 0.2 0.7 
TABLE E-22 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAY5 P~~ 
MONTH THAT HNZ WEAT~ER TYP~ OCCURS 
2 ) 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 ,, l 1 1 ~ 
1 2 1 1 1 
2 5 2 3 1 
1 3 4 1 2 
1 5 3 2 1 
3 8 1 3 1 
2 4 4 
2 3 1 
-
2 3 
3 5 2 3 1 
4 2 1 1 l 
2 1 1 1J 1 
NOV DEC 
0.3 0.2 






13. WELL-DEFINED CLOSED HIGH UVER BRITISH ISLES (HB TYPE) 
a. Descrirtion 
A closed, blocking h1gh ever the British Isles is flanked by two 
marked meridio~al tro~ghs. One lies over the we~tern Atlanti~. the other one 
stretches from tre Arctic Sea to er~tern Europe. The Atlantic frontal zor.e 
stretches in a wide anticyclonic curve acr0ss Iceland in a southeasterly 
direction to western Russia. Individual disturbances of ~sually minor intensity 
travel along it from the Norwegian Sea to eastern Europe and cont~nue in a 
northeasterly direction. West-central Europe is little affected by this frontal 
zone. The southern area is covered by a trough, often of only ~eak intensity, 
stre~ch1ng from the Black Sea to southwestern Europe. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
The weather is mostly fair and dry with northerly to northeasterly 
flow Into wester~ an1 central Europe. I~ is cloudy wfto infrequent scattered 
light precip~tation in the east. Slight upslope effects occur at times along 
the eastern Alps. Jt is moderately warm during most ~t the year; however. in 
rnid-winter it gets very cold. 
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TABLE E-23 
NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT HB WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB HAR 














APR MAY JUN JUL AU& SEP OCT 
1.0 1. 1 1. 1 0.7 0.7 1. 2 0.8 
TABLE E-24 
HUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT HB WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 1 3 1 1 
3 5 6 4 1 l 
5 7 3 2 2 I 1 
4 3 3 2 1 2 
2 6 8 2 1 2 1 
4 8 3 4 l l l 1 
2 2 5 1 2 
1 7 3 2 1 
1 7 5 4 1 1 1 1 
3 I) 3 2 1 2 
2 7 2 l 2 1 
l 7 l 2 , ] l I I .l. 
NOV DEC 
0.6 0.6 
11 12 :?13 
1 
1 
I I I 
E-25 l 
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14. ANTICYCLONIC NORTHEKLY FLOW (NA TYPE) 
.a. O§Scri pti Ol)_ 
On tha sur.'ace there is either a closed high over the easter .r1 dst: 
Isles or the North Sea or a high pressure bridge between soutnwest Europe and 
the Polar h~gh. Aloft there is a wedge over the eastern half of the British 
Isles flanked by extensive lows or troughs over the north Atlantic and northwest 
Russia. Tht Atlantic frontal zone curves to the north over the eastern Atlantic 
and gen~rally does ~ot connect with the Russian low center. On the western side 
of the Russian low, weak wave disturbances travel across eastern Europe to the 
south or southeast. Their extensions affect east-central furope. 
b, Characteristic Weather 
Western and central Europe have scattered cloudiness and, at times, 
are fair and dry. The weather becomes unsettled toward the east with frequent 
precip~tation of a showery nature. In winter, precipitation is always in the 
form of snow. It is moderately warm during summer in the west. and unpleasantly 
cold in the east. The winter often has seve1·e cold weather. 
Sur!ace 500 Ill> 
Fi.Jure E-14. TyJ?ical exarop!.c of :rn type. 
E-26 







NUMBER OF DAYS PEq MONTH ~HAT N~ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
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0. l 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.110.2 
TABLE E-26 
NUMBER OF CONSECUT!VE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT NA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 2 
1 2 l 
3 5 2 
5 l 1 
4 8 5 1 3 1 
1 3 2 1 1 l 
1 5 3 2 1 
7 4 2 1 l 
4 4 1 
1 1 
1 11 1 
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15. CYCLONIC ~ORTHERLY FL0~ (NZ TYPE) 
a, Descr~o..!!. 
A closed and block1ng ~fgh lies over the eastern Atlantic. On 'he 
surface-there is a temporary bridge to the Pol~r high which is freqJently 
broken by disturbances. The Atlantf; frontal zone passes fn an anticyclonic 
curve across Iceland intP the southern Norwegian Sea. From there it r~ns 
arross the North Sea into the Mediterranean and·continues on into Russia. 
T~ere· is anot~er high in the area east of the Ural Mountains. !njividua1 
disturbances, frequently stronger than normal, travel from Iceland across the 
North Sea into central Europe. Cold air penetrates into the Mediterranean Sea 
often causing the formation of secondary lows in the Gulf of Genoa which move 
off toward the east and northeast. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
~usty northerly winds and unsettled weather with considerable 
?recipitation occur on the northern edges of the mountains. There is a very 
p1·onounced upslope effect in the Alps. Winter and spring have snow with heavy 
shower activity. It is considera~ly colder than normal in all seasons. 
Figure ::-is. Typic~l example of NZ type. 
E-28 
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TA!lLE E-27 
NUMBEk OF D~YS PER MONTH THAT NZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB HAR 
0.7 0.6 1. 2 
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1. 2 1. 6 1. 7 0.8 0.6 0.9 Cl.G l 0.5 
T.\BLE E-28 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT NZ WEATHER TYPE O~CURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
2 8 2 3 l l r 
2 7 3 2 2 
6 10 6 l 1 l l 
8 9 8 2 l l 
9 16 8 7 l 
9 8 7 2 3 l 2 1 1 
l 10 2 l 2 
l 2 3 2 1 
4 11 2 1 1 l 
j 8 3 
5 l l 1 1 
3 r. 2 1 1 













16. TROUG~ OVER C~NTRAL EURQD~ (TRM TY?E) 
a. Description 
A trough o~er north-central Europe reaches southward to the central 
Mediterranean. It is flanked by areas of high pressure situated over the 
northern Atlantic and Russia. Individual disturbances travel in the frontal 
zon~ in a sou~heasterly direc~ion reaching from the northwestern Atlantic to 
southern France and then from the central Med1terranean atross Hung4ry and 
Poland to northern Russia. The disturbances often deepen over the Mediterranean. 
The ahis of the upper trough extends from the Norwegian Sea to the wester~ 
Mediterranean. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
Typical weather is unsettled with frequent precipitation. In the 
western parts this is often in showery form -- mostly as snow in the cold 
season. Tr·ugh situations cause very heavy precipitation esp~cially in the 
sout~ and east. In all saasons it is colder than normal. particularly in the 
west. 9uring the cold season, temperatures in the east are about normal. 







! TABL.E E-29 
NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH TH~~ TRH WEATHER TYPE oc;uRs 
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DE:: EMBER 6 
APR MAY JUN .iUL AU& SEP OCT 
1. 6 l. 2 0.9 1. 2 o.s l . 3 1. l 
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TABL.E E-30 
NUMBER OF CON~£CUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH T~AT TRH WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 iO 4 3 3 
3 9 4 5 3 l l l 
4 9 4 4 1 3 
10 7 11 3 l 1 l l 
8 l 0 6 2 2 
6 9 5 1 l l 
7 ts 6 1 1 2 
7 7 1 2 2 1 
3 14 G 3 1 1 l 
7 l 0 4 2 3 1 
9 8 10 4 2 l 2 
5 5 4 3 l I l I l 
-
NOV DEC 
1. 4 0.9 









17. WELL-DEFINED CLOSED LO~ OVfR BRITISH ISLES (TB TYPE) 
a. pescriotion 
There is a surface low center located over the British Isles or south 
or west of them. In contrast to the trough situation, the lo~ is surrounded on 
all sides by high pressure, especially at its northern side. The Atlantic 
frontal zone splits off the American east coast into two branches: one goes 
across eastern Labrador to the north, the other passes across the southern 
North Atlantic into southwestern Europe. The number of individual disturbances 
which approach from the west and join the central low, however, are few. 
Circular steering can be observed and pressure cha~ge areas move on ~ cyc!o~ic 
course along the north sioe uf the system from east to west. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
The weather is !'.lightly unsettled in the west but not unpleasant, with 
intermittent precipitation and frequent thunderstorms with abundant rain ~n the 
warm season. Precipitation, even in winter, is mostly rain. I~ is generally 
fair toward the eas~ with frequent foehns in the northern Alps. It is warmer 
than normal in all s~asons, especially in the cold season. Summer is often 
warm and sultry. In winter a thaw period occurs in the west. 
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NUM!ER OF DAYS PEA MONTH THAT TB WEATHEA TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FE! MAR 
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0.9 1. 2 J.6 0.8 1. 3 0.4 0.5 
TABLE E-32 
NUMBER ~F CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT TB WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 3 2 l 
1 7 3 1 l 
2 6 3 1 
6 9 l l 
2 6 6 4 5 l 
4 3 l 2 
1 10 3 4 2 l I 
4 9 61 5 2 2 l 
2 2 3 3 1 
3 4 3 3 l 1 
2 5 2 3 1 1 1 
l 5 2 1 l 1 1 
NOV DEC 
0.7 0.7 








10. TROUGH OVER WEST£RN EUROPE {TRW TYPE) 
a. pescr1ption 
There is a trough from the Norwegian Sea across the western European 
c~astal area into the western Mediterranean Sea. It is flanked by high pressure 
over the Nort~ Atlantic and western Russia. The Atlantic frontal zone runs 
from the middle -of the North Atlantic to northern Spain, then curves over the 
western Mediterranean in the direction of the western parts of central and 
northern Europe. Individual disturbances pass along the frontal zone with their 
intensity temporarily decreasing over western Europe. Aloft the axis of the 
trough usually str~tches from the western Norwegfan Sea across the British 
Isles to Spain. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
Characteristic weather is slightly ur.settled in the west but not 
Jnpleasant. There is int~rmittent precipitation with frequent thunderstorms 
and abundant rain in the summer. Precipitation in winter is usually in the form 
of rain. Toward the east, it fs fair at times, with freque~t foehns in the 
northern Alps. It is warmer than normal during all seasons. A thdw period 
occurs in winter, especially in the west. Summer is often warm and sultry. 







































APR MAY JUN JUL A"G SEP OCT 
0.8 l . 0 0.7 l. 0 1 . 0 0.7 1.. 0 
TABLE E-34 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE IlAYS PER 
MONTH THAT TRW WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ' 9 10 
l 2 1 l 
2 l l l l l 
l 5 5 J l 
4 4 9 l 1 l 
5 7 4 2 2 
4 10 4 l l l 
8 14 6 l 2 
5 8 5 l 0 l l 
6 l l l , 3 
6 6 3 l l 1 l 
5 11 5 l l 
2 10 l 5 l 1 
NOV IlEC 
0.7 0.5 
11 12 ~B 
1 
.. ____ ... _____________ ~'!.&. •• .i-~-~2"..:r..~;.- ........................ ~.-.·., 
. . ~·x:: =·ill! 
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19. ANTICICLONIC SOUTHERLY FLOW (SA TYPE) 
a. De&crf ptf on 
A blocking high at the surface with a strong wedge aloft reaches from 
eastern Europe to western Russia into northeastern Europe or north~rn Russia. 
The Atlantic frontal zone fs loca~ed to the west of the high and extends from 
the sea area north of the Azores to the European west coast, th~re turning 
northward. lndf vidull disturbances pass along the front and affect only the 
coastal area: from Spain to Norway. The low center is located in the area 
southwest or south of Icelard. Ea$t of ~he high there is a trough over the 
ir.terior of ~ussia. 
b. Characteristic Wea~her 
In the west there is variable cloudiness, but it is dry. Fog occurs 
fn the mornings with low stratus in the cold season. Toward the east it is 
fair with morning fog. Strong foehns occur along the northern Alps. In autumn, 
and occa~ionaliy in winter, there is frequent radiational cooling. In fall, 
during the day, and in the remainder of the seasons it is warmer than normal. 
Summer is ofte~ hot, but seldom sultry. 
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APR HAY JUN .JUL •UG SEP OCl 
0.4 0.3 0. 1 0.9 0.9 
TABLE E-36 
NUMBER OF cryNSECUTIV~ D~YS ~£R 
MONTH THAT SA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 l 9 10 
2 1 1 7 2 1 T 
3 4 2 2 
5 10 5 2 1 
4 5 3 l 
l 4 2 
l 
l l 
l l l 
2 9 2 3 l 1 
7 11 2 4 l 1 
2 8 4 2 2 4 l 2 1 
3 7 l l l 1 l 
NOV DEC 
1. 6 0.8 
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20. CYCLOhlC SOUTHERLY FLOW (SZ TYPE) 
a. Ducrfptfon 
There is a blocking high at the surface wfth a strong wedge aloft 
from west or \~entral RuHfa to the Arctic Sea·._: The frontal zone along the 
western side of this blocking hfgh runs from the Azores to western Europe. 
lndfvfdual, mostly weak disturbances travel from tie western Mediterranean 
across the west~rn Alps into northern Europe. The center of the low lies south 
or southeast of Iceland. East of the high there f$ a trough over western 
Sfberfa. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
It is cltudy at times with only light precipitation in winter. This 
fs in the form of rdin or drizzle. It is frequently gloomy with fog or low 
stratus in the cold seaso~. Only the area north of the Alps is temporarily 
fair due to the foP.h11s. Warm fr~rntal thuncterstorms with abundant precipitation 
may occur in summer. It is warmer than normal in all ~easons, especi?.lly in 
summer. Exc~ptions t~ this are individual winter situations with lDw stratus. 
Summer fs often sultry. Strong winds occur in coastal areas. 
Figure E-20. Typical example of sz type. 
E-38 
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TABLE E-Jl 
NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT SZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
r JAN FEB HAR 
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0.2 0. 1 0.2 
TABLE E-38 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT SZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 
4 3 










OCTOBER 3 3 2 1 
NOVEMBER 2 2 j 2 1 1 
1---~~+-.......... ~-+--~-----+---t--+---+-~-t-~-t-~t--_.,..·~ 
3 4 3 3 1 
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21. ANTICYCLONIC .SOUTHEASTERLY FLOW (SEA TYPE) 
a. DescripUon 
The ~locking h1gh 1s orientated from southeastern Euro~e or southern 
Russia towards the northwest with 1ts center over southern Scandinavia or as a 
bridge reaching across the Norwegian Sea to Gr~enland. Low pressure lies over 
t~e central North Atlantic w:th a pronounced extension reaching to the , 
Mediterranean area. Weak fronts occasionally touch west-central Europe. The 
Atlantic frontal zone runs from the southern North Atlantic to south~estern 
Europe; there it turns to the northwest across the Br1tish Jsles. On the 
eastern side of the high there is a trough reaching from the Arctic Ocean to 
eastern Russia. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
Variable cloudiness occurs in the south and west with mostly clear 
skies elsewhere. There is often morning fog i~ the cold season. Foehr. occur 
in the northern Aips. It is warmer than n~rmal in spring, hot in summer, and 
colder than normal in winter. Below-freezing temperatures occur in th~ north 
anci east. 
Figure E-21. Typical example of SEA type. 
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MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT 
1. 1 0.8 0.7 0.2 0.7 1. 1 
TABLE E-40 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT SEA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
l 4 2 2 1 
2 2 2 1 
~ 
3 7 7 3 2 1 l 1 
5 6 2 1 2 1 
2 4 6 1 
1 1 2 1 
1 
3 6 4 2 1 
6 a 5 2 1 2 1 1 
2 9 5 2 l 
4 7 2 1 J 4 i 1 
NOV DEC 
0.8 0.9 











22. CYCLONIC SOUTHEASTERLY FLOW (SEZ TY~~) 
a. Oescritli£!1 
There is an extensive blocking high with its ce~t~r over eastern 
Russia with a wedge in a northwesterly direction to the Polar rey~0n. On the 
west side a low pressure area extends from the Atlantic across western t~~ooe 
to the western Mediterranean Sea. This often occurs with a cut-off low aloft. 
lhe Atlant1c frontal zone runs from the central North Atlantic aero~~ central 
Europe towards the Norwegian Sea. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
Weather is unsettled with intermittent Dre~· itation which occurs in 
the form of rain in winter. It is ge~erally dry in th~ northeast. It is often 
humid in the warm season. Warm fronta~ thund~rstorm activity causes abundant 
rain. Light foehns occur near the Alps. It is warmer than normal in the west 
and colder than normal in the east in winter. 




NUMBER OF DAYS PER HONTH THAT SEZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB HAR 















APR HAY JUN JUL AUS SEP OCT 
0.8 0.3 0.2 0.4 
TABLE E-42 
NUMBER Or CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT SEZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 10 
1 5 2 4 l 4 2 
1 4 l 2 1 1 1 
2 7 l 2 1 
4 3 i 2 1 2 1 





2 3 3 2 1 
1 3 1 3 
1 3 2 l I 2 I 
NOV DEC 
0.5 0.5 
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23. WELL-DEFINED CLOSED HIGH OVER FENNOSCANDIA (HFA TYrE) 
(ANTICYCLONIC FLOW OVER CENTRAL EUROPE) 
a. Description 
There is a closed blockin~ high with its center over Fennoscandia or 
the Baltic Sea. On its south side there is easterly flow, usually from western 
Russ~a across c~ntral Europe to the North Sea. The At1antic frontal zone extends 
in a meridionai direction to the Arctic Sea, there curving 1nto southern Russia 
(trough over eastern Russia). T~ere is no strong upper low over central furope 
or the Mediterranean area. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
Characteristic weather is mostly fair and dry. Severe cold spells 
often o'.:cur in winter. In the t;·ansitional seasons it is colder than norma~ 
at times, but in the warm seascn it is hot with ccnsiderabie thunderst~rm 
activity. 
Surface 500 llb 
Figura E-23. Typical example of UFA type. 
E-44 
TABLE E-43 
NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT HF.A WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB HAR APR HAY JUN Jul AU& SEP OCT NOV 
1. 9 l. 5 l. 2 l. 5 l. 1 0.4 0.5 0.7 1 . 1 1. 4 0.7 
TABLE E-44 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PEP. 
MONTH THAT HF.A WEATHER TYPE OCCUR~ 
~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 .., 0 Q 10 11 12 I 
JAtlJARY l 2 6 9 3 4 3 1 1 1 
FEBRUARY 1 9 6 2 2 1 2 1 
MARCH l 1 5 6 2 1 2 
APRIL 3 7 7 2 3 1 1 l 
~ 
HAY l 3 11 6 2 2 l 
-+ 
JUr£ 2 8 2 1 
JULY 3 j 2 1 1 1 
AUGUST 2 /.'. 2 2 2 2 1 
SEPTEMBER 3 6 5 2 l 1 l 
OCTOBER 6 7 4 3 l l 







l 1 l 
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24. WELL-DEFINED CLOSED HIGH OVEP. FENNOSCANDIA (HFZ TYPE) 
(CYCLONIC FLOW OVER CENTRAL EUROPE) 
a. Descri11tion 
There is a closed blocking h1gh over central or northe·n Fennoscand1a 
and an exten~1ve upper low over the central and southern parts of central 
Europe which results in easterly flow at tha surface. The flow is from western 
Russia, ar.ross north-central Europe to the North Sea. Disturbances usually 
come from an easterly direction only during the winter and then only as isolated 
cold air pockets which split off from the Siberian cold air reservoir. They 
travel slowly across central Europe to the Norwegian Sea. Large-scale over-
running is caused by moist, warm air which moves in from the low to the south. 
The Atlantic frontal zone splits ir·to two branches over the eastern Atlantic. 
One bran:h passes in the rlirection of eastern Greenland, then across the Arctic 
Oc€_.n into eastern Russia; the other goes across the Bay of Biscay and the 
Mediterranean into southern Russia. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
The weether is unsettled with precipitation -- in winter as snow and 
in the warm season as rain with frequent thunderstorms. In the east, rainfall 
is sometimes very abundant. In the cold season. below-free;o;ing temperatures 
occur. In the warm saason it is more often hu~id and warm than hot. 
E-46 
l_'_5'_ as 
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TABLE E-45 
NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT HFZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FE:B HAR 














APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT 
0.2 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0.2 
TABLE E-46 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT HFZ WEATHER TY.PE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 3 2 1 I 
l 2 3 
5 2 1 
l 2 2 
2 1 l 1 
1 2 2 
l 2 l 
2 
1 2 1 
1 1 1 1 
3 3 2 1 
1 5 2 1 l 
NOV DEC 
0.3 0. 3 .J 
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25. WflL-DEFIJED CLOSED HI6H OVER NORkEGIAN SEA ANO FENNOSCANDIA 
(HNFA TYPE) {ANTICYCLONIC FLOW OVER -CENTRAL EUROPE} 
a. Descti pt ion 
There is a blocking high pressur~ zone, often a high pressure bridge, 
extending from Russia, Fennoscand1a or the Baltic Sea to the Norwegian Sea or 
to Greenland. Along the southern side there is easterly flow, often from the 
interior of Russia to the r.orthern North Atlant1c, o'casionally even to the 
sout~ of Greenland. In the south, there is a weak Atlantic low pressure system 
with a trough of low pressure extending eastward. The low ce~ter is located 
iear the Bay of Afscay, but the frontal zo~e 1s not pronounced. North of the 
high pressure zone there is westerly flow from northern Greenland over the 
Arcti~ Ocean to northern Russia. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
It is often fair in the north and east with variable cloudiness towards 
the south anrl west. Scattered precipitation falls as snow in winter. It is hot 
in summer and severely cold in winter. The north and east have the ~reatest 




Figure E-25. Typical example of HNFA type, 




NUMBER OF »AYS PER MONTH THATHNFA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB HAR 
0.3 0.5 0.2 














APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
0.5 l. 4 0.6 0. 1 0.3 0.2 
TABLE E-48 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS P'R 
HONTH THAT HNFA WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
·~ 
3 1 1 1 
1 4 3 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
4 3 1 1 
3 9 5 3 2 1 2 1 
1 3 4 1 1 I 
·---1 
1 l 

















I 26. WELL-DEFINED ~LOSED HIGH OVER NORWEGIAN SEA AND FENNOSCANDIA (HNFZ TYPE) {CYCLONIC FLO~ OVfR CENTRAL EUROPE) 
a. Description 
At the surface there is a blocking hiyh pre~sure zone extending from 
nvrthern Russia across Fennoscandia to the Norwegian Sea •. often as a bridge to 
G1·eenland. Aloft there is a weak bridge betweer. <1 high o,ver Russia and a h1gh 
over the northern Atlantic or Greenland. Sometim~s there is also a trough-like 
connection between the low pressure over the northern regions and an upper low 
located over central or south-central Europe (similar to HFA). Frequently there 
are large-scale overrunning processes occurring within the range of tr s low. 
At the surface, central Europe experiences general easterly flow; the Atlantic 
frontal zone does not extend to the east very markedly. A low pressure re~ion 
is located south of the zone of hig~ pressure with its main centers over 'he 
Atlantic and over central or western Europe. 
b. fharacteristic Weather 
It is mostly clovdy with frequent and abundant precipitation -- in 
winter as snow. in the warm season as frequent thunderstorms. In winter severe 
cold occurs, especially in the north, and in the warm season it is rather warm 
and humid. 




NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT HNFZ WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB MAR 














APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT 
0.3 1. 0 0.2 0.2 0. 1 0.2 0.2 
TABLE E-50 
NUMBER OF CQN5ECUTIVE DAYS PER 
HONTH THAT HNF'Z WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l.0 
-
1 l 1 2 
2 1 3 l l 
7 2 3 3 2 
8 1 2 l 
-
5 2 
l l 2 
3 l 
2 l l 
2 2 
2 l l 
7 2 
l 1 l 
NOV DEC 
0.3 0.2 






27. ~ORTHEASTERLY FLOW (NE TYPE) 
a. Descrfpti,·n 
There is :. high pressure 
Isles to Fennoscan.jia •Jr sometimes 
the Baltic Sea to n~rthern Russia. 
bridge from the Aiores across the British 
frora southwestern Europe across France and 
In the latter case the high pressure bridge 
is weak. At its southeastern flank therP is also a low pressure system aloft 
with its center over central Europe, especially in winter. Along the northeast 
flank of the high, the Atlantic front~l zone stretches from the western Atlantic 
to the northeast often causing southwesterly flow over the Atlantic. Near the 
centr ·of the bridge of high pressure over the British Isles or the North Sea, 
there is a danger of a temporary break-through of Atlantic disturbances in a 
southeasterly direction to the Mediterranean area or to south-central Europe. 
Often this break is recurrent, followed by a reestablishment of the high 
pressu;·e bridge. 
b. Characteristic We~ther 
In the cold season, especially towards the southeast, it is cloudy 
with precipitation in the form of snow, which is at times abundant and long-
lasting. The warm season i~ pl~asant and fair with only widely scattered 
thunderstorms. Winter 1s colder than normal and during tem~orary clearing 
somet1mes severely cold. 
Figure E-27. Typical example of NE lyIJe. 
E-52 
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TULE E-51 
NUMBER OF DAYS PlA MONTM THAT NE ,"EATHE~ TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB 



























2.2 2.6 0.2 0.2 0. 1 0.4 0.8 
TABLE E-52 
NU~BER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT NE "EATHER TYPE OC,URS 
2 3 
' 
5 6 1 8 9 10 
2 8 4 4 2 2 
3 10 6 1 l 1 1 l 
4 12 2 5 3 2 1 1 
5 18 12 6 3 1 2 
a 20 1 l 5 3 3 l 
2 l l 2 1 
1 2 1 1 
2 2 
1 2 1 1 1 
4 4 5 5 
3 5 2 
10 7 1 
NOV DEC 
0.5 0.7 














28. WELL-DEFINED CLOSED LOW OVER CENTRAL EUROPE (TM TYPE) 
a. Description 
In contrast ~o the trough situation, the central surface low over 
central or west-central Europe and the low aloft over the western portions of 
continental Europe are surrounded on almost all sides by high pressure. The 
Atlantic frontal ione often splits over the western Atlantic into two branches: 
one passes over western Greenland to the northeast; the other, often very weak, 
passes across the North Atlantic 1nto southwestern Europe. A marked circular 
steering pattern over central Europe can be observed frequently. Pressure 
change areas move on the northern side of the system from east to west. The 
more western areas are affected more by Gulf of Genoa developments than by the 
trough situations. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
Frequent, often very heavy, precipitation occurs in the cold season. 
Often this is snow, especially in the western areas. In summer the weather is 
usually warm and humid with thunderstorm activity. 








NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT TH WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB HAR 

















APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT 
1. 0:: 1. 2 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.7 
TABLE E-54 
NUMBER O~ CONSECUTIVE DAYS PER 
MONTH THAT TH WEATHER TYPE OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 2 2 4 2 2 
6 l 4 2 1 1 
l 9 7 3 1 
-
4 4 7 3 2 2 
9 3 5 1 3 l l 
4 4 3 3 . I 
3 5 6 2 2 1 
2 5 2 l 
l 5 2 l 1 1 
4 7 3 l 2 
4 10 5 1 l 
2 5 l l 1 
NOV DEC 
0.9 0.5 
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29. NORTHwESTERLY SLOPED TROUGH (WW TYPE) 
a. Oes;:rtption 
Th~re is a very marked Atlantic frontal zone lying usually between 
SON and SSH and a blocking high with fts t:nter yver western Russia. On the 
western side of the high the frontal zone turns snarply to th~ north 'owards 
~estern Sca~dinavia so that the associ~ted bad 11eather ~reas become stationary 
n a meridional zone west of the Elbe River. 
b. Characteristic Weather 
The western and northwestern portions of the region experience 
frequent, and often abundant, snowfalls during the winter. The nort~east and 
southeast sections are frequently free of precipitation. Winters are generally 
mild except in the east where it is colder than normal. Summers are generally 
co~l. Strong winds o~cur in the west and northwest in winter. 
r - 'i 6 









NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH THAT WW WEATHE~ TYPE OCCURS 
JAN FEB 





















0.4 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.6 
TABLE E-56 
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE D~YS PER 
~ONTH THAT WW WEATHER TYPl OCCURS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 8 6 1 l 1 
4 7 l l 
5 10 3 3 1 1 
4 3 2 1 
2 2 l 
1 5 2 4 1 
2 5 2 1 1 
3 3 4 3 2 l 
4 5 5 1 
4 3 1 1 2 
5 1 3 6 3 1 1 1 l 
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REFERENCE: 
Aerospace Science Div., 1968: Catalogue of iurope~~ l~rge-scale w~ather ty£!!2_. 
Revised by HQ 2nd Weather Wing, Aerospace Sci. Div., 68 pp. 
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LIST OF STATIONS FOR WHICH CUMATOLGGICAL DATA 
ARE AVAILABLE FROM WORLl>·WIDE AIRFIELD SUMMARIES 
The U.S. Naval Weather Service has recently published a series of 
climatological summaries for selected airfields which is world-wide in scope. 
Since copies of these reports can be obtain~d from the Nati~nal Technical 
Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22151, it wbs felt that it was 
unnecessary to duplicate them here. However, to aid the reader in using these 
World-Wide Airfield Summaries for the reyion surrounding the Mediterranean, ~ 
listing of climatological parameters along with available stations from these 
r~ports is compiled in this appendix. 
Table F-1 is a listing of parameters found in the Wo~~Wide Airfiel~ 
Summaries for hut:h airfields di1d climatic areas that hav'e been :.elected as 
being nearly homogeneous climatologically. It should be mentioned that sn0wfall 
information i~ hOt availdble in the Mediterrane~n region. A listing of 
countries (in alphabetical order) is found in Table F-2. This ld~le al~o lists 
stations, by i~creasing WMO Station Index Numbers, for which climatological data 
dre available. These stations, arranqed according to nunbered climatic areas, 
are given an arbitrary station number (indicated by ! ) where WMO Index 
Numbers are not assigned. References to Figures F-1 thrcugh F-20, which include 
the station locations and boundaries of climatic areas, are also listed in 
Table F-2. 
P.IRFIELO DATA AllD AIRFIELD .t\REA !JATA 
Climatoloqical data ap;iliubl1~ only to a specifier. airfield. The data 
consist of ~tatistical param~ters b~sed on actu~l weather obsrrvations 
made at. the airfield. if actual weather observations are riot available 
the data c0nsist of estimates of the stati~tic~l par~met~rs, prepared 
by a c;limJtologist, liascd on actual "leteorolo']ical data from surrounding 
weather stations. 





Table F-1 (continued) 
CLIMATIC AREA DATA 
Climatological data representative of a n~arly homogeneous climatic 
area. The data are average (or representative) values based on a 
sample of climatological data available from weather stations within 
the area. The area data do not imply that the specific condition 
simultaneously exists at all locations within a cou~try or large 
climatic area. In rolling and mountainous terrain there may be 
considerable variation in the data from one location to another 
within the climatic area. 
LOCAL STANDARD TIME 
Standard time applicable to a 15° meridional zone. (Zones proceed 
east and west from the zone centered on the prime meridian and 
extending from 00730E to 00730W.) No consideration is given to 
local deviations from the 15~ zone boundaries. 
AIP.rlELD PARAMETERS 
Absolute Maximum (Minimum) Temperature-Degree~ F. 
Ths highest (lowest) temperatur~ observed in the specified 
month during tr.e whole per)od for which observations an 
available. 
Mean Daily Maximum (Minimum) Temperature-Degrees F. 
The average of all the daily maximum (minimum) temperatures 
observed in the specified month. 
Mean No. Days Wfth Maximum Temperature Greater Than Or Equ1l To 90°F. 
The average of the number of days in the specified month on 
which the maximum temperature was observed to be equal t~ 
or greater than 90~r. 
Mean No. Days With Minimum Temperature Less Than Or Equal To ~2~F 
(0°F}. 
The average of the number of days in .i1e !>peci fied mr,nth on 
which the minimum temperature was observed to be equal to 
er 1c~~ th~r. 32°r (0°r). 
Mean Dew Point Temperature-Degrees F. 
The average of all hourly dew point temperatures observed in 
the specified month. 
Mean Rel~tive Humidity-Percent 
The average of all hourly relative humidity value~ observed 
i n a spec i fie d month . 
Mean Pressure Altitude-•eet 
The average station pressure observed at the airfield in the 
specified month converted to an altitude by using t:1~ L!.'i. 
Standard Atmosphere. 
llll12••2•11-1t•T•••••rss••••n•rmr1112-.aa.r ... --·•-,..•••111111m .. r .. _-.a----~~~~~ ~ •L~ 
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Table F-1 (continued) 
Mean Monthly Precipitation-Inches 
The average of the monthly total amount of all forms of 
precipitation, reduced to its liquid equivalent, observed in 
the specified month. 
Mean Monthly Snowfall··lnches 
The average of the monthly total amount of snowfall observed 
in the specified month. 
Mean No. Days With Prec1pftation Greater Than Or Equal to 0.1 Inch 
(Snowfall Greater Than 9r Equal To 1.5 Inchesj 
The average of the number of days in the specified m~nth on 
which the daily amount of precipitation (snowfall) was 
observed to be equal to or greater than 0.1 inch (l .5 inches). 
Mean No. Days Wit~ An Occurren~e of Visibility Less Than 0.5 Mile 
The average of the number of days in the specified month on 
which there was at least 0ne observation of visibility less 
th11n 0.5 mile. 
Mean No. Days With Thunderstorms 
The average of the number of d~ys in the specified month 
on which the we~thcr observer ~eard thunder. 
Percent Frequency Surfa:e Wind Sreed Greater Than 16 Knots 
(Greater Than 27 Knots) 
The frequency, expressed as a percent of the total number 
of hourly we~ther observations considered, during the 
specified month, in which the surface wind speed was 
observed to be greater than 16 knots (27 knots). 
Percent Frequency Ceiling Less Than 5,000 Feet And/Or Visibility 
Less Than 5 Miles 
The frequency, expressed ~~ ~ rPrc~nt 0f ~he total ~umber 
of hourly we.·ther observations considered, during the 
specified month, in which the ceiling was observed to be 
less than 5,000 feet and/or the visibility wa~ ooserved 
to be less than 5 mi Jes. 
Percent Frequency reiling Less Than 1,500 Feet (Less Than 300 Feet) 
And/Or Visibility Less Than 3 Miles (Less Than 1 Mile) 
The frequenr.y, expressed as a percent of all the hourly weather 
observations considered, in a specified three-h~urly period 
durinq the day for a spe:ified month in which the ceilinq was 
observed to be less than 1 ,500 feet (300 feet) and/or the 
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Table F-1 (continued) 
PARAMETERS FOR AIRFIELC AREA AND CLIMATIC AREA 
Mean No. Days With Ceiling Equal To Or Greater Than 1,000 Feet (2,500 
Feet, 6,000 Feet, etc.) and Visibility Equal To Or Greater Than 
3 Miles 
The average of the number of days when, at a spec;fied hour 
during the day ir. the specified month, the ceilinq was 
observed to be equal to or greater than 1,000 feet (2,500 
feet, 6,000 feet, etc.) and the visibility was observed to 
be equal to or greater than three mi~es. 
Mein No. Days Wfth Ceiling Equal To Or Greater Than 2,000 Feet and Visibility 
Equal To Or Greater Than 3 Mil~s and Surface Wind l~ss Thar. 10 knots 
The average of the number of days when, at a specified hou~ 
during the day in the specified month, the ceiling was 
observed to be equal to or greater than 2,000 feet, the 
visibility was observed to be equ41 to or greater than three 
miles, and the surface dind speed less than ten knots. 
Mean No. Days With Surface Wind Gredter Than 16 Knots and No 
Precipitation 
The average of the number of days when, at a specified 
hour during the day in the sµecified month, the surface 
wind speed was observed to be greater than 16 knots, and 
there was no precipitation. 
Mean No. Days With Surface Wind 4-10 Knots and Temperature 
33-89° F and No Precipitation 
The average of the number of days when, at a specified hour 
during the day in the specified month, the surface wind 
speed was eq~al to or greater than four knots, but not 
greater than ten knots, tha temperature was equal to or 
greater than 33u F but not greater than 89° F and there 
was no precipitation. 
Mean No, Days With Sky Cover Less Than 0.3 and Visibility Equal To Or 
Greater Than 3 Mil~s 
The averag~ nf the number of days wh~n. ~L a specified 
hour during the day in the specified month, the portion 
of the sky covered with clou~s was observed to be less 
than 0.3 and the visibility was observed to be equal to 
or gre~ter than three miles. 
AREA PARAMET,ERS (CLIMATJC AREA O~ill. 
Ran0~ of Hean Dafly Temperature-Degrees F 
Two temperatures for the specified ~onth: 
(1) a representative mean daily maximum temperature 
observed in the ar~a; 
{2) a representative mean daily minimum temperature 
observed in the area. 
Range cf Mean Monthly Precipitation~Inc1es 
Two mean monthly precipitation amounts for the specified mo~th: 
( 1) the largest 111ean amo1Jnt obse;·ved in the area; 
(2) the smal 1 ~st mean amount observed in the area. 
Table F-2. Li~ti~g of stations for wftich clim3tological data are 
available from ~~de Airfield Summaries. 
ALBANIA (from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 1973). Figure F-1 shows station 
•1ocations and climatic areas. 
Station No. Name S ta t i on II o . ~lame 





l )6 2 lj 
1Jb29 
Gj i rokastra 
Korea 
ALGERIA (from U.S. :1aval Weather Service, 1968). Figure F-2 shows station 
locations and climatic areas. 
'Statton ~o. Name 
COASTAL (C11rr.atic Area 1) 





B 11 da 
Telergma 
Station No. Name 





































0 ua 11 er. 
ATLAS MOUNTAINS (Climatic Are~ 2) S(J"JTHtA<;T HJliHLA1HJ5 (Climatic Area 5) 
60504/ 
60540 












Bis k ra 
L~ghouat £1 Ma~r 
Hammaguir 












AUSTRIA (from U.S. ila•nl Weather Servjc.~. l971a). fjgurt F-3 shows station 
loc.~ticns and climatii: areas. 
Station ;10. Ila me Station ;10. :Jame 
DANUBE PLAINS (Climatic Area 1) llUSTR !AtJ ALPS ( C 1 j mat f c. II rea 2) 
11010 Linz 111 OS Feldkircti 
li030 Vienna-Tul ln 11 1 20 innsbruck ;Jest 
l I 0 :15 Wfen/ltohe Watte 11 146 Sonnolick 
11036 Vienna/Schwechat 111 50 Salzburg 
l 45 21 / Langenlebarn 11 I 5 7 Aqen 
11 1 65 Zeltweg 
11?31 Y.lagenfurt 
112 40 t; rel z 
. . . . '.. . . ,. 
4 " I .\ • ... " 
. . . . . ~ .. 




Table F-2 (continued! 






Palma/~on San Juan 
Mahon-San Luis 
BULGARIA (from U.S. Naval weather Service, 1973). Figure F-1 shows st~tion locations 
and climatic areas. 
s t dt i o n rw . riarr.e Sti>tion No. 














Ctii rpan/Tchi rpan 


















CORSICA (FRANCE) (from U.S. ~~ather Service, 197lb). Figur~ F-~ shows station 
locations. 











~!~Ti: (GREECE) (from U.S. Weather Service, 197lti,. Figure F-6 shows St.ltion locations. 
S ta ti on 14 o . 
16 7 46 
15 7 4 7 
16?54 
So•idna Ba; 
Y.h an i a 
CYPP.IJ) ISLAND (from U.S. :1aval Weather Ser.,.ice, 1974d). 
---rocat· r.~ 
Station llo. Ila me 
j 7602/ Morpl1oti Bay 
17600 Pa phc» 
I 7601 Akroti r; 
17606 II 1 cos i a 
1 7 6 1 , Ayio~ 
F · 6 




-Table F-2 (contin~edl 
CZECHOSLOVAK!A (from U.S. Naval We~ther Service, 1973). Figure F-8 shows stat1on 
locatTolis-and cli~atic ereos. 
Statinn NC'. Name 















Station No. Name 
EASTERN LOWLANbS {Climatic Area 2) 








EAS7ERN ~OUNTAIHS (Climatic Area 3) 
11903 
119 30 
S 1; ac 
Lomnicky/Stit 
FRANCE (from U.S. Ndval Weather Ser~ice, 1~7la). Figure F-9 shows station 
~ations and clireatic areas. 
S~ation ~o. Name 




0 702 4 










0 71 21 
07125 











0; 21 7 
07222 
07240 























Pari S/'-~ Bourget 
Melun 
Lorient-Lann Bihoue 




Station No. Name 




























14 5 fj 4/ 
14565/ 
14566/ 
Q,-1 eans -Bri cy 
Bo urges 
1hord 
Poi tie. '.>-B.ard 
Chateauroux 
La Coubre 






Pau-Pont Long Uzein 
Toulouse-Blagnac 
Toulou>e-Francaza1 


















T-1.ble F-2 (con"C.inuedl 
FRANCE (continued) 
Station No. Name 





















Ml! tz-F res c aty 

















CEIHRAL MASSIF (Climatic Area 3) 
0 7 3 7 4 
07460 
07558 
Vi ch y- Ch a rme i l 
Clermont Ferrand 
Mi 11 au 
Station No. Na111e 



























FRENCH ALPS (Climatic Area 5) 
0 7491 Chambery-Aix Les Bains 










Cue,·3 -Pie rrefeu 
GIBRALTAR 
locations. 

















16 5 4 tl 
16 6f; l 
16665 
15669 
16 6 7 2 
16682 
l6r,,~? 












La,. 1 s a 
Volos 
r; ea An k 111 a 1 o s 
Levkas 
.'lg r in inn 
Andra·ddh~ 
Araxos 
At hi n a i - F 11ad1: 1 • i a 







'[a.blc F-2 (continued) 
HUNGARY (f~om U.S. Naval Weather S!rvice, 1973). Figure ~-10 shows station 
locations. 

















ISRAFL (from U.S. Naval Welther ~ervice, l974b). Figure F-11 shows st~tion 
---iocations and climatic areas. 
Station No. Name 
DESERT (Climatic Area 1) 
40199 E i I at 
!TALY (from U.S. Weather Servii:e, 1971b). 
----crlmatic areas. 
Station !lo. Name 
DOLOMITES (Climatic Area 1) 
16020 Balzano 
























Monti c ;1 i ar i 
Venegono 




Cal"e r i 
Mi lano/Malpensa 












Ranchi Del Leglonari 
Bologna 
Rimi r i 
Station No. ~lame 



















Figure F-5 shows station locations and 
Station Ho. Nam~ 




























Roma/Fi urni r i no 
LH ir.a 
Dratica Di MarP 
Capua-Grauan i se 
Napnli/Capodichino 





F • 9 
.. 
Table F-2 (~-ontinued) 
ITALY (continued) 
Stl"'t1on ~o. N1•e 





















JORDAN (from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 1974b). Figure F-12 sho~s station 
locations and climatic areas. 
Station No. Name Station rio. riame 
WtSTERN HIGHLANDS (Cl1r.1atic Area l J EASTERN PLAINS ( C 11mat1 c Area 
40280 Jericho 40250 H4 
40265 Mafraq 
40270 Amman 
4031 'J f.la Ari 
2) 
LEBANON (from l'.S. Naval Weather Service, 1974b). Fi'.Jure F-13 si1ow~ station 
locations and climatic areas. 
Station No. Name 






HIGHLANDS iCllmatic Area 2) 
40102 
40104 
40 l !) 5 
RaydCk 
Me rdj ayo •Jn 
Les Cedres 
LIBYA (from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 1968). Figure F-14 show:; station 
----,-or.at,19~5 ~nd c11m~t1c 3re3~. 
Stiltlon No. Name 























El Ad em 
Station rio. Name 
iJESERT (Climatic Area ~) 
62002 
62103 
6 21 ;:'4 














Y. u ,- fa 
• 
r ;;;r.; -~ &tu~ --
Table F-2 (continued) 





Ha 1 Far 
T d Kali 
LUG• 
MOROCCO (~rom U.S. Naval ~eather Service, 1068). Figure F-15 shows station 
---iocations a~d climatic areas. 
Stdtion No ~ame 




















Sai(ii Site II 




Sidi Si imc!r.e 
Meknes 
Nouasscu~ 







Meli 11 a 
ilador Tauima 
Station No. Name 





Mi de 1t 
OuC1rzagate 
SOUTH ~OASTAL (C~imatic Area 3) 
60087/ 
60250 
Hassi Tan Tan 
Agadir-lnezgane 
INLAND PLAINS (Climatic Area 4) 
60281/ Foum El Hassane 
PORTUGAL (from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 197la). Figure F-4 shows station 
lo~ation> and climatic area~. 
StHion Uo. ~i ame 
MiJU~TAINS (Cl imdtic Area 1) 
S t a t i o .1 :1 o . Name 
PLAINS (Climatic Area 2) 

























Sagres-Cabo De Sao Vincente 



























Tdble F-2 (continued) 
RUMANIA (from U.S. ~aval Weatner Service, 1973). Figure F-16 shows sta~icn 
locations and climatic areas. 
Station No. Name 
CENTRAL HIGHLANOS (Climatic Area l) 
15040/ 
15 i 20 








Station No .. Name 



















Gal at i 





SAR D I N I A I TA LY 1 ( fr um '.!. S . We a t n er Se r v i c e , l 9 7 1 b ) . F i g u re F - 5 st, o \o/ s s t. at i on 
locations an -climatic areas. 
St at iv n :i o . Name 










Ca g l i a r i IE l mas 
!NrERIOR MOU~TA(NS (Climatic Ar~d 2) 
14201 I 
16524 
l :.5 3~ 
'lu o ro 
Ma comer 
Fonn· 
Sl(.11 f lfr0111'-'·3. We.:: en'.'~ 
--- ' 










l 64 71) 




Trapani -Bi r'Ji 
Sciacca 






Station ~o. Name 
EASTER~ COAST (Climati~ Ar~d 3) 
16506 
16 5 31) 
1 6550 
16564 
Gu a rd i ave cc.. h ·, a 
0 lb j d 
C~po BE::J:avista 
Capo C.:irbJnara 
F-S ,r,uws statior, loc~t1ons. 
"\ ,'• 
., 
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F-14 
Table F-2 (continued) 
SYRIA (from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 1974b). Figure F-17 sh~.s station locations 
---aiia climatic areas. 
Station No. Name 
COASTAL STRI? (Climatic Area 1) 
40022 Lattakia 
Station No. 











TUNIS!!, (from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 1968). Figure F-18 shows station 
--,-o ca t i o n s a n d c l i ma t i c a r_e a s . 
Station No. Name Station No. N~me 
NORTH COASTAL (Climatic Area l ) CENTRAL (Climatic Are~ 2) 
60714 Bizerte 60745 Gafsa 60714 El Aouina/Tunis Cartha!Je 60765 Ga bes 6072!i Sauk El Arab a 
DESERT '.Climatic Area 3) 
60715/ Remada 
TURKEY ;from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 19i41>). Figure F-19 shows s~ation ~1ocations and climatic areas. 
Stat·ion No. Name 














Edi rn e 
·,·.::- i 1 koy 
Go 1 cu:-
AEGEAN COAST (Climatic ~rea 2) 
17056 
1 /112 
1 711 5 
1 7150 


















1 7 3 70 
Antalyil 
s i 1 i fke 
A d ii n ii.' I n c i ;· l i k 
lskenderun 
St at inn ii o . ri arne 
























r -•· i, - " LI I\ I It:' l. 
lsparta 
Konya 





1 71 00 
1 71 70 
17200 




I gd fr 
Van 
Malatya 






Si i rt 
Ur f ii 
Oiyarbakir 
t 1.,.~.. -~· .,..._ "-• ~- .To • -' •" 
Table F-2 (continued) 
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC (E~ (from U.S. Naval Weath~r Service, 1968). Figure F-20 
shows station loc~ns and climatic area~. 
SUtion No. Name 
DESERT (C11~ ic Area 1) 
62 300 
62306 
62 33 4/ 
62 33 5/ 
62336 










Bir Gifgafa New 
Gebel Libni 


























Bi 1 b<! is 
Cairo 
.i't a ti on No . Ila me 








































YUGOSLAVIA (from U.S. Weatner Service, l97lb). Figure F-6 shows station locations 
and clTiiiatfc areas. 
Station No. ~ame 
ADRIATIC COAST (Climatic Area 1) 
13107 








, ~A I: 1 































Dl~ARIC ALPS (Climatic Area 2) 




St a Lon ~Jo. flam'.! 




































Bi tu 1 d 
Pr i 1 ,. p 
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Ta~le F-2 (continued) 
YUGOSLAVIA (contin~ed) 
Station No. Name 













































Lip i k 
Murska Sobota 
lj o vi Sad 
~enta 
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Figure F-1. Station locations and climatic areas in Albania 
and Bulgaria. WMO Station Index Numbers refer to cities 
list~d in Table F-2 (from u.s. Naval Weather Service, 
1973). 






Pigure F-2. Station ~ocations and climatic areas in Algeria. 
WMO Station Index Nl•'nbers refer to cities listed in 
Table F-2 (from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 1968). 
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AUSTRIA 
Figure F-3 •.. tation locations and climatic areas in Austria 
and Switz~rland. WMO Station Index Numbers refer to cities 
listed in Table F-2 (from U.S. Naval Weather Service, 197la). 
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Figure F-4. st~tion locations and clima~ic areas in Balearic 
I~lands, Gibraltar, Portugal ~nd Spain. WMO Station Index 
NurnL~rs refer to cities listed in Table F-2 (from U.S. 
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Figure F-5. Station locations and climatic are~a in Corslca, 
Italy, Sicily, Malta and Sardinia. WMO Staticri Index Number& 
refer to cities listed in Table F-2 (from u.s. Naval Weather 
~orvicP., 1971b). 
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Figure F-6. Station locations and climatic a~eas in Crete, 
Greece and Yugoslavia. WMO Station Index N~'Tl.bers refer to 
cities listed in Table F-2 (from u.s. Naval Weather Service, 
197lb~. 
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Figure F-7. Station locations in Cyprus. WHO Station Index 
Nwnbers refer to cities listed in Table F-2 (from U.S. 
Naval Weather Eervice, l974a). 
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Figure F-S. Station. locatiohs and climatic areas in 
Czechoslovakia. WMC Station Index Numbers refer to cities 
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Figure F-9. Station locations and climatic areas in France. 
WMO Station Index Numbers refe: to cities listed in 
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Fi£"ure F-10. St~tion locatic.;-,;; i11 Hungary. WMO Station 
Index Num'oers refer to citi~s lis~ed in Table F-2 (from 
U.S. Nava: Weather Service, 19~3). 
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Figure F-11. ~tation locations and climatic area3 in Israel. 
WM0 Station Index Numbers ~Pfer to citieP in Table F-2 





















Figure F-12. Station locations and climatic areas in 
Jordan. WMO Station Index Numbers refer to cities listed 
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Figure F-13. Station locations and climatic areas in 
Lebanon. WMO Station Index Numbers refer to cities 
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Figure F-14. Station loccttions and climatic areas in Libya. 
WMO Station Index Numbers refer to cities listed in 
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Figure F-15. St~tion locations and climatic areas in 
Moroc:::o. w:10 Station Index Nu'llbers refer to cities listed 
in Tab.le F-.2 (from U.S. Naval \':eather Service, 1968). 
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F-32 
Figure F-16. Statjon locations and climatic areas in Rurnania. 
WMO Station Index Nu.llbe:rs refer to ci tics listed in Table 
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Figure F-17. Station locations and climatic areas in 
Syria. WMO Station. In'leY. Numbers refer to cities listed 
ir. Table F-2 (from U.S. Naval Weo.ther Service, 19/4b). 
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Figure F-18. Station locations and climatic areas in Tunisia. 
WMO Station In1ex Numbers refer to cities listed in Tabla 
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Figure F-19. Station loLations and climatic areas in 
Turkey. WMO Station Index Numb~rs refer to citi~3 
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Figure F-20. Station locations and ~limatic areas in 
uH.i.t.t.!u ,-\rab .Kepu.ulic (Egypt). WMO Station Index N>..unbe':"s 
refer to cities listed in Table F-2 (from ~.s. Naval 
Weather Service, 1968). 
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APPENDIX G 
NORMAL PRESSURE TENDENCIES AT SYNOPTIC HOURS 
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN (REITER, 1971) 
1. BAC.ICGROUND 
;he pronounc· diurnal variation of press~re in the Mediterranean and lower 
latitudes makes th analysis of synoptic charts and the estirration of the 
movement of i~obaric features complicated. Thi~ v~r'.ation hcis beer. analyzed 
in diurnal and semi-diurnal compo~ents which have been studied in detail by 
various authorities. fhe semi-diurnal component has been shown to be fairly 
regular at or 11ear sea level; its amplitude decreases with increase of latitude 
and with a1titude above MSL. The diurnal component i~ more pronounced in1and 
?.nd at high altitudes. It i5 also irreqular and sensitive to diurnal variations 
of temperature and, hence, to local variations of cloudines;, rain belts and 
other weather factcrs. Over the sea, however, both components are reoular, 
although in l~ndlockcd waters, even as extensive as the Mediterranean, seasonal 
fluctuations are observed. 
The need has long been felt for table~ or charts of reoresentative normals 
of the pressure tendency at synoptic ~ours as an aid to forecasting. The 
attached maos, Figures G-1 through G-32, are desiqned to show representative 
normals of pressure te~dency at all the current synoptic hours between latitudes 
30~ and 45~. There are four sets of eight charts, one for each season: Spring 
(March-May), Summer (June-August), Autumn (Seotember-Novernber) and Winter 
(December-February). Isopleths are drawn (at intervals of 0.2 mb) as dashed 
lines for falling tendencies and as continuous lines for rising tendencies. 
2, GENERAL NOTES 
The following notes give so~e of the principles used in the construction 
of the charts and explain some of the dominant features: 
(a) As a :esult of the large diurnal rimplitude of temoerature whicn 
produces a l~rge amplitude of press~re tendency in inland areas 
(especially over North Africa). the isopleths, notably on the 
~i~-day and evening chlrts, tend to follow t~e coast. The 






















(b) Where the coverage of observations over high ground (e.g., over 
N. Afric~) was obviously inadequate, no attempt was made to allow 
for the effect of the high ground on the pr~ssure tenoency. 
(c) Inland daily te~dencies are likely to be greater than normal in 
cloudles~ weather and less than normal when clouds dnd precipita-
tion prevail. When using the charts for these regions, therefore, 
inter~olation between isoplet~s must be carefully done. 
(d) Tw~ stations in the Azores ~08503 and 08512) for which data were 
available are tabled in the upper left-hand corner of the charts. 
Since thes~ two stations are off the maps, they are not included 
in the analysis. 
SOURCES OF DATA 
The following sources of data have been used: 
( a ) G d' r a l t ct r 
(b) Algeri~n Stations 
(c) Marseilles, Malta 
(d) Italian Stations, Sardinia 
( e) 
( f) 
:panish Stations (including 
r~hon), Egyptia~. Turkish 
a d Levantine Stations 
Se Areas 
Met. Mag., 87, p. 294, 1958 . 
!./eather in the Med., Vol. !II. 
Weather in the Med., Vol. 
(New Editions). 
Rivista di Met. Aero., X'vI:, No. 3, 
p. 3, Ro1ne 1957. 
Data worked up from Hofrneyr, W.J., 
Notos, 7, p. 6, Pretoria, 1958. 
Jarr.eson, H., M.O. Prof. Note No. 105, 
1952 and Netherlands Atlas 
(Mediterranean). 
Inconsist~ncies have inevitably arisen between those reports and in some 
cases have been difficult co resolve. It has been neces~ary to ignore almost 
co~pletely the Dutch observati"ns. Those from Malta were supp'emented by two 
other sets of observation; rP.corded in manusc~ipt notes, but it has been 
diffic~lt to fit them all into :erlain charts. The coverage of observationl 
is fairly good except over the Balkans and Libya. Supplement~~Y values car 
Nicosia and Tob~uk have ueen Jbtained by averaging the daily tenderci~s rJcorded 
in Daily Weather Reports by these stations over a period of about four years. 
REFERENCE 
Reiter, E.R., 1971: Di9i,_st of selected weather rroble_1!1s of the Mediterran~~-~­
NAVWEf.~SCHFAC TeCh. Paper No. 9-71. 
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Pigure G-1. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
0000 GMT and 0300 GMT (valid at 0300 GM'l') Sprin9. 







\lr'lun Qlven In tt11th1 
or a mllllbor 
Fiqure G-3. Three-hourly normal pr•••ure tendencies between 
0600 GMT and 0900 GMT (valid at OtOO GMT) Spri~g. 
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Figure G-4. Three-"hourly normal pressure tendencies between 






Figure G-S. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
1200 GMT ann 1500 GMT (valid at 1500 GMT) Spring. 
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Figure G-6. Three-hourly normal pressure tenden~ies between 
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Fiqure G-7. ThreP.-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 





Fiqurt. G-8, Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
2100 GMT and 0000 GMT (valid at 0000 GMT) Spring. 
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Figure G-9. Three-hourly r.ormal pressure tendencies between 
0000 GMT and 0300 GMT (valid at 0300 GMT} summer. 
Figure G-10. Three-hourly normdl pressure tendencies between 
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Fiqure G-11. Three-hourly normal rressure tendencies between 
0600 GMT and 0900 GMT (valid at 0~00 GMT) Summer. 
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Figure G-12. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
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Figure G-13. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
1200 GMT and 1500 GMT (valid at 1500 GMT) Summer. 
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Figure G-14. Three-hcurly normal 1 ressure tendencies betwe~n 
1500 GMT and 1800 GMT (valid at 1800 GMT) Si.unmer. 
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Figure G-15. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
1800 GMT and 2100 GMT (valid dt 2100 GMT} Sumrn~r. 
Figure G-16. Three-hourly normal press~re tendencies between 
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Figure G-17. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
0000 GMT and 0300 GMT (valid at 0300 GM'l'i Autumn. 
F1gure G-18. Three-~ourly n0rmal pressure tendencies between 
0300 GMT and 0600 GMT (valid at 0600 GMT) Autumn. 
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G-12 
Figur~ G-19. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
0600 GMT and 0900 GMT (valid at 0900 GMT) Autumn. 
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Figure G-20. Three-hourly r.onnal pressure tendencies between 
0900 GMT and 1200 GMT (valid ~t 1200 GMT) Autumn. 
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Figure G-21. Three-hourly no:tmal. pressure tendencies between 
1200 GMT and 1500 GMT (valid at 1500 GMT) Autumn. 
Fiqure G-22. Three-hourly normal pressure tendenc~es between isoo GMT and 1800 GMT (valid at 1800 GMT) Autumn. 
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Figure G-23. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
1800 GMT and 2100 GMT (valid at 2100 GMT) AUti.l!lln. 
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Figure G-24. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
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Figure G-25. Three-h0urly normal pressure tendencies between 
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Figure G-26. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
03'.JO GMT and 0600 GMT (valid at 0600 G:1T) Wir.ter. 
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Fi~ure G-27. Three-hourly noriJal pressure tendencies b~tween 
0600 GMT and 0900 GMT (valid at 0900 GMT) Winter. 











Figure G-28. Three-hourly normal pressure tendencies between 
0900 GMT and 1200 GMT (valid at 1200 GMT) Winter. 
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Fia1.t.t:e G-29. Three-hourly rarmal press~1re tendencies b,:tween 
1200 GMT and 1500 GHI' (valid at 1500 CM'.L') WintP.r, 
r'igure G-.JO, Tl1ree-hcurly normal r,ressure tendencies between 
1500 GMT anti 1800 GM'l' (valid at lBIJO GM'r) Winter, 
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Figure G-31. Three-hourly normal pressure tt!ndencies between 
1800 GMT and 2100 GMI' (valid at 2100 GM':') Winter. 
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Figure G-32. Three-hourly normal ~ressurc tcndcncie~ betwec~ 
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APP~NDIX H 
METEOROLOGICAL UNITS, .;ONVERSION FOR•LAS AND SCALES 
Table H-1. Meteorological units and crnversion formul~s. 
Current Uni ts in Common Use International System of Units (SI ) 
Name Symbol Conversion Formu a Symbol Name 
TemEerature 
degree Celsius oc °C+273 = OK OK degree Kelvin 
dagree Fahrenheit OF 5/9 0 f-t-255,22 = OK 
Pres~ 
ba,. bar l bar -1 MP a mcgapasca 1 = 10 MPa 
:: 102 k Pa kPa kilopascai 
= 105 Nm-2 Nrn-2 newtol"' per 
meter SqiJa"ed 
millibar mb l mb = lo-1 kPa 
= 10 2 Nm-2 
star. d a rd ;atmosphere atm 1 atm = 101.325 !<Pa 
mm rr.ercury (Hr) torr l torr = 0.133322 I'. Pa 
inch mercury hg) 1 i r. Hg "' 3.38639 kPa 
Len 9th 
nautical mi·; e n mi 1 n mi -:: 1852 m JI meter 
statute mile mi 1 mi = 16()9 rn 
··-
Veloclli 
n, i 1 e per hour rn i I e h-1 l mi 1 e h - 1 = 1 . 6 09 km h - 1 km h-1 kilnmf-'t.Pr 
k rJ l 1 t kt l kt = 1 . 852 km h -1 per i•ou~ 
-i = 0 514 m 5 ~ c - 1 
meter per second m sec 1 :n sei:-1 = 3.6 l'.m h-1 
H- 1 
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lffect at Sea 
Sea like a mirror. 
Scale·-lne ripµles form 1 but 
withouti foam crests. 
Small wawelets, short but more 
pronounced. C;·ests have a 
glassy appearance and do not 
... __ ... 1... 
Uf it;Uif\, 
Large wavelets. Crests begin 
to break. Foam has glassy 
appearance. Pt:r'1aps si;attered 
white hn ·ses. 
Small waves, becoming longer. 
Fairly frequent white horses. 
-
Mr de rat.:: waves, taking a more 
pro"lounc.~d 1 ong form. Many 
white h~. ses are formed. 
Chance of r; ()me spray. 
Large waves begin to form. 
White foam crests a re more 
extensive e·t'erywhere. Some 
spray. 
Sea heaps !Jp and white foam 
from breaking waves begins to 
be blown in streaks along the 
di rec.ti on of the wind. 
Spindrift begins. 
ModeratPly high waves of 
greater length. Edges of 
crests break into spindrift. 
Foam 1 s blown in we 11 marked 
streaks alonq the di rectf on of 
U.e wind. 
High waves. Dense streaks of 
foam along the direction of 
the wind. Sea begins to ro 11 . 
Spray may affect visibility. 
iiiiiiiiiia.iiiiiiiiiiii_ir.l ___ _._ .. _______ w""• ...... r=•-... ·.u1•.i .... .i:...-. • .:. ......... · • .a.... .tc -·--~ ...... "~..,,_,_, -8·. 
Table H-2 (continued) 
. ,, Beaufort Kilometers 
Number Knots Per Hour Description Effect at Sea 
10 48-55 88-102 Whole gale Ver~ high waves with 1 on g 
and/or overnanging crests. The 
storm resulting foam in great 
patches i s blown 1n dense 
white c;treaks along the 
direction of the wind On 
the whole, the surface of the 
sea takes a white appearance. 
ThP roll i na of th~ seJ 
becomes heavy and shock l i l..e. 
Visibility is affected. 
11 56-63 103-117 Storm Exceptionally high waves. 
and/or Small- and medium-sized 
vie lent vessels might for a long time 
storm be lost to view behind the 
waves. The sea is completely 
I covered with long white patches of foam lying along the direction of the wind. Everywhere, the edges of the 
f wave crests are blown into 
I froth. Visibility seriously 
affected. 
12 64 or 118 or Hurricane The a 1 r i s filled with foam 
higher higher or typhoon and spray. Se a i s compl?tely 
white with dri vi nq ~pray. 
vi s i bi 1 i ty i s very seriously 
affected. 
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